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I. Executive Summary
24
25

In November 2010, Hampton City Council established the Hampton Comprehensive Waterways

26

Management Plan Steering Committee in order to secure citizen guidance on how to effectively

27

manage issues related to the City’s waterways and adjacent shorelines. The committee was

28

charged with development of a comprehensive set of goals, strategies and criteria to guide future

29

City policies and investments regarding waterways management. In addition, the Steering

30

Committee was directed to prioritize goals, strategies and to explore potential funding strategies.

31

The Steering Committee focused on four principal areas of waterway management: tidal

32

flooding, stormwater management, shoreline protection, and waterway maintenance and

33

management. The Steering Committee first developed an overall vision for its comprehensive

34

waterway plan. That statement is as follows:

35

Overall Hampton Comprehensive Waterways Management Plan Vision:

36

As a Chesapeake Bay community, Hampton will achieve beauty, health, access, and management

37

of its waterway resources unparalleled in the lower Chesapeake Bay.

38

Success in achieving this vision will enhance the quality of life for its residents, encourage

39

tourism, improve environmental quality, create recreational opportunities as well as promote

40

sustainable economic development.

41

As a municipality fronting on the Chesapeake Bay, the City of Hampton has enjoyed many of the

42

recreational and development benefits of a water oriented community. However, the same

43

proximity to the Bay that provides these benefits also poses long term challenges in a number of

44

areas. Hampton is facing short and long term stormwater and waterway related issues which will

45

impact public and private infrastructure, development patterns, tax base, delivery of public

46

services and the quality of life. Proposed regulations governing stormwater quality and controls

47

on the discharge of pollution into the Chesapeake Bay from urban drainage systems will require

48

expensive modifications to existing public and private systems for treating stormwater as well as

49

changes in the requirements for site designs to meet runoff quality requirements. Significant

50

public expenditures will be required for mitigation of tidal flooding, stormwater management,

51

shoreline protection, and long term maintenance of existing navigation channels in Hampton.
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52

Additionally, long term projected sea level rise has the potential to increase the frequency,

53

magnitude and duration of flooding throughout Hampton and to inundate portions of the existing

54

stormwater infrastructure as well as increase shoreline erosion. Increases in sea level will also

55

affect floodplain determinations which will affect Hampton citizens and the pattern of

56

development. Rising sea levels, combined with land subsidence, will cause the landward

57

migration of shorelines thereby threatening fixed structures along the shore such as homes and

58

shoreline defense structures and maintenance of these structures. Finally, the city’s waterways

59

receive the majority of the drainage from Hampton’s stormwater drainage system. These

60

resources require continual monitoring and periodic maintenance in order for them to continue to

61

be viable assets and a significant profit generator for the city.

62

Taken together these issues will place long term budgetary pressures on the City government as

63

it is forced to prioritize its public spending on waterway related measures to protect public

64

safety, quality of life and economic viability. Effectively dealing with these challenges requires a

65

careful, far sighted and integrated plan to ensure that Hampton City Council can preserve the

66

benefits of being a waterfront community for its citizens while meeting the infrastructure,

67

development and regulatory challenges which it will face in the next decades.

68

II. Background

69

Over the years, Hampton City Council has been dealing with waterway issues on a case-by-case

70

basis. However, in 2010, Council decided to start a process of developing a long term

71

comprehensive waterway management plan and educating the public on these challenges and

72

their implications for the citizens of Hampton. Accordingly, in September, 2010, Council created

73

the Hampton Comprehensive Waterway Management Plan Steering Committee (Steering

74

Committee) to provide advice and guidance in this regard. The Committee has been assembled to

75

represent a broad spectrum of interests and areas of Hampton. The Steering Committee,

76

supported by other interested citizens has been meeting since late 2010 to develop a

77

Comprehensive Waterway Management Plan to address tidal flooding, stormwater management,

78

shoreline protection and waterway management and maintenance to optimize the waterway’s

79

overall benefits to Hampton.
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80

Mission

81

The Hampton City Council charged the Steering Committee to develop a Comprehensive

82

Waterway Management Plan addressing tidal flooding, stormwater quality issues, shoreline

83

protection, and waterways management and maintenance issues facing the City of Hampton, in

84

collaboration with city staff, regional representatives, and consultants/technical experts. Council

85

requested that this plan include recommendations on programs and projects necessary to

86

effectively and efficiently: address the challenges in terms of tidal flooding, stormwater

87

management, eroding shorelines, and degraded channels; educate the public on waterway issues;

88

achieve compliance with regulatory requirements; and enhance the quality of life for Hampton

89

citizens. And Council felt that the public should be fully engaged in the process of developing

90

this plan.

91

Specific Responsibilities

92

The specific responsibilities of the Hampton Waterway Steering Committee were as follows:

93



Develop an understanding of the following challenges facing Hampton:

94

o Protection of Hampton’s shorelines from erosion and storm damage to waterfront

95

properties.

96

o Tidal flooding, including the effect of projected sea level rise;

97

o Current and future stormwater quality and discharge regulations;

98

o Management and maintenance of tidal waterways;

99



100
101

Form and charge subcommittees to investigate and make recommendations for short and
long term strategies for dealing with each of these issues.



Working with City staff, develop methods for soliciting public input on these issues and

102

educating the public about the importance of having a comprehensive plan for dealing

103

with them. This should include public forums for the solicitation of general concerns

104

regarding these issues.

105



Develop recommendations for the following:

106

o Short and long term strategies for dealing with each issue, including an evaluation

107

of alternative strategies
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108

o Projections of long term capital and financing needs in order to address each issue

109
110

including the identification of possible funding sources

III. The Study Process

111

Hampton’s Comprehensive Waterways Management Plan was developed by citizens of Hampton

112

who volunteered and worked together on the Steering Committee and associated subcommittees.

113

The effort to develop a Waterways Management Plan was coordinated with and incorporated

114

into the larger Community Plan development which was on-going during the course of the

115

Steering Committee’s work. Throughout the effort the larger community has attended public

116

meetings, asked questions, made suggestions and visited the project’s dedicated website.

117

The process began in fall of 2010 with a series of background briefs on the principal topics.

118

Briefings by outside technical experts were provided on projected long-term sea level rise,

119

historic storm patterns and coastal resources and waterway assessment programs.

120

Following the background briefs, four subcommittees were formed to undertake a more detailed

121

investigation of the principal topic areas. The four subcommittees were: tidal flooding, shoreline

122

erosion/protection, stormwater management/surface water quality, and waterway

123

management/maintenance. Each topic-specific subcommittee reported on:

124



Current Conditions

125



Measurable Goals

126



Strategic Issues and Challenges

127



Criteria, Guidance and Tools to Evaluate Policy and Investment Choices

128



Alternative Choices and Analysis

129



Recommendations and Strategies to Support Goals

130

Technical experts were assigned to each of the subcommittees to answer questions during

131

working sessions and gather information between meetings. Facilitation support was also

132

provided to the Steering Committee and all subcommittees.

133

The subcommittees were open to all citizens interested in working with others to generate the

134

topic-related reports. All subcommittee meetings were open to the public. Upon completion of
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135

the subcommittee work, their reports were presented to the Steering Committee which reviewed

136

and discussed the content of each report. With the exceptions noted as footnotes to this report,

137

the Steering Committee endorsed the four subcommittee reports and has included them in

138

Chapter V of this document.

139

The Steering Committee met throughout the process to ask questions of experts, host community

140

checkpoint sessions, discuss organizational approaches and finally, to combine the work of the

141

subcommittees into a comprehensive approach for waterways management including

142

recommendations for community-based priorities.

143

A central objective of the public process was to provide broadly accessible information. The

144

technical briefings were video-recorded for Internet viewing. A dedicated website,

145

www.hamptonengages.com, provided background information, videos, meeting announcements

146

and documents being generated by and for the Steering Committee and subcommittees.

147

Upon adoption of the findings and recommendations of the four subcommittees, the Steering

148

Committee reconvened to focus on responding to direction from the City Manager to establish

149

priorities for the recommended actions and to provide Council guidance on preferred funding

150

mechanisms. To start the process, the Steering Committee received briefs from City staff on

151

funding for on-going maintenance and capital projects related to waterway management. City

152

staff also provided information on the various funding mechanisms available to support the

153

implementation of the strategies adopted by each Subcommittee. With the assistance of City

154

Staff and consultants, the implementing strategies were organized as a time-phased sequence of

155

events and preferences for funding mechanisms were identified. Appendix B includes the time-

156

phased series of actions.

157

This report will be presented to the public for comment and input on priorities and strategies in a

158

Checkpoint Meeting scheduled for October 25th, 2011. The results of this meeting along with this

159

report will be presented to Hampton City Council thereafter.

160

IV. Vision Statement for the Entire Effort

161

As noted above, the Steering Committee developed the following statement for its vision

162

regarding the waterways of the City of Hampton:
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163

“As a Chesapeake Bay community, Hampton achieves beauty, health, access, and

164

management of its waterway resources unparalleled in the lower Chesapeake Bay in

165

order to enhance the quality of life for its residents, encourage tourism, improve

166

environmental quality, create recreational opportunities as well as promote sustainable

167

economic development.”

168
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169

V. Subcommittee Reports

170

A. Tidal Flooding Report

171

Introduction and Background

172

Over the past decade, Hampton has faced several hurricanes, nor’easters, and/or abnormally high

173

tide cycles which have caused flood damage to public and private properties. These tidal events

174

have also had other significant and negative impacts on Hampton citizens’ quality of life,

175

primarily due to the rise of tidal waters along Hampton’s extensive Chesapeake Bay coastline

176

and tidally influenced rivers and creeks. Additionally, most of Hampton and its stormwater

177

drainage facilities are subject to the adverse effects of higher tides, particularly in the lower

178

elevation areas of Fox Hill, the Back River, and along much of the Newmarket Creek watershed.

179

This repetitive and apparently worsening tidal flooding situation is expected to continue to

180

worsen over time due to a projected sea level rise over at least the next 100 years, a projected

181

increase in area storm activity and intensity as a result of anticipated increases in ocean water

182

temperature levels, and land subsidence.

183

Vision Statement

184

Hampton will provide an enhanced quality of life for its residents, in the face of increased tidal

185

flooding threats, through proactive measures and comprehensive management of tidal flooding

186

issues for current and future generations.

187

Assessment of Current Conditions

188

Hampton has historically been subject to periodic flooding from two primary sources – tidal

189

events and stormwater runoff from rainfall events. Due to relatively low lying elevations over

190

much of the city, tidal flooding occurs most notably during hurricanes and nor’easters, although

191

seasonal high tides can cause some flooding even without any associated rainfall.

192

Stormwater runoff from major rainfall events can also create flooding conditions, mostly

193

affecting areas of Hampton which are some distance from tidal water bodies, such as the

194

Northampton area, which rely upon long canals and stormwater sewer lines to drain away

195

stormwater.
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196

As development has occurred over the years, there has been an increase in pavement areas

197

(impervious surfaces which do not allow rainfall to soak into the ground). Stormwater runoff in

198

areas closer to tidal waterways tends not to cause as much flood damage when the tide is in a

199

more normal cycle and at a normal level; however, when a major rainfall event occurs

200

simultaneously with a higher than normal tide, then no area of Hampton can be considered

201

immune from flood damage. Such damage may range from just street flooding (which can affect

202

resident access to and from their homes), to street and yard flooding (which can cause damage to

203

parked cars, garages, and sheds), to structural flooding of homes – particularly those structures

204

built on a slab, which have lower living spaces (finished floor levels) than those houses built

205

above a crawl space.

206

Stormwater runoff problems can be addressed in a number of ways, and this subcommittee takes

207

the position that efforts to address the problem of stormwater runoff flooding are more properly a

208

function of the Stormwater Subcommittee. The subcommittee also recognizes, however, that

209

efforts to address tidal flooding issues could have significant impact on the effectiveness of

210

efforts to prevent flooding of public and private property by stormwater runoff.

211

When dealing with tidal flooding, however, Hampton is facing a difficult challenge in its

212

attempts to deal with the problem. Nature currently determines how high the tide will rise during

213

any given tide cycle/event, and the resultant tide level will spread out onto the land as far as land

214

elevations, or intervening flood control measures, will allow. In the past five years, Hampton

215

City Council has been proactive in implementing two tidal storm surge protection measures,

216

designed to alleviate public and private property damage from storm driven waves and tides in

217

the Chesapeake Bay; these projects are the reconstructed Factory Point peninsula, at the mouth

218

of the Back River, and the sand replenishment project at Buckroe Beach. With the expected

219

continuing sea level rise, tidal flooding conditions will only worsen; and while there is no cost

220

effective solution to eliminate tidal flooding in Hampton, there could be other opportunities to

221

reduce flood damage potential in certain areas of Hampton by taking practical remedial measures

222

– some publically initiated, and some private.
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223

Goals

224

Our goal is to outline some practical measures for the Hampton City Council and city residents

225

to better address the realities of our tidal flooding situation, reduce the cost of tidal flood

226

damage, and ultimately improve the quality of life of all Hamptonians. These goals include:

227



Reduce the human and financial impacts associated with tidal flooding, sea level rise

228

and storm events to homes, businesses and other community facilities on 2% of the

229

flood prone structures per year over the next 50 years, in order of the highest

230

benefit/cost ratios.

231

o Mitigate flooding impacts and reduce potential flood damage where

232

possible to public facilities and infrastructure (i.e. raising streets and

233

bridges, etc.), at an average rate of 2% per year for 50 years.

234

o Mitigate flooding impacts and reduce potential flood damage where

235

possible to private property (i.e. raising homes, etc.), at an average rate of

236

2% a year for 50 years.

237

o Within 1 year, develop a comprehensive study of current and probable

238

future tidal flooding impacts, including obtaining more detailed elevation

239

information through the acquisition of LIDAR data, to better assess

240

funding needs and priority projects.

241

o Within 1 year, implement an examination of the adequacy of current

242

building standards, including finished floor freeboard requirement, to

243

adequately address long term impacts in sea level rise as they are expected

244

to change the frequency and duration of flooding within the City, and

245

review the standard every two years.

246

o Within 1 year, begin development of a long range plan to establish and

247

maintain funding for private/public improvements to mitigate flooding

248

impacts, which maximizes the use of federal and state funding sources,

249

and complete the plan within 3 years.

250

o Develop a regional approach, in cooperation with the Hampton Roads

251

Planning District Commission (HRPDC), Virginia Institute of Marine

252

Science (VIMS), and the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
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253

(VDEQ), to the issue of chemical contamination in coastal waters and land

254

areas during extreme weather events in order to:


255
256

Within 1 year, identify potential sources of chemicals of concern
and evaluate their vulnerability to release during storm events;



257

Within 3 years, develop an integrated plan to minimize potential

258

for long term ecological and economic impacts from coastal

259

contamination during storm events;


260
261

Within 3 years, develop site specific predictions for inundations
during storm events;



262

Within 5 years, identify facilities with chemicals of concern

263

located in the floodplain and develop a plan for removing or

264

protecting them prior to anticipated severe flooding caused by

265

storm events.

266



267

Expand outreach and education to Hampton residents and businesses in preparing for
tidal flooding emergencies, and for recovery after a tidal flooding event.

268

o Within 2 years, expand existing emergency notification systems and

269

procedures (i.e. reverse 911, siren systems, etc.).

270

o Within1 year, develop and implement an outreach program, to educate the

271

public on the tidal flooding hazards and protective measures, including

272

information on tidal flooding based on predicted tidal heights that

273

illustrates affected streets and neighborhoods.

274

o Increase organization, involvement and participation of grass roots

275

neighborhood and institutional organizations in emergency response,

276

through CERT training and other programs, by 50% within three years.

277

o Develop a more effective program for warning those living in areas in

278

which imminent flooding is anticipated just prior to the arrival of severe

279

weather to include:


280
281

Create evacuation procedures that address options in addition to
complete area evacuation, and that includes areas and routes to
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282

avoid, optional areas to park vehicles, local shelter alternatives

283

(both public and private), etc.;

284



Special registry for senior citizens in severe flooding areas;

285



Within 1 year, include 1-2 members of the Tidal Flooding

286

Subcommittee on the CRS Outreach Committee to facilitate

287

coordination between the two efforts.

288

Strategic Issues, Challenges, and Recommendations

289

Hampton could greatly benefit from the availability of more detailed elevation data covering the

290

city, and enhancement of current Geographic Information System (GIS) elevations data is

291

needed. Numerous experts in flood analysis and prediction have requested data on Hampton to

292

improve the accuracy and forecasts for future storms. The state has promised to provide light

293

detection and ranging (LIDAR) elevation data, but has not done so to date. Many

294

recommendations and mitigations depend on accurate assessments of where the flood waters will

295

go, and to what elevation. LIDAR elevation maps are essential for decision makers and experts

296

alike in determining projected damage and prioritizing mitigation efforts.

297

This subcommittee strongly recommends that the LIDAR data be obtained, even if the City

298

Council needs to commission and pay for the data. This data needs to be made publicly available

299

and allow for experts and universities to assist in modeling flood events. Obtaining this data in a

300

timely manner is critical to provide a baseline on Hampton elevations, and going forward,

301

continued LIDAR elevation studies accomplished on a periodic basis will tell us how city

302

elevations change to erosive flooding events.

303

Hampton is lacking a comprehensive study of current and probable future tidal flooding impacts

304

in the city’s flood prone areas. Therefore, the future impacts on public infrastructure and private

305

property, as well as current structural design and planning deficiencies, have not been studied or

306

modeled with a view towards identifying long term possible remedial actions.

307

A study of this type should be commissioned immediately, to include a review of available

308

information on area flood plain and tidal flooding data (property mapping information, Flood

309

Insurance Rate Mapping (FIRM) data, aerial photography, LIDAR data, other pertinent

310

information from the city’s GIS, previous city generated or commissioned reports, studies, and
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311

projects such as the reconstruction of Factory Point, and other appropriate reports from state and

312

federal sources). The study should include the preparation of a series of maps showing city areas

313

that are subject to flooding from tidal events, including parcels and roads, and depicting the

314

spread of tidal waters for various tide levels ranging from a normal high tide to a tide rise

315

equivalent to a 100 year frequency storm, up to a maximum of 12 feet above mean sea

316

level…which will provide an indication of the effects of rising sea levels over time. This study

317

should also include modeling measures to identify and gage the effectiveness of various

318

strategies to reduce the impacts of tidal flooding on various areas of Hampton.

319

These strategies could include, among others, area berming, elevation of houses above the flood

320

plain, recommended changes to freeboard requirements for new and existing structures,

321

employment of revetments and/or floodgates, the raising or redesign of bridges, removal of

322

structures from repetitive flood prone areas, the installation of tide/storm gates on certain storm

323

drain outfalls and creeks, employment of stormwater pumping stations, and code/zoning

324

amendments to further regulate development activity in tidal flood plain areas.

325

Cost considerations involved in determining the practicality of tidal flooding countermeasures

326

should also include the cost to private citizens and public entities of electing to do nothing to

327

alleviate tidal flooding threats.

328

A third strategic issue discussed during the subcommittee’s review of potential actions to be

329

taken to better prepare Hampton to address current tidal flooding liabilities, is that of building

330

and zoning regulatory changes. The current building code appears to apply a “one size fits all”

331

standard which, while helpful in some aspects of code application, tends to not provide strong

332

enough guidance to builders of structures in flood prone areas. As a result, structures that are

333

built today in many areas of Hampton will probably incur unnecessary and expensive flooding

334

damage over their intended lifetimes (i.e. the 100 year lifespan of a typical residential structure)

335

because some materials used in construction (i.e. sheet rock vs. cement board) may not be the

336

best materials to use for constructing buildings in flood prone areas. The tidal flooding

337

subcommittee recognizes that Hampton’s building codes are established at the state level, and so
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338

the subcommittee suggests that this subject be given further consideration by the local and state

339

Codes officials as part of any future building Code updates.1

340

While recent changes in Chapter 17.3 Article V of Hampton’s zoning ordinance have done much

341

to infuse a sense of reality into the application of building codes to flood prone areas, much

342

remains to be done. For instance, the existing 1 foot freeboard requirement currently in place

343

appears to have been motivated more by a desire to reduce flood insurance premiums under the

344

National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) than it was based upon scientifically derived flood

345

level prediction information. While there is some short-term value in this low freeboard

346

requirement approach (i.e. lower initial construction costs) it completely ignores the value of a

347

structure’s long term viability in terms of a safe living space and investment. We need to change

348

that approach and demand that structures built today be constructed in locations, and in a

349

manner, that will increase the likelihood that those structures will remain free from significant

350

flooding damage throughout their expected lifetimes. To this end, the subcommittee

351

recommends that Hampton’s current freeboard requirement be immediately increased to two

352

feet, pending completion of the previously recommended tidal flooding impacts study.2

353

Another strategic issue is the high likelihood and probability of chemical contamination of

354

coastal waters and land areas during extreme storm events. Spills of persistent organic and

355

inorganic chemicals can have long term ecological and economic effects, and the remediation of

356

chemical contaminants can be difficult and costly. As the spread of toxins during storm and

357

flooding events can impact multiple communities, the subcommittee recommends a regional

358

approach to this issue whereby the local governments in Hampton Roads work together to

359

implement the following recommendations as soon as possible:


360

Identify potential sources for chemicals of concern and evaluate their vulnerability

361

during storm events. Likely sources include industrial, military, and agricultural

362

facilities within ports. Others are vessel docking areas, on-shore containers, and

363

previously contaminated terrestrial sites that are vulnerable to flooding. Many
1

Of nine (9) Steering Committee members present, eight (8) voted to approve this statement. Mr. Behm objected to
the statement. His opinion is located in Appendix G.

2

Of nine (9) Steering Committee members present, eight (8) voted to approve this statement. Mr. Behm objected to
the statement. His opinion is located in Appendix G.
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364

Virginia Superfund sites are within a short distance of the coast and are contained

365

within the watershed.

366



Initiate a collaborative effort between academia, industry, local, state, and federal

367

agencies to develop and administer an integrated plan to minimize the potential for

368

long-term ecological and economic impacts from coastal contamination during storm

369

events.

370



371
372

Employ modeling techniques to develop site specific predictions for inundation
during storm events.



Couple model information with GIS databases to identify facilities present in the

373

flood zone, the chemicals in use or in storage at the facilities, and plans developed for

374

removing chemicals or securing the site prior to a storm event.

375



376
377

Evaluate chemical inventories for their potential to do harm based on environmental
fate, persistence, and toxicity.



378

Develop proposals and plans to permanently relocate oil and toxic material storage
facilities most at risk.

379

A fifth strategic issue involves efforts to insure that the public is well informed, in advance, on

380

potential tidal flooding impacts to their property and how to best mitigate those impacts. Also, it

381

is important that the public understand their responsibilities to protect their property and what

382

role the local, state and federal governments play in tidal flooding mitigation/prevention and

383

recovery from flood damages. There is a great deal of tidal flooding information available on the

384

web and from government agencies, but many area residents are not as motivated to seek out that

385

information as they should be. Greater outreach is needed in this regard, particularly due to

386

Hampton’s higher percentage of transient population, who may not have ever been exposed to, or

387

experienced, tidal flooding and the damage it can cause. The tidal flooding subcommittee feels

388

there should be a greater effort by the city government to educate residents living in areas open

389

to tidal flooding on the “ what, where, when and whys” of tidal flooding, via more readily-

390

accessible information on the web, radio and television spots, educational sessions, and printed

391

materials.
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392

The subcommittee feels that the proposed Comprehensive Tidal Flooding study will be the best

393

first step in gathering valuable information that the public can use in becoming better informed

394

on tidal flooding. City staff should then devise a means to effectively get this information in

395

front of area residents on a reoccurring basis, particularly those living in repetitive loss

396

properties. The subcommittee also recommends establishment of a standing citizen advisory

397

panel to apprise the city on flood issues from a citizen perspective.

398

Another strategic issue is how best to communicate to the public when a tidal flooding

399

emergency is expected and when action by residents is necessary. Fortunately, tidal flooding

400

events are able to be forecasted (although the precise height of the tidal water level cannot be

401

predicted); thus, there is time to provide warnings so residents can try and protect their property

402

and/or evacuate an area if necessary- the difficulties come in reaching all residents in areas to be

403

affected by tidal flooding, and in getting full cooperation from all residents who may wait too

404

late to protect their property and/or to evacuate an area before the flood waters reach their home.

405

The subcommittee feels the community needs a “wake up call” on tidal flooding before the next

406

major tidal flooding event occurs- on how residents can become proactive in dealing with the

407

before, during and after effects of tidal flooding. The city staff has done a commendable job of

408

managing past tidal flooding emergencies and in public notification with the available resources;

409

however, more funding is needed to create new programs and new outreach channels for staying

410

in touch with the public during a tidal flooding emergency. In this regard, the committee

411

proposed several ideas, including:

412



413
414

Develop evacuation procedures/routes to avoid/ optional public places to move cars
(Convention Center parking lots, parking garages).



415

Establish special registry for senior citizens, the disabled and special needs
individuals for notification, evacuation information, and support purposes.

416



Promote Citizens Emergency Response Team (CERT) training.

417



Provide or secure necessary funding to further develop robust city-wide emergency

418

notification procedures (reverse 911, “Code Red”, siren system, etc.) using advanced

419

technologies and flexible content messages.
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420



Include 1or 2 members from the Tidal Flooding subcommittee on the Community

421

Rating System (CRS) Outreach Committee to investigate more effective means for

422

community outreach. (Required)

423

Funding Issues

424

Hampton is facing costs for managing its waterways, which will total in the millions of dollars.

425

It is important to point out to our fellow citizens the value we get for our money, and

426

acknowledge there is a cost for doing nothing. Some question why the City of Hampton should

427

be involved since they view tidal flooding as simply a property owner's problem. The best way

428

to do this is to illustrate the cost of inaction when it comes to tidal flooding.

429

If Hampton does not mitigate tidal flooding the impacts from a serious storm or flood event

430

could result in any or all of the following:

431



In extreme cases, people die during these storms. Hurricanes are powerful storm

432

systems with winds in excess of 75 mph. Storm surges from hurricanes can reach

433

many feet higher than the normal water levels where wind direction and intensity are

434

favorable for surge formation. Hurricane Katrina (2005) claimed 1,836 lives over 7

435

states. The tidal surge from Katrina was estimated to be 28 feet in New Orleans,

436

extending to 3-5 feet surge in Florida.

437



The community can expect extensive property damage. Hurricane Isabel (2003)

438

caused $4.3 billion dollars of damage (adjusted for 2011 US Dollars). Since 1979

439

total insurance claims to the NFIP for losses in Hampton total $37,862,601.89, with

440

an average claim of $19,119.40.

441



The community can expect significant increases in the costs for flood insurance. The

442

NFIP announced that new policies written after October 2009 will increase 8% and

443

standard deductibles will be $1000 for some areas of the United States. We can

444

expect this pattern to continue in areas where NFIP has significant risk or pay-outs.

445

The NFIP is $18 billion in the red, and that does not include claims as a result of on-

446

going historic flooding on the Mississippi River and its tributaries.

447



448

Some residents have reported problems getting flood insurance policies from insurers,
which causes many unintended effects. While flood insurance policies are
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449

underwritten by NFIP, many insurers are unwilling to accept the risks for writing

450

flood policies in Hampton. When new buyers cannot obtain flood insurance policies

451

in Hampton (or if they are difficult to obtain), buyers will buy housing elsewhere,

452

leaving existing homeowners unable to move. This causes a ripple effect, depressing

453

home values, and lowering the market value of housing. The lower market value in

454

turn reduces the tax base of Hampton, which is highly dependent on residential taxes

455

for its operation.

456

Buying a home is one of the most expensive personal purchases many Americans

457

make. Financial analysts advised many to use a home purchase as an investment that

458

is expected to appreciate. The financial impact of the loss of equity due to depressed

459

home values can be devastating to families with no other savings plans. In extreme

460

situations, some homeowners will choose to walk away from a property that they

461

cannot financially maintain or must continually rebuild.

462



In severe situations, Hampton could gain a negative reputation for flooding if nothing

463

is done. New businesses evaluate many cities and localities when opening new stores

464

and plants. If Hampton is seen as problematic for flooding, this stigma will drive

465

away business and potential homeowners causing financial impacts.

466

With about 50% of Hampton's land mass in the floodplain, everyone will be affected by tidal

467

flooding to some extent, whether it is from property damage, utilities disruption, flooded streets,

468

diminished recreational opportunities, or other effects. This is not just a problem for those living

469

on waterways or with boats in the backyard. This is a problem for the entire city.

470

In lieu of raising taxes or fees, and in addition to any funds available from the $2.5 million set

471

aside by the City Manager in the 2012 city budget for waterways projects, the recommendations

472

from the committee include the following in order of importance:

473



474
475

Investigate selling under-utilized city property and using the proceeds for flood
control projects.



Determine methods of incentivizing non-structural mitigation by owners with

476

properties in the 100-year flood plain, such as elevating, demolishing, or transferring

477

a home.
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478



479
480

damage.


481
482

Establish partnerships with NASA/Langley AFB and Poquoson on projects of mutual
benefit.



483
484

Continue to work with FEMA to obtain grants to raise houses at risk of tidal flooding

Hire a grant writer to locate funding that is available for waterway management
issues.



485

Seek all possible outside funding from state, federal or other sources for public and or
private improvements to reduce future tidal flood damage potential.

486
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487

B. Stormwater Report

488

Introduction and Background

489

Purpose

490

To develop recommendations that include components relative to the increased quality of

491

stormwater and the minimizing of stormwater flooding (quantity).

492

Topics

493

All topics related to the improved quality of stormwater, the reduced quantity of stormwater, or

494

the improved efficiency of stormwater drainage so as to minimize the effects of stormwater

495

flooding.

496

Vision Statement

497

Hampton will achieve maximum efficiency of drainage and protect and enhance the water

498

quality of Hampton’s waterways and the Chesapeake Bay through both natural and manmade

499

practices, supporting businesses, property and the quality of life for the citizens of Hampton.

500

Assessment of Current Conditions

501

Maintenance of drainage/watersheds is critical to the improvement of quality and quantity of

502

stormwater. Hampton currently has a plan for stormwater maintenance that includes

503

documentation of debris collection, linear feet of pipes/ditches cleaned, and other

504

quality/quantity improvement activities. Improved levels of maintenance services will require

505

additional funding.

506

One of the most cost effective strategies for improving quality is effective community education

507

and pollution prevention. Currently Hampton is part of a regional education effort which

508

addresses common issues of localities in Hampton Roads; however this does not provide

509

adequate education for specific local issues. Education of citizens and businesses regarding the

510

impact of their behavior on stormwater can be vastly improved.

511

Currently Hampton does not systematically impose “fines” or penalties for noncompliance with

512

existing city codes that protect the quality or quantity of stormwater.
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513

Hampton has a history and national reputation for innovation in local government. Hampton’s

514

capability to be innovative can be an asset in addressing stormwater issues.

515

Because wetlands and other natural areas that have been developed in the past have degraded

516

water quality and increased runoff, EPA has indicated that it will require compensatory actions

517

to be taken as part of the City’s stormwater management program. Accordingly, this historic

518

filling may create greater burdens on the City for full compliance with EPA’s stormwater

519

requirements.

520

Stormwater management or mismanagement affects the quality of life and has economic impact

521

on the City – therefore it is important to take action to address the issues proactively. It is the

522

“right thing to do” whether it is mandated or not.

523

Local stormwater management actions are impacted by the degree to which other localities in the

524

region are also addressing stormwater issues.

525

New stormwater regulations will be imposed by federal and/or state governments which will

526

include the following:

527



528

o Requirement for detailed stormwater management plan for land disturbing

529
530

activities that exceed 2,500 square feet but less than 1 acre.


531

Water Quality Standards (Phosphorous)
o The new standard, 0.41 pounds per acre per year, represents a 50% increase in the

532
533

Stormwater management plans for small projects.

required phosphorous removal for new development.


534

Enforcement
o The State currently gives legal authority to the City to perform inspections and

535

require compliance with regulations through civic and criminal penalties, and

536

regulations will increasingly emphasize enforcement.

537



538

Hearings
o The regulations provide for the creation of a citizen appellate board available to

539

individuals denied permits. Responsibilities of Appellate Boards may also be

540

assumed by existing boards or the creation of a new board.
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541
542

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Program
o Localities being asked to assume greater role in inspecting and detecting

543

stormwater discharges from industrial activities or “high priority facilities”; these

544

inspections are in addition to existing “illicit discharge” inspections currently

545

being conducted.

546

The new regulations contain ambitious stormwater quality improvement regulations and

547

compliance will impose additional costs, estimated in the millions of dollars per year, to the City

548

of Hampton and other municipalities. Not all of the new regulations are in final form and

549

therefore have not all yet taken effect.

550

The City of Hampton has changing demographics and is economically stressed. Compliance

551

with new regulations will be a burden on the City and cost effective strategies will need to be in

552

place that also preserve Hampton’s economic viability and the quality of life for citizens.

553

The revenue that the City collects through its stormwater utility fee can only be used for

554

stormwater related activities.

555

Although compliance with regulations will be expensive, there are currently action steps which

556

can be implemented to begin improving the quantity and quality of stormwater.

557

Goals

558

Within the 5 year Comprehensive Planning Process, the goal of the City should be to achieve the

559

following objectives:

560



By 2017, the stormwater program must meet the Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum

561

Daily Load (TMDL) goals for having 60% of the action and strategies in place to

562

meet the ultimate goals by 2025 for reductions in discharged pounds of phosphorous,

563

nitrogen and sediment contained in stormwater in compliance with the Bay TMDL.

564

o Increase in the amount of debris (grit, sand, leaves, etc.) that is captured

565

through maintenance activities documented in the MS4 Annual Report

566

consistent with the MS4 Permit, Chesapeake Bay TMDL and other

567

pertinent regulations.
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568

o Increase in the pounds/tons of pollutants removed from Hampton’s

569

stormwater as documented in the MS4 Annual Report to be consistent

570

with the MS4 Permit, Chesapeake Bay TMDL and other pertinent

571

regulations.

572

o Increased number of inspections and enforcement actions documented in

573

the MS4 Annual Report to be consistent with the MS4 Permit, Chesapeake

574

Bay TMDL and other pertinent regulations.

575

o Develop, implement and fund a Best Management Practices Plan to meet

576

the Phase II Watershed Implementation Plan consistent with Chesapeake

577

Bay TMDL 2 year milestone requirements.


578

Beginning in 2013, realize an average 10% annual reduction of citizen 311

579

drainage complaint calls by using the scientific information, the latest “best

580

practice” technology and citizen input to improve and enhance the capacity of

581

stormwater runoff conveyance systems throughout the City, while balancing the

582

need for increased stormwater quality treatment required by new state and federal

583

stormwater regulations.

584

o Obtain detailed elevation data for Hampton using Light Detecting and

585

Ranging (LIDAR) technology software and staff training to use the raw

586

LIDAR point cloud data for the development of products that more

587

accurately depict surface drainage patterns and thus possible drainage

588

problem areas and solutions. By getting the raw point cloud data via

589

investment in software and staff training, LIDAR can be used for more

590

specialized applications (i.e. height of tree canopy, density of vegetative

591

cover, etc.), which will enhance Hampton drainage pattern assessments,

592

decision-making, and planning for maximum effectiveness in addressing

593

both stormwater quality and quantity concerns.

594

o Public Works Operations will prioritize drainage projects utilizing

595

Waterways Management Steering Committee evaluative criteria, and

596

continue projects to retrofit neighborhoods with improved stormwater
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597

drainage (whether open ditch or closed pipe), as well as keep existing

598

drains, conveyances and outfalls clear of sediment, trash and debris.

599

o Create wetland and natural area restoration projects that provide multiple

600

benefits such as flood control and flood protection, compliance with state

601

and federal environmental regulations, improved passive recreation

602

opportunities and enhanced quality of life for Hampton residents.

603

o Promote the beneficial reuse of stormwater runoff for industrial, irrigation,

604

and other non-potable uses throughout the City through tax or

605

development incentives. Seek opportunities for stormwater reuse in City

606

operations and on City owned lands to reduce the volume of stormwater

607

discharged through existing and future conveyance systems.

608

o Seek opportunities to partner with private vendors of innovative

609

stormwater technologies to evaluate their effectiveness and operational

610

efficiency at reduced or no cost to the City.


611
612

By July 2014, increase stormwater program funding and revenue to meet new
state and federal stormwater compliance requirements.

613

o By 2013, develop a more informed, competitive and aggressive approach

614

to securing grant funding to address stormwater compliance issues

615

resulting in securing funding resources comparable to surrounding

616

localities.

617

o Improve accuracy of existing stormwater utility account records to ensure

618

fees are being properly assessed now and implement a phased-in plan for

619

collection beginning December 2012.

620

o By 2014, undertake a new stormwater utility rate study to determine if the

621

cost of stormwater programs can be paid for with existing ERU rates or

622

whether the rates should be changed.

623

o By 2012, promote and/or establish citizen advocacy groups to address

624

issues of quality and quantity of stormwater and to seek grant funding set

625

aside of non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
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626

o By 2013, identify and utilize other revenue sources in addition to

627

stormwater utility fees to fund stormwater quality compliance programs.


628

By 2014, increase public awareness and engagement in the prevention of

629

stormwater pollution, and protect and revitalize wetlands and natural habitats as

630

identified in the Bay TMDL Phase II Watershed Implementation Plan (WIP)

631

discussed above.

632

o Create wetland and natural area restoration projects that provide multiple

633

benfits such as improving the quality of life for residents; providing

634

additional passive recreation opportunities, flood control and protection;

635

and, promote compliance with new state and federal stormwater

636

regulations in accordance with timeline identified in the Bay TMDL Phase

637

II WIP.

638

o By 2012, promote and/or establish citizen advocacy groups to address

639

issues of quality and quantity of stormwater.

640

o Consider the adoption of Transfer of Development Rights and/or Purchase

641

of Development Rights to promote the creation/preservation of natural

642

areas in environmentally sensitive or flood prone areas in accordance with

643

the timeline identified in the Bay TMDL Phase II WIP.

644

o Identify methods of enforcement of existing regulations utilizing non-law

645

enforcement agencies.

646

Identify Strategic Issues & Challenges

647

Lack of citizen awareness of the social, economic and recreational benefits of improved water

648

quality is a challenging strategic issue. Improvement of water quality in Hampton’s waterways

649

and the Chesapeake Bay will expand commercial and recreational opportunities (fishing,

650

swimming, and boating) for residents and businesses and make Hampton more attractive to

651

residents and businesses.

652

Compliance with new stormwater regulations in a cost effective manner is a challenging strategic

653

issue.
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654

Balancing economic development, citizen/tax base retention, and environmentally friendly

655

practices that promote stormwater quality and quantity is a challenging strategic issue.

656

Creating a funding model that provides for shared cost burden between private citizens, local

657

government, developers, and businesses while generating enough funding to meet goals is a

658

challenging strategic issue.

659

Identify Criteria, Guidance, and Tools to Evaluate Policy and Investment Choices:

660

Criteria to test potential policy choices:

661



Cost Effectiveness:

662

o Preserves balance of natural habitats.

663

o Promotes citizen responsibility.

664

o Preserves economic viability and quality of life for citizens.

665



666

Tools:
o Provide incentives for businesses and developers to encourage practices that

667

increase quality of stormwater, i.e. businesses becoming more environmentally

668

friendly.

669

o Utilize revolving loan accounts from outside agencies or establish local revolving

670

fund (RF) account for stormwater projects.

671

o Utilize evidence-based, structured, public/community education methods that

672

combine both education and enforcement strategies, such as the educational

673

information and programs provided by the Chesapeake Bay Foundation.

674

o Utilize best management practices that have highest return on investment

675

(benefits relative to costs) while also being scientifically driven.

676

o Provide incentives for citizens to initiate best practices on their own.

677

o Utilize partnerships with citizen advocacy groups to leverage additional

678

community education, resources and funding to achieve goals.

679

o Strengthen existing ordinances to facilitate rapid response to violations,

680
681

environmental cleanup, and fines for violations.
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Guidance:

682

o Develop a Best Management Practices Plan to meet the Phase II Watershed

683

Improvement Plan required by the Bay TMDL.

684

o Promote and/or establish citizen advocacy groups to address issues of quality and

685

quantity of stormwater.

686

o Identify methods of enforcement of existing regulations utilizing non-law

687

enforcement agencies, for example the use of technology attached to street

688

sweeping machines that allow for ticketing of illegally parked cars during street

689

sweeping.

690

o Develop a more informed, competitive and aggressive approach to securing grant

691

funding from all available state and federal grant funding sources for flood

692

mitigation and coastal lands purchase, enhancement, restoration and preservation.

693

o Improve the accuracy of the existing stormwater utility account records to ensure

694

fees are being properly assessed in accordance with the existing stormwater utility

695

fee regulations.

696

o Undertake a new stormwater utility rate study to determine if the cost of

697

stormwater programs can be paid for with the existing Equivalent Residential

698

Unit (ERU) rate or should the ERU rate be changed.

699

o Review the manner in which stormwater fees are assessed and determine if an

700

alternate way is more equitable that will generate funding to meet required

701

stormwater program needs, and promote voluntary citizen actions to improve

702

stormwater quality on private property.

703

o Explore other revenue sources in addition to stormwater utility fee (other fees,

704

fines, grants) to fund stormwater quality and quantity improvement projects,

705

system maintenance and regulatory program implementation.

706

o Consider the adoption of Transfer of Development Rights and/or Purchase of

707

Development Rights ordinances for the city to promote the creation / preservation

708

of natural areas in environmentally sensitive or flood-prone areas.

709

o It is the recommendation of the subcommittee to hire a stormwater manager,

710

stormwater operations supervisor, and hydraulic engineer.
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711

o Adopt more enforceable ordinances for any pollution of drainage areas (including

712

stormwater).

713

Evaluation Criteria to Guide Policy Direction Best Management Practices

714

The attached matrix of Best Management Practices provides information according to the

715

following criteria:

716



Identification of Best Management Practices for non-residential parcels.

717



Identification of whether or not it is scientifically evidenced as effective to achieve

718

stated goals.

719



Identification of whether or not it provides multiple benefits.

720



Actual costs.

721

Attached is a chart of best practices of “what citizens can do” which should be used to guide

722

development of incentives/promotion of strategies to change citizen behavior.

723

Attached are links to best practices of regulations utilized by Norfolk and Chesapeake regarding

724

enforcement of existing regulations that promote responsible citizen behavior.

725

Attached is information on Transfer of Development Rights and Purchase of Development

726

Rights programs and ordinances as well as a description of grant programs the City can pursue.

727

Attached is information on current collections of Hampton’s stormwater fees, alternate ways to

728

assess stormwater utility fees as well as Hampton’s fee structure relative to other Virginia

729

localities.

730

Criteria for what constitutes a policy/strategy/recommendation as “cost effective:”

731



732
733

Cost effectiveness could facilitate people and businesses staying in the City and/or
coming to the City to live, work, or conduct business.



734

Effectiveness would encourage a “smaller environmental footprint” by citizens and
businesses.
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735



Cost effectiveness would require a benefit/cost analysis that includes weighing the

736

recommendation against the goals and issues as well as within the larger context of

737

community needs and interests.

738



739

Cost effectiveness would balance preservation of natural habitats, investment in
infrastructure, and new/redevelopment.

740

Choices, Alternatives & Analysis

741

Choices Regarding Quality

742

Choice 1: Begin now to position the City to comply with new regulations.

743

Analysis: Higher water quality standards benefit our community. Full compliance

744

with the levels of treatment mandated by the state and federal government will be costly.

745

Hampton can and should make significant improvements now. Rather than investing funds in

746

litigation, these funds would be better spent in improving our stormwater management practices.

747

Conclusion: Initiate cost effectiveness analysis now and put into place regulations and

748

procedures to place Hampton in the forefront of implementing significant new and effective

749

stormwater management practices. This can include flood-proofing requirements for individual

750

home sites and adoption of coastal standards for new construction in those areas where such

751

regulations are deemed through cost effectiveness analysis to be prudent.

752

Choice 2: Fight compliance with new standards.

753

Analysis: Some entities are choosing to legally fight having to comply with unfunded

754

mandates. Hampton could choose to join with these municipalities and fight compliance with

755

new standards in court. If the City chooses this option, then citizens will incur the legal fees and

756

if unsuccessful will face the same risks as outlined above.

757

Conclusion: Current stormwater issues affect both the economic and quality of life of

758

Hampton residents, therefore the City should not wait for the passage of new regulations before

759

it begins to address issues of quality and quantity of stormwater.

760

Choice 3: Ignore the new regulations until they actually become law.
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761

Analysis: There are numerous departments within federal and state government that

762

are reviewing, amending, and postponing the adoption of new stormwater regulations. If the

763

City chooses to ignore the possibility of new regulations and continue with “business” as usual,

764

then the City risks 1) not being prepared when the new regulations are passed; 2) being fined by

765

the EPA; and 3) EPA assuming program responsibility resulting in higher costs for the City.

766

Conclusion: Even though the Commonwealth of Virginia has conservative

767

leadership, the state leadership has already indicated their agreement with federal authorities that

768

creating new stormwater standards and regulations for cleaner stormwater is desirable. In

769

addition, current stormwater issues affect both the economic and social quality of life of

770

Hampton residents, therefore the City should not wait for the passage of new regulations before

771

it begins to address issues of quality and quantity of stormwater.

772

Choices Related to Quantity

773

Choice 1: Increase construction regulations to coastal standards.

774

Choice 2: Flood Proofing, i.e., gates at houses.

775

Choice 3: Retreat.

776

Recommendations/Strategies:

777

Develop an understanding of the following challenge facing Hampton:

778



Through benefit/cost and best practice analyses, determine ways for Hampton to

779

achieve the mandated reduction in phosphorous, nitrogen and sediment from the Bay

780

TMDL.

781
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782

C. Shoreline Protection Report

783

Introduction

784

One of Hampton’s key strategic assets is its waterways and access to Hampton Roads and the

785

Chesapeake Bay. Our history is intrinsically linked to these very waterways and shorelines. As

786

we plan for our future, our waterway assets will play an important role in almost all facets of

787

community life including economic development, recreation, quality of life, neighborhoods,

788

community health and environmental quality. One component of waterway management is

789

shoreline protection. The primary purpose for shoreline protection planning in Hampton is to

790

develop strategies to reduce damages and property loss resulting from storm impacts and coastal

791

flooding. A secondary, but important, purpose is to develop strategies to improve recreational

792

benefits for citizens and visitors, as well as preserve and possibly enhance the existing natural

793

resources.

794

Vision Statement

795

A beautiful, sandy public beach and healthy tidal marshes that enhance the Chesapeake Bay’s

796

shoreline and tributaries can be the keystone attribute in creating a vision that inspires citizens,

797

business and industry to live, support and invest in the City of Hampton, Virginia.

798

Assessment of Current Conditions

799

A detailed assessment of Hampton’s shorelines is provided in Appendices C-1 and C-2, shoreline

800

condition matrix, and Hampton Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan and has been

801

approved by the subcommittee.

802

Hampton’s waterfront area is comprised of more than 157 miles of tidal shoreline including the

803

Bay-fronting sandy beaches and riverine areas.

804

Wide sandy beaches and healthy tidal marshes provide protection for Hampton’s coastal and low

805

lying areas by reducing storm surge that can increase coastal flooding.

806

Wide, sandy beaches and healthy tidal marshes reduce the devastating impact of storms by

807

decreasing wave energy before it reaches Hampton’s public and private infrastructure.
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808

Wide, sandy beaches and healthy tidal marshes provide water quality benefits along Hampton’s

809

shorelines by reducing pollutants and nutrients from stormwater before it reaches the Chesapeake

810

Bay.

811

Wide, sandy beaches and healthy tidal marshes provide habitat and resource areas for various

812

coastal organisms including threatened and endangered species such as the Tiger Beetle and the

813

Least Tern.

814

Wide, sandy beaches and healthy tidal marshes provide recreational areas for Hampton and

815

surrounding communities that improve the aesthetics and quality of life and can be attractive to

816

businesses and commercial enterprises.

817

Hampton’s sandy beaches are eroding at rates ranging from about 1 to 6 ft per year. Groins and

818

other shoreline protection structures built during the 1960’s have deteriorated beyond repair,

819

further necessitating the need for new structures such as breakwaters. In addition the acreage of

820

tidal marsh has decreased over the years as development and water level has increased

821

throughout the municipality resulting in the need for the enhancement of existing wetlands and

822

the construction of living shorelines.

823

It is imperative to maintain and improve Hampton’s shorelines not only to preserve and protect

824

existing public and private infrastructure, but to also create a vision that will inspire citizens,

825

business and industry to live, support and invest in our city.

826

Goals


827

Implement a comprehensive Shoreline Management Program for both the Bay

828

Fronting Beaches and the Tidal Shoreline to prevent tidal flooding, storm impacts

829

and to improve economic and recreational opportunities for citizens and visitors.\

830

o Implement recommended management programs to include:

831



Hampton Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan;

832



Hampton Wetlands Plan.

833

o Establish an ongoing and coordinated Beach Replenishment Program.

834

o Identify easements and develop easement language to accomplish

835

protection of the privately owned shorelines.
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836

o Support and provide proportional financial support for a Regional

837

Sediment Management Plan to identify cost effective sandy resources for

838

beach replenishment.

839

o Grant the local Wetlands Board administrative responsibility for the State

840

Coastal Primary Sand Dunes protection program.

841

o Implement recommended improvements to Salt Ponds Inlet consisting of:

842



Raising the south jetty;

843



Sand tightening the north jetty;

844



Constructing sand traps north and south of the inlet.

845

o Continue a program of structural improvements and beach replenishment

846

along the public shorelines consisting of:


847
848

Breakwaters at Salt Ponds public beach and Lighthouse
Point along Grandview Nature Preserve;



849
850

Continued municipal participation in the Federal Storm
Protection Project at Buckroe Beach.

851

o Continue municipal projects along other sections as noted in the Shoreline

852

Protection Plan of the shoreline as easements are obtained.

853

o Undertake and construct a demonstration project for a Living Shoreline.

854

o Maintain existing projects to provide designated levels of protection

855

including federal projects at Buckroe Beach, the public beach at Salt

856

Ponds, and the breech project at Back River.


857

Obtain funding sources in addition to City generated funds, to support

858

implementation of the Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan and the

859

Hampton Wetlands Plan.

860

o Seek and obtain state, federal and corporate funds to support shoreline

861

protection and enhancement efforts by hiring an experienced grant writer.

862

o Utilize a grass roots lobbying group to obtain funding sources such as;

863

land conservancy tax credits, site sponsorships, and commercial marketing

864

to implement the shoreline management program.
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865

Educate citizens on the value of shoreline protection and management.

866

o Create ongoing programs to educate the public on the value and benefits

867

of shoreline protection (ex. Neighborhood College, Codes Academy, etc.).

868

o Demonstration of Living Shoreline, with projects already completed.

869

Strategic Issues & Challenges

870

Bay Fronting Beaches Protection (Appendix E-SP 1, Hampton Shoreline Maintenance and

871

Protection Plan)

872

If nothing is done, the City’s beaches will continue to erode resulting in the reduction of

873

storm protection, natural habitat, recreational benefits, and in negative economic

874

development impacts.

875

Hampton Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan (see Appendix E-SP 1)

876

The Hampton Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan provides detailed

877

subcommittee suggestions for managing the public shoreline. The Plan provides

878

information on existing ownership, shoreline protection structures, beach amenities and

879

recommendations for shoreline improvements.

880

Structural Improvements and Beach Replenishment

881

Structural improvements at Salt Ponds Inlet

882

Infrastructure improvements are required at Salt Ponds Inlet, not only to reduce the

883

dredging frequency, but to promote management strategies, such as beach

884

replenishment along adjacent shorelines at Grandview, White Marsh, Salt Ponds and

885

Malo beaches. Infrastructure improvements should include:


886
887

Raising the south jetty with a rock overlay and either extending the south jetty
or adding a spur to reduce sediment movement into the inlet;



888
889

Sand tightening the north jetty and adding a spur to reduce sediment movement
into the inlet;
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890
891

Constructing sand traps on both sides of the inlet and using that material to
replenish nearby public shorelines.

892

Structural improvements and continued beach replenishment along existing public

893

shorelines:


894
895

Breakwaters at Salt Ponds public beach and at Lighthouse Point along
Grandview Nature Preserve;



896

Continued municipal participation in the Federal Storm Protection Project at

897

Buckroe Beach and continued maintenance of the public replenishment projects

898

at Factory Point and Salt Ponds beach.

899

Continue with municipal shoreline protection projects along other sections of the

900

shoreline as public access easements are obtained and the projects then become eligible

901

for state and federal funding. Mutually agreed upon public access easements between the

902

property owner and the local government will promote shoreline protection projects that

903

are beneficial to both parties. However, it is recognized that some waterfront property

904

owners may not be willing to convey public access easements across their property, and

905

therefore some shoreline protection projects could be stopped, regardless of the public

906

benefits. Resolution of the claim of private ownership of our Bay Beaches is paramount

907

to the City’s overarching desire to protect our City’s coastline. Without a clear public

908

interest in the privately owned beaches fronting on the Chesapeake Bay, these segments

909

will continue to suffer from the effects of long-term erosion. As a result, public and

910

private infrastructure will become more vulnerable to damage, property values will

911

decline, and recreational opportunities will diminish. To preclude these effects from the

912

continued retreat of the shoreline, City Council should pursue clear documentation of the

913

public’s interest in beaches with titles of private ownership. This should be accomplished

914

in the form of public recreation easement agreements. If property owners are unwilling to

915

execute such agreements, City staff should pursue necessary remedies to establish the

916

public beach access easements as public domain.3

3

Of nine (9) Steering Committee members present, eight (8) voted to approve this statement. Mr. Behm objected to
the statement. His opinion is located in Appendix G.
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917

Recommended measures to do so are as follows:


918

Beach replenishment at Grandview, White Marsh, Malo Beach and Thimble

919

Shoals Court in the order that public access easements have been obtained

920

thereby creating “shoreline in the public interest”;


921

Breakwaters along private/public areas to protect public shorelines.

922

Public access easements as required to create a public continuity of access along

923

Hampton’s sandy shoreline and to protect the beach resource.

924

Tidal shoreline protection (Appendix E-SP 2, Hampton Wetlands Plan)

925

If nothing is done, the tidal shorelines in Hampton will continue to degrade resulting in

926

accelerated bank erosion, loss of marsh vegetation, and a reduction in water quality

927

benefits that will not only have an adverse impact on the environment, but will affect

928

property values and the quality of life in Hampton as well.

929

Hampton Wetlands Plan (see Appendix E-SP 2)

930

The EPA requires that States develop Wetland Plans for managing and preserving

931

wetland resources. The subcommittee has provided a framework for a municipal

932

Wetland Plan. With Hampton taking the lead in initiating a local Wetland Plan,

933

preferential treatment may given in funding projects.

934

Creation of Demonstration Living Shoreline

935

A demonstration living shoreline will:


936
937

Provide the citizens with an example of the types of wetlands that can be
created along the public and private shorelines

938



Provide localized water quality benefits;

939



Provide natural resource habitat and improve aesthetics

940



With proper access and signage, provide an educational component as to the

941

importance of wetlands and living shorelines;


942
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Reduce bank erosion

943

Develop incentives for property owners to create living shorelines.

944

State Bill SB964 requires implementation of a general permit regulation that

945

authorizes and encourages the use of living shorelines as the preferred alternative for

946

stabilizing tidal shorelines. This permit will be pre-approved by several

947

organizations so there will be less red tape and faster approval of these projects. This

948

easier, smoother permitting process should be a good incentive to choose living

949

shorelines where conditions allow.

950

Educate citizens on best management practices of Hampton’s wetlands. Handouts can be

951

developed to inform the public regarding regulations and resources relative to proper

952

wetland management.

953

Maintenance of existing projects

954

Existing projects need to be maintained in order to provide the designed level of

955

protection. There can be a significant benefit to cost when projects are properly

956

maintained to avoid replacement.

957
958

Funding for Shoreline Management Program and the education of citizens


959
960

Revenue stream for new construction and beach replenishment and maintenance of
existing replenishment programs (Buckroe, Salt Ponds, and Factory Point)



961

Revenue stream for creation of living shorelines and other shoreline protection
strategies

962



Revenue stream for the education of citizens

963



Dedicated and experienced waterway grant writer for pursuing grants and identifying

964

alternative funding sources for protection projects including beach replenishment,

965

shoreline maintenance and enhancement, and living shorelines.

966



Due to the cost it would be beneficial to look for outside funding at the state and

967

federal levels, as well as the private sector. To achieve this goal, the subcommittee

968

recommends creating an ad hoc lobbying group to pursue all funding opportunities.
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969
970

Identify Criteria, Guidance, and Tools to Evaluate Policy and Investment Choices


971
972

References).


973
974
975

Existing Shoreline Protection Plans for Local, State and Federal programs (see

Research and assistance from organizations and agencies such as the Virginia Marine
Resources Commission and the Virginia Institute of Marine Science.



Expertise from consultants in shoreline protection including additional studies and
modeling as needed to provide state of the art designs.

976

Choices

977

1. Do nothing

978

If nothing is done, the City’s beaches will continue to erode resulting in the reduction of

979

storm protection, natural habitat, recreational benefits, and in negative economic

980

development impacts.

981

2. Maintain current shoreline protection efforts

982

Existing projects need to be maintained in order to provide the design level of protection.

983

There can be a significant benefit to cost when projects are properly maintained to avoid

984

replacement.

985

3. Develop and support a comprehensive shoreline protection program

986

Based upon climate change and rising sea levels, property damage and environmental

987

damage will escalate in the coming years should Hampton decide to do nothing or merely

988

to maintain current shoreline protection efforts. The only reasonable choice to pursue is

989

developing and supporting a comprehensive shoreline protection program.

990

The primary purpose for shoreline protection planning in Hampton is to develop

991

strategies to reduce damages and property loss resulting from storm impacts and coastal

992

flooding. A secondary, but important purpose is to develop strategies to improve

993

recreational benefits for citizens and visitors, as well as preserve and possibly enhance

994

the existing natural resources.
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995

Recommendations/Strategies in Support of Goals

996

1. Implement Recommended Management Plans

997

Hampton Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan

998

Hampton Wetlands Plan

999
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011

2. Establish an ongoing and coordinated “Beach Replenishment Program” and employ
structural strategies, as necessary.
3. Identify the easements and develop acceptable easement language needed to accomplish
protection and a plan designed to obtain voluntary easements from private property owners.
4. Continue to educate using current and emerging methods on the value and benefits of
shoreline protection for all citizens.
5. Seek and obtain state, federal, private funds, including a dedicated and experienced waterway
grant writer to seek funding sources.
6. Investigate land conservancy tax credits, site sponsorships, commercial marketing and ad hoc
lobbying group to fulfill the shoreline management program.
7. Support a Regional Sediment Management Plan to identify cost effective sandy resources for
beach replenishment.
8. The Shoreline Protection subcommittee requests that the Steering Committee recommend

1012

that the City Council approve the resolution giving the Hampton Wetlands Board the local

1013

administrative responsibility of the Coastal Primary Dunes and Beaches Act pursuant to VA

1014

Code 28.2-1403 provided that the procedures, regulations and/or policies of the Hampton

1015

Wetlands Board do not exceed VMRC procedures, regulations and/or policies.

1016
1017

Identification and Evaluation of Policy Choices/Options/Best Practices Which
Address Key Issues

1018

1. Determine best methods of protecting public and private property.
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1019
1020

2. Divide areas so neighborhoods can be analyzed and educated regarding specific shoreline
protection alternatives, easements, and tidal shoreline enhancement.

1021

3. Identify, educate and recommend "private vs. developer vs. government" responsibilities.

1022

4. Investigate tax write-off and other incentive programs for property owners who construct

1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028

wetland environments or add living shorelines.
5. Educate citizens using dramatic pictures of impacted, unprotected wetlands and shore land.
In addition develop on-line educational handouts.
6. Work with shoreline property owners to understand both the private and public benefits of
granting access easements.
7. The Shoreline Protection subcommittee requests that the Steering Committee recommend

1029

that the City Council approve the resolution giving the Hampton Wetlands Board the local

1030

administrative responsibility of the Coastal Primary Dunes and Beaches Act pursuant to VA

1031

Code 28.2-1403 provided that the procedures, regulations and/or policies of the Hampton

1032

Wetlands Board do not exceed VMRC procedures, regulations and/or policies.

1033

8. Recommend living shorelines where applicable for shoreline protection and enhancement.

1034

Criteria for Evaluating Policy and Investment Choices (in priority order):

1035

1. Prioritize projects based on public ownership (i.e. public access easements). Public interest

1036
1037
1038
1039
1040

must exist before expenditure of public funds.
2. Prioritize based on risk. Public areas at risk due to erosion or flooding would receive a
higher priority for funding.
3. Use Hampton Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan and Hampton Wetlands Plan as
management guidelines.

1041

4. Utilize current state of the art evaluation tools, such as simulation and modeling.

1042

References

1043



Hampton Beachfront and Storm Protection Management Plan
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1044



SB964 from the 2011 Virginia General Assembly

1045



Hampton Wetlands Board suggested Beach and Dunes Ordinance

1046



http://ccrm.vims.edu/livingshorelines

1047



VMRC SB964 VIMS Workshop Spring 2011

1048



Virginia’s Wetlands Program Plan by Pam Mason VIMS Workshop Spring 2011

1049



Virginia Department of Environmental Quality www.deq.virginia.gov/wetlands/

1050



http://www.epa.gov/owow/wetlands/initiative/cefintro.html

1051



Vulnerability of Shallow Tidal Water Habitats in Virginia to Climate Change by Center

1052

for Costal Resource Management, VIMS and NOAA

1053



Protecting Natural Wetlands, EPA Oct 1996 EPA-843-B-96-001

1054



Virginia Beach Shoreline Management Plan

1055
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1056
1057

D. Waterway Management and Maintenance Report
Introduction and Background
1058

The City of Hampton is a waterfront community bounded by

1059

the Chesapeake Bay to the east, the Hampton Roads Harbor to

1060

the south, and the James River to the west. Hampton’s

1061

topography is flat but has extensive waterway resources with

1062

direct access to the Chesapeake Bay. Hampton’s waterways

1063

along with its Chesapeake Bay waterlines are its most

1064

distinguishing topological features.

1065

These resources require continual monitoring and periodic

1066

maintenance to optimize their utilization, property values for tax revenues, citizen recreation

1067

enjoyment and to promote a growth oriented business environment. Ultimately, if not properly

1068

maintained, the waterway can become a mudflat making it much more difficult to get permits

1069

and expensive to restore the waterway. Management of these tidally-influenced waterways is not

1070

simply a matter of convenience, but one of economic importance and risk mitigation from

1071

coastal storms, flooding rainfall events, and hurricanes.

1072

A recent random sample of Hampton citizens indicate they believe the waterways are an expense

1073

to the City and are only for the enjoyment of a few. This underlying belief is a misperception;

1074

the tangible waterway revenues and other intangible benefits far exceed their costs. (VIMS study

1075

2009) Hampton’s waterways are an integral part of the community and its’ economic climate

1076

because of a multitude of services/benefits they provide. These include:

1077

The waterways are a significant profit generator for the City. They provide an

1078

annual stream of revenue to the City in the form of real estate and other taxes

1079

estimated to be around $4.8 million dollars annually, far exceeding their annual

1080

maintenance costs by a wide margin. Waterways also enabled Hampton

1081

residents to spend over $25 million in Hampton in 2007. Nonresident boaters

1082

spent over $26 million with overall “boat trip” related expenditures estimated at

1083

$4.1 million during 2007.
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1084

The waterways receive the majority of the drainage from Hampton’s storm

1085

water drainage system to the Chesapeake Bay. Using Hampton’s waterway as

1086

conduits for storm water drainage has resulted in a significant reduction in the

1087

overall installation and maintenance costs to the City. Even with these benefits

1088

and use, the responsibility for the deteriorating effects to the waterway from the

1089

resultant sedimentation has not been addressed or accepted as storm water

1090

related issue.

1091

The waterways create local water based businesses such as seafood and fishing

1092

operations, boat sales, transient boaters/tourism, boat repair/maintenance/parts

1093

and sales, restaurants and marinas providing employment, all of which generate

1094

business tax revenue to the City.

1095

The waterways provide water based recreation and enjoyment to the residents of

1096

the City and its visitors.

1097

The waterways add to the scenic and aesthetic value of the City for local

1098

citizens, property owners and visitors.

1099

The Goose with the Golden Eggs

1100

Each waterway has an inherent or designed-in intended purpose which enables the services and

1101

benefits to occur. Inherent or designed-in intended purpose is defined as: The way in which the

1102

waterway has been used or is expected to be used for the benefit of the public either by design or

1103

natural causes. As an example, the Salt Ponds inlet was designed for “the passage of boats

1104

greater than 50 feet in length” and when built it had specified dimensions to achieve this

1105

purpose. Indian River Creek, when the first housing was constructed, had a certain depth and

1106

width and was used for the outflow of storm drainage water, boating and for its scenic value –

1107

that was and remains its’ intended purpose.

1108

The usability and availability of the waterways for their intended purpose are continuously

1109

deteriorated by several issues. Failure to adequately address these issues decreases the value of

1110

the services and benefits they provide, which eventually diminishes the economic value (golden

1111

eggs) of these assets.
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1112

This report is an effort by this Subcommittee to help the City council and City staff to implement

1113

a long-term waterway management and maintenance program to achieve the maximum

1114

economic and recreational benefit from these waterway assets. The Subcommittee has provided

1115

a number of recommendations and their rationale that will help create a roadmap to achieve the

1116

vision of this Subcommittee.

1117

Vision

1118

To optimize the economic return and citizen satisfaction of Hampton’s waterways through a cost

1119

effective and proactive approach to improve the availability and usability of the waterways to

1120

their intended purpose, helping to make Hampton the most livable and desired destination on the

1121

Chesapeake Bay.

1122

Assessment of Current Conditions

1123

All of Hampton’s waterways have experienced deterioration. Some of these deteriorating factors

1124

are naturally caused and others are caused and/or amplified by manmade actions. Independent of

1125

the cause, Hampton’s waterways are not self-sustaining and require periodic intervention to

1126

maintain the benefits they provide.

1127

There are three primary deterioration factors that relate to the degradation/failure of the

1128

waterways meeting their intended purpose. Each of these factors has their own unique causes and

1129

remedies.

1130



Slow and long-term sedimentation and siltation decreasing the depth and width of the

1131

majority of Hampton’s waterways along with a more rapid localized accumulation

1132

when a narrow waterway flows into a larger waterway (delta generation effect).

1133



1134
1135

Short-term or relatively fast shoaling from wave and storm energy action decreasing
the depth and width of a few of Hampton’s waterways.



1136

The third degradation factor is due to a deficient maintenance and management
program for the waterways.

1137

The major contributor to the slow and long-term sedimentation comes from using the waterways

1138

as a part of the storm water drainage system. Sedimentation has a cancerous affect to a

1139

waterway, taking ten, twenty, thirty or more years to cause the eventual demise of the waterway
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1140

to its intended purpose. Sedimentation is also inevitable; however we feel, and will recommend,

1141

there are actions which can be taken to minimize the effects of this form of degradation to the

1142

waterways.

1143

The more immediate form of waterway degradation is from wave and storm energy sand

1144

migration along or adjacent to the western shore of the Chesapeake Bay. Reduction of the

1145

waterways’ ability to provide for its’ intended purpose is relatively fast based on general sand

1146

accumulation followed by significant sand buildup after a medium to severe storm, i.e. a

1147

nor’easter or hurricane. Fortunately this form of degradation is primarily limited to the Salt

1148

Ponds inlet and to a lesser extent the northern shore areas west of Factory Point.

1149

The third factor is considered a contributing factor versus a primary factor because it is driven by

1150

choice. A deficient maintenance and management program is defined as: The reactionary and

1151

minimal approach to maintenance as the issue becomes critical versus a planned and proactive

1152

effort to sustain a waterway to its intended purpose against an established set of waterway

1153

standards.

1154

Waterways are continuously deteriorating and lacking a proactive asset management plan. Some

1155

waterways are in a poor to marginal condition. The following is a synopsis of Hampton’s

1156

waterway current conditions:

1157



Waterway depths are significantly affected by systemic sedimentation from storm

1158

drainage systems which in turn reduces their usability of the associated property value

1159

growth and tax revenues. Some of Hampton’s waterways have been rendered

1160

unusable for recreational boating at low tides in part because of the silting and

1161

sediment deposited by Hampton’s storm water drainage system. All of Hampton’s

1162

residents and businesses contribute to the sediment flowing into our waterways and

1163

are directly or indirectly affected by the reduction of access to and use of Hampton’s

1164

waterways. Even so, it is the waterway users, property owners and the City (reduced

1165

growth of tax revenues from these waterways) that are most affected by the

1166

degradation.

1167



1168

Chronic shoaling of specific waterways creates recurring usage and safety issues that
impact property values, citizen enjoyment and business and tax revenues. Because of
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1169

the potential damage that can occur in these waterways, plus the cost and time

1170

implications, any news of a boat that has “gone aground” in a navigable waterway

1171

spreads like a virus. If such an incident occurs more than once, the waterway soon

1172

becomes an undesirable and greatly reduced asset. At a minimum, these types of

1173

issues are a cause for anxiety, frustration and bad publicity for the City.

1174

Additionally, City revenues from the operating marinas are directly affected because

1175

transient boaters that once visited continue past Hampton in fear of going aground in

1176

a waterway that has not been maintained to its advertised depths.

1177



Economic growth for the City is affected by the current and deteriorating conditions

1178

of its waterways. In some locations waterways can only be used at high tide lessening

1179

the amount of time they are used which has a direct impact on economics. As a

1180

specific example, the two marinas and restaurant in the Salt Ponds have experienced a

1181

significant reduction in transient visitors. Some local boaters are also relocating due

1182

to the reduced access to the Chesapeake Bay. Also, many homeowners purchased

1183

homes because of deep water access and/or the ability to enjoy recreational boating

1184

from their backyard. As Hampton’s waterways deteriorate, the waterfront purchasing

1185

attraction is reduced or eliminated driving the demand and value of the homes

1186

downward along with subsequent tax revenues.

1187

Each waterway within Hampton has been inventoried and characterized -- Appendix F-WM 2,

1188

Waterway Inventory and Characterization. Appendix F-WM 3, Waterway Situational Overview

1189

and Recommended Actions, provides a waterway situational overview with recommended

1190

actions. All problems associated with each waterway and with the overall set of waterways

1191

(Hampton’s waterway system) have been identified along with the recommended objectives to

1192

address these problems -- Appendix F-WM 4, Waterway Problems and Objectives. Additionally

1193

the Subcommittee has provided in Appendix F-WM 5, Waterway Importance and Maintenance

1194

Prioritization, a depiction of the ranking factors used to establish waterway importance and

1195

maintenance prioritization.

1196

In summary, this Subcommittee has found the following:
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1197



No standards or criteria formally exist to manage Hampton’s waterways. Standards

1198

identify the minimum conditions, i.e. depths, widths, cleanliness, etc. for which the

1199

waterway must be maintained in order for it to achieve its’ intended purpose.

1200



No formal programs, plans, funds or resources exist for their ongoing maintenance.

1201



The majority of the funding, collected from the various tax revenues generated by the

1202
1203

waterways, has been allocated to other programs.


1204

Efficiency and cost effectiveness of maintenance efforts are significantly reduced due to a
lack of long term strategic plan.

1205

The Subcommittee believes this historic, unplanned and non proactive approach to the

1206

management of a significant asset is primarily caused by three things listed below, which can be

1207

summed up as a lack of true understanding and appreciation for the value these waterways

1208

generate for the City and its citizens:

1209



As previously determined, many people think that the waterways and their maintenance

1210

are a huge expense to the City to be enjoyed only by a few economically blessed people

1211

who have boats, when in fact they are a large source of revenue and an economic engine

1212

for the City.

1213



1214
1215

The human tendency is to procrastinate – since the bottom conditions of a waterway are
not generally visible we tend to ignore it as a problem… until it’s too late.



Historically we have become accustomed to using the “profits” from the waterways to

1216

fund other programs, and, while we recognize it’s going to be hard to change, some

1217

portion of these allocations must go back into sustaining the economic generation of the

1218

waterways. In essence, “we must take care of the goose that is laying the golden eggs.”

1219

It is the Subcommittee’s highest level goal to reverse the thinking, behaviors and decisions that

1220

have led to the downward spiral in the condition of Hampton’s waterways. It starts with

1221

understanding and appreciating the real value of the waterways and then making a decision:

1222

To continue as is or to formally and proactively manage and maintain our waterway assets.

1223

Goals

1224

The Subcommittee has developed four strategic level waterway goals for the City:
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1225



Develop and implement a comprehensive waterway management and maintenance

1226

function that is planned, funded, staffed and has the responsibility to achieve specified

1227

goals and objectives that maintain waterways for their intended purpose. Studies have

1228

shown that the resale value and subsequently the assessed value of waterfront properties

1229

and those properties with water views and/or water access will decrease over time if

1230

waterways are not maintained and preserved. By utilizing the waterway generated tax

1231

funds Hampton can fund an established budget to provide for a planned and proactively

1232

managed waterway activity within the City. Developing an accurate budget forecast and

1233

a predictable funding mechanism based on a managed operational need versus an

1234

emergency CIP approach is imperative to the success of accomplishing any operational

1235

goals. This Subcommittee has determined that more than adequate funds are currently

1236

being generated by the waterways to take care of their maintenance costs (See Appendix

1237

F-WM 6 - Funding Assessment Data). Some priorities must be changed in order to

1238

preserve the real estate and business tax base so that, long-term, other critical services are

1239

not eventually placed in jeopardy.

1240



Recognize and minimize the storm water system’s contribution to waterway degradation

1241

and include in the long term management and maintenance plan, a strategy for

1242

addressing this issue. Sedimentation has had a devastating effect on our waterway, taking

1243

ten, twenty, thirty or more years to cause the eventual demise of the waterway from its’

1244

intended purpose. The waterway is the primary recipient of the sediment load from the

1245

storm water drainage pipes and is then deteriorated by this sediment outflow. However

1246

the siltation of the waterway does not receive management, maintenance attention, or

1247

funds until it no longer drains, even though the silting has devastated the waterways from

1248

their original intended purpose.

1249



Take the necessary action to correct the historical degradation of Hampton’s waterways

1250

to improve citizens’ and visitors’ enjoyment and encourage a viable marine business

1251

environment. In order to have a healthy marine industry, the waterways of the City must

1252

be free of obstructions, depths that are reliable and well documented on charts, channels

1253

that are well marked and services that are available to the boating public. Individuals will

1254

always choose destinations where services are available; conditions are predictable and
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1255

are in close proximity to their desired activities. Hampton is blessed with all of the above

1256

provided our waterways are maintained to their intended usage and those that have not

1257

been properly maintained are surveyed and problems are corrected. Individuals and

1258

groups will choose one destination for services over many others competing for their

1259

business on whether they can safely navigate to those businesses. The lack of predictable

1260

waterway conditions has a tendency to spread through the marine community and cause

1261

them to choose other destinations for service and/or dockage.

1262



Make Hampton a preferred waterway destination for the Chesapeake Bay and intra

1263

coastal waterways system and help make Hampton the most livable City in Virginia.

1264

Hampton is located in the geographical center of the Hampton Roads region. It is very

1265

close to the Atlantic for those seeking an ocean passage and on route for those navigating

1266

the intra coastal waterway. Visiting boaters and tourists, have a huge impact on the local

1267

economy. Our waterways must be something we can be proud of. Relatively small

1268

investments can create great returns on investment.

1269

The Subcommittee has created a set of nine more specific level goals for itself and the City of

1270

Hampton in achieving the vision for its waterways:

1271



Characterize the current condition of Hampton’s waterways.

1272



Identify the intended usage of these waterways today and in the future based on historical

1273
1274

usages.


1275
1276

Identify all of the issues and their potential causes, associated with each waterway and
the overall system of waterways.



Create improvement objectives for each of the identified waterway problems and the

1277

overall waterway system leading to a set of ongoing waterway usability, availability and

1278

maintenance standards.

1279



1280
1281

The City should make informed strategic decisions to optimize the overall benefits
(revenue, user and citizen satisfaction) from its waterway assets.



Provide an easy to understand comparative set of comprehensive facts for each waterway.
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1282



1283
1284

current conditions.


1285
1286

Provide a prioritized waterway maintenance list based on waterway importance and

Provide a credible input to the City for cost effectively sustaining the usability and
availability of its waterways.



1287

Establish a method, in collaboration with the City, to help support the ongoing
achievement of the actions and benefits defined by this Subcommittee.

1288

Strategic Issues & Challenges

1289

A viable and consistent improvement in Hampton’s waterways will require a strategic approach

1290

that is focused on achieving a mission and a vision (See Appendix F-WM 1 - Terms and

1291

Definitions for strategic related definitions). We do not expect or anticipate there will be an

1292

instantaneous restoration of all waterways. We do however expect there will be a planned and

1293

consistent effort that will eventually restore and maintain all waterways to their intended

1294

purpose.

1295

This Subcommittee has found that there are 12 strategic issues and challenges, which if they

1296

continue, will prevent or limit the achievement of the vision “To optimize the economic return

1297

and citizen satisfaction of Hampton’s waterways through a cost effective and proactive approach

1298

to improve the availability and usability of the waterways to their intended purpose, helping to

1299

make Hampton the most livable and desired destination on the Chesapeake Bay.”

1300



The profitable revenue generating nature of the waterways has not been correctly

1301

recognized by the City or many of its citizens. They are viewed more as problems that

1302

cost money resulting in an underfunded revenue generating asset.

1303



The lack of an adequate funding policy, based on using an appropriate percentage of the

1304

waterway generated revenues, has prevented the ability to forecast or budget for

1305

sustaining the usability and availability of the City waterways. Funding has only been

1306

made available through periodic and reactive capital improvement projects rather than

1307

through a maintenance budget line item.

1308



There is no planned and proactive waterway management and maintenance approach nor

1309

is there any apparent organizational thinking that would institutionalize this type of

1310

activity within the City government. Without this foundation, it will be a yearly debate
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1311

(fight) over what needs to be done – history will keep repeating itself, it the classic

1312

Einstein statement or the equivalent of “change nothing and nothing changes.”

1313



No waterway management and maintenance organizational structure with the proper

1314

funding exists to assure the necessary actions (work) take place to achieve the vision

1315

repeatedly and consistently. An effort must be made to think through “how does this

1316

happen nearly automatically” (work process) with little or no external intervention to

1317

obtain the intended results. Until this is done, all efforts will remain reactionary and

1318

stressful for those involved.

1319



1320
1321

No standards exist which define the minimum conditions for the waterways to be
managed to, creating ambiguity as to what needs to be done and when, delaying action.



The common consensus for the storm water drainage system is that it stops at the outfall.

1322

However, it is the waterway which carries the bulk of the storm water to the bay. The

1323

waterway is the primary recipient of the sediment load and is then deteriorated by this

1324

usage. These waterways have effectively saved the City/citizens millions of dollars by

1325

reducing miles of underground storm water culverts which would have been needed

1326

along with their maintenance. The subsequent siltation of the waterway does not receive

1327

any management, maintenance attention, or funds from the storm water system for its

1328

use.

1329



The default solution, when complaints, frustrations and politics become high enough

1330

about the condition of a waterway, is to dredge. There are no apparent proactive

1331

efforts/programs to mitigate the effects of storm water system siltation or wave energy

1332

sand transport shoaling to the waterways by creating upstream sedimentation ponds, to

1333

design and build catch basins or to design and build systems that prevent/reduce wave

1334

energy sand transport.

1335



The institutionalized historic thinking and behavior towards the management and

1336

maintenance of the waterways have led to the eventual deterioration and the existing poor

1337

to marginal conditions. It is time to recognize the damage that has been done, and to

1338

decide what the future state of the waterways and their economic generation will be.

1339
1340



Because waterway bottoms are not easily visible, they are not getting the proper
monitoring and preventive maintenance attention. Eventually they become Mean Low
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1341

Water mud flats which create additional permitting efforts and expenditures to reclaim

1342

them back to their inherent or intended usage.

1343



The City has been restrained from taking needed action in some cases because of

1344

questions of usage, benefits, ownership, maintenance easements and legal restrictions.

1345

Also in some cases the City appears to be reluctant to resolve these. This has complicated

1346

funding and maintenance responsibilities and their resolution must be considered as part

1347

of an operating plan going forward.

1348



Long term dredge material disposal. With Rice’s Pit filling up and the availability of

1349

Craney Island in question due to restrictions on the material they will accept, there is a

1350

need for long term dredged material disposal sites or other beneficial uses. The annual

1351

disposal should be calculated and a designated long term site or sites identified.

1352



Proper management and maintenance of the waterways will create a new paradigm for

1353

the City and its residents. It is a change. It must undergo change management techniques

1354

and as such it needs to be treated as an initiative. Initiatives change the permanent

1355

thinking and culture of an organization and/or community, the way things get done and

1356

subsequently the results obtained.

1357

Criteria, Guidance, and Tools to Evaluate Policy and Investment Choices

1358

The main attributes of the waterway vision statement are economic return, citizen satisfaction, a

1359

cost effective and proactive maintenance and management approach and to help make Hampton

1360

the most livable City on the Chesapeake Bay.

1361

Several tools, various criteria, several other studies/guidelines/practices, and other possible

1362

funding alternatives were discussed and analyzed by the Subcommittee for providing

1363

recommendations to optimize these attributes. The results obtained from the use of these tools

1364

are detailed in the upcoming Choices, Alternatives and Analysis section. We used the following

1365

tools and other guidelines in our efforts:

1366



Funding Analysis and Estimation Tool

1367



Waterway Inventory and Characterization Tool

1368



Waterway Problem/Objective Statement Tool
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1369



Waterway Importance Tool

1370



Waterway Maintenance Prioritization Tool

1371



Lent Report

1372



Duxbury Bay Management Plan – Town of Duxbury, MA

1373



Old Donation Creek Study – Virginia Beach, VA

1374



Regional Dredging Management Plan – Rochester, NY

1375



LCWA Response to Salt Ponds Inlet Plan Memo – Hampton, VA

1376



LWCA Mayors PowerPoint Presentation

1377



VIMS Assessment of the Economic Impacts of Recreational Boating in the City of

1378

Hampton, Jan 30, 2009

1379



Salt Ponds Improvement Executive Summary Packet

1380



Hampton 2010 Comprehensive Plan

1381



City of Portland, Oregon Storm Water Improvement Plan

1382

While some of the inputs are based on relevant observations and characterizations from citizens

1383

along with help from our technical support team, the Subcommittee feels that we have

1384

appropriately analyzed and summarized these into an excellent guide to evaluate policy and

1385

investment choices. Additional studies or details will likely be needed based on this guidance to

1386

allow the City leaders to make decisions for further maximizing the benefit/cost ratio of its

1387

waterways. The Subcommittee will make itself available as necessary to aid the City in this

1388

effort.

1389

1. Funding Analysis and Estimation Tool

1390

Using this tool we estimated the amount of tax revenue the City receives because of the

1391

waterways. We used two approaches. The first approach used the VIMS Assessment of the

1392

Economic Impacts of Recreational Boating in the City of Hampton, Jan 30, 2009 study to

1393

identify the amount of tax revenue obtained from the use of Hampton’s waterways by resident

1394

and non-resident recreational boaters. This information does not include transient boating

1395

benefits which would only add to the overall economic impact of the waterways.
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1396

The second was to estimate the “premium” tax benefits received because of the additional

1397

property value of being located on a waterway versus adjacent to a waterway. Kimely-Horn, with

1398

the assistance of the City, did a study of 7138 like properties on and off a number of waterways

1399

and found that properties on a waterway were, on average, valued at a 43% premium. As such, if

1400

the waterway were to be removed or to become functionally deteriorated to its intended purpose,

1401

it would cause the property valuation to go down as much as 43%.

1402

2. Waterway Inventory and Characterization Tool

1403

An Excel based spreadsheet was developed to inventory all of the primary waterways and to

1404

provide a characterization of each waterway. The intent of this tool was to better understand

1405

more quantitatively the condition, usage and importance of each waterway. We believe this tool

1406

will provide a great starting point for the City as it builds its’ waterway maintenance and

1407

management effort.

1408

3. Waterway Problem/Objective Statement Tool

1409

Using this tool, members of the Subcommittee identified all of the issues associated with each

1410

individual waterway on the waterway inventory and characterization list. Using a supportive

1411

affinity analysis tool, the issues were organized into various themes. The issues were then

1412

transformed into actionable problem statements by theme. Note: Not all problems have been

1413

completely transformed into problem statements nor have the objective statements which

1414

identify the acceptable conditions to resolve the problem been completed.

1415

4. Waterway Importance Tool

1416

The Subcommittee has identified 12 criteria for determining the relative importance of a

1417

waterway to Hampton and its’ citizens. These criteria were inserted in a commonly used decision

1418

evaluation tool otherwise known as a Cause and Effect Matrix.

1419



Availability for public use and enjoyment

1420



Public accessibility via launch/ramp

1421



The ability to generate real-estate tax revenue

1422



The ability to generate revenue via marina business
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1423



The ability to generate revenue via repair and maintenance business

1424



The ability to generate revenue via food/entertainment business

1425



The ability to generate revenue via a commercial fishing operation

1426



The ability to generate revenue via commercial fishing use

1427



The ability to generate revenue via transient boater use

1428



The amount of usage of the waterway

1429



The capability of the waterway to accommodate different sized boats

1430



The amount of use made of the waterway via private slips and docks

1431

These criteria were scored for each waterway, (See Appendix F-WM 5 for the scoring factors)

1432

and the tool was applied to eighteen different “primary” waterways (Note: several of these

1433

waterways have additional small, but usable, creeks or branches which the City should include

1434

into the inventory to build a complete management inventory of waterways).

1435

5. Waterway Maintenance Prioritization Tool

1436

The Subcommittee has identified four criteria to determine the current waterway condition for its

1437

intended use. This data when combined with the relative importance of a waterway provides a

1438

reasonable priority approximation for near to mid-term maintenance actions (one to ten years).

1439

These criteria elements are:

1440



The current level of usability of the waterway for its intended use

1441



Cleanliness of the waterway from debris

1442



The ability of the waterway to serve its’ additional function for storm water drainage

1443



The scenic and aesthetics condition of the waterway.

1444

These criteria were scored for each waterway, (See Appendix F-WM 5 for the scoring factors)

1445

and inserted in a commonly used decision evaluation tool - known as a Cause and Effects

1446

Matrix.
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1447

Choices, Alternatives & Analysis

1448

Funding Analysis – VIMS Study

1449

Home to more than 4,000 recreational boats, the City of Hampton Virginia is a gateway to

1450

marine recreation in the Chesapeake Bay. Hampton’s importance to boating access carries with it

1451

an expanding economy related to boating and boating related industries. Hampton’s twelve

1452

commercial marinas represented an estimated 1,400 in-water boat slips and 620 dry stack storage

1453

spaces.

1454

In 2007, the period of the VIMS study, resident and non-resident boaters were responsible for

1455

$55.0 million in economic impact to Hampton. This impact represents $32.5 million in new

1456

value added, $22.2 million in incomes and 698 jobs.

1457

The total net business related taxes generated to the City by its waterways totaled $2,295,805.00

1458

The report further indicates that boats over 21 feet in length accounted for over 70% of the

1459

overall economic impact and also found that the larger the boat is the more impact it will have on

1460

the local economy and generating tax revenues. Proactive waterway management and

1461

maintenance is a must for boats in this size category or else they are unable to use the waterways

1462

because of damage and safety concerns.

1463
1464

Waterfront Property Tax Impact Funding Analysis – Technical Support Staff Kimley-Horn
Property Valuation Premium for Waterfront Property

1465

Kimley-Horn, with data from the City, did two waterfront property “premium” value

1466

assessments. The first was based on land value only across four waterfront neighborhoods. This

1467

assessment found that the land without the home was 1.897 times more expensive than land on

1468

non- waterfront properties in the same neighborhood. The second study on 7138 homes found

1469

the value of the homes (including the land) to have a 43% higher assessed value. This latter

1470

more conservative number was then used to estimate the extra “premium” tax revenue generated

1471

to the City because of the influence the waterway had on the amount of tax paid. The source data

1472

for these figures can be seen in Appendix F-WM 6 - Funding Assessment Data.

1473

Below are the assumptions and the analysis to calculate the tax revenue. Note: Due to our limited

1474

ability to study the real estate “premium” tax contribution the Subcommittee presents the
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1475

following information as an indicator of the level of revenue obtained and not as an exact

1476

number. The Subcommittee will suggest that this be further analyzed if necessary.

1477

Assumptions and Analysis

1478

1. There are approximately 1500 waterfront homes in Hampton

1479

2. The valuation “premium” over non-waterway homes is on average just over 43%.

1480

3. The average value of an adjacent non-waterway home = $375,000

1481

4. The average value of waterfront homes = ($375,000 X .43) + $375,000 = $536,000

1482

5. The average difference in the assessed “premium” value of waterway homes = ($536,000

1483
1484

- $375,000) = $161,000
6. The Total average delta assessed value of all waterway homes = 1500 homes X

1485

$161,000/home = $241,500,000

1486

7. Tax rate is 1.04% of assessed value

1487

8. The assessed “premium” tax revenue collected by City = 1.04% X $241,500,000 =

1488

$2,511,600 per Year.

1489

Funding Analysis Results

1490

The combined funding analysis indicates that the City collects around $4,807,405 ($2,511,600 +

1491

$2,295,805) annually because of its’ waterways.

1492

While we were unable to obtain the exact historical levels of expenditures for maintenance, our

1493

technical support team estimated an annual average of $700,000 or less was being spent on the

1494

waterways. This results in waterway generated surplus revenue of $4.1 million to the City. Using

1495

common return on invested capital thinking (ROIC) the waterways are generating an ROIC of

1496

687%.

1497

As stated several times in this report, waterways are a source of profit for the City. If not

1498

properly maintained using some of this derived profit there is a resultant loss of revenue to the

1499

City. A choice has to be made – to continue as is or to plan and proactively manage and

1500

maintain Hampton’s waterway assets to assure their continued economic and recreational

1501

benefits.
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1502

Waterway Inventory and Characterization

1503

This tool was used to ensure that we had properly identified Hampton’s primary waterways, to

1504

enhance our ability to make informed decision and as a platform help the City build a

1505

management and maintenance plan. The full attributes of this tool is supplied as an Excel

1506

spreadsheet.

1507

A portion of the data in this tool has been used to identify the deeded ownership and more

1508

importantly the maintenance responsibility of each waterway. This data however is the

1509

Subcommittee’s best interpretation of ownership and maintenance responsibility and one of the

1510

recommendations the Subcommittee has made is to clarify what is shown below. We believe

1511

this is a critically important action.

1512

#
1

Waterway Name
Back River NW Branch

Ownership of Subaqueous
Lands

Maintenance Responsibility

Commonwealth of Virginia

Not Determined

2

Back River Channel

Commonwealth of Virginia

DOD maintains Channel to LAFB
Fuel terminal not determined for
balance of waterway

3

Back River SW Branch

Commonwealth of Virginia

Not Determined

4

River Point at Gosnold
Hope Park Canal

Private

Not Determined

5

Gosnold Hope Park Canal

Commonwealth of Virginia

City of Hampton Maintains
recreational boat Channel

6

Harris River Creek

Commonwealth of Virginia

Not Determined

7

Indian River Creek

Private

Private City desires to dredge for
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#

Waterway Name

Ownership of Subaqueous
Lands

Maintenance Responsibility
drainage purposes

8

Long Creek North of Salt
Ponds Inlet

Private and Commonwealth of
Virginia

Not Determined

9

Mill Creek North of Mellon
Street

Commonwealth of Virginia and
Fort Monroe?

Not Determined

10

Mill Creek South of Mellon
Street

Commonwealth of Virginia

Maintained by US Army Corps of
Engineers

11

New Market Creek

Commonwealth of Virginia

Not Determined

12

Salt Ponds

Private and Commonwealth of
Virginia (inlet and main
channel)

City of Hampton maintains inlet
and northern portion of Salt Ponds

13

Colonial Acres At salt
Ponds

Private

Not Determined

14

Hampton River/Sunset
Creek

Commonwealth of Virginia

Maintained by US Army Corps of
Engineers

15

Hampton River Above
Settlers landing Bridge

Private and Commonwealth of
Virginia ( main channel)

City of Hampton maintains
designated channel in State
owned bottomland

16

Merrimac Shores yacht
Basin

Private and Commonwealth of
Virginia

Not Determined

17

Wallace Creek – Bell Isle

Private and Commonwealth of
Virginia

City of Hampton maintains
channels
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#

18

Ownership of Subaqueous
Lands

Waterway Name
Wallace Creek – Dandy
Haven

Private

Maintenance Responsibility

Not Determined

1513

1514

Waterway Problem/Objective Statement

1515

Thirty-six unique problems, sorted into six themes, associated with either a specific waterway or

1516

the system of waterways has been documented to date. There are still several outstanding

1517

problems left undocumented and there is a need to refine the objective statements. These can be

1518

viewed as an Excel Spreadsheet and are also located in Appendix F-WM 4 -- Waterway

1519

Problems and Objectives.

1520

The six themes which were discovered and the associated number of problems found for each are

1521

listed below:

1522

Theme

Quantity of
Problems

1. Waterway Management and Maintenance

14

2. Storm Water Drainage Siltation

13

3. Inlet Design

3

4. Other

3

5. Revenue

2

6. Storm Surge

1

1523
1524

While each specific problem needs to be solved to its associated objective as identified in the

1525

Appendix F-WM 4 - Waterway Problems and Objectives, the data clearly indicates the top two
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1526

issues are (1) Waterway Management and Maintenance and (2) Storm water drainage siltation,

1527

which is consistent with the other findings of the Subcommittee.

1528

Waterway Importance

1529

To assist in prioritization, the Subcommittee, using our waterway importance tool, established a

1530

recommended relative order of importance to Hampton’s waterways. The following table shows

1531

each waterway and its’ ranked importance.

1532

Waterway
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Waterway
Importance
Ranking

Hampton River/Sunset Creek to Settlers Landing Bridge

1

Salt Ponds

2

Hampton River past Settlers Landing

3

Mill Creek South of Mellon

4

Back River SW Branch

5

Wallace Creek ‐ Bell Isle

6

Back River Channel

7

Harris River Creek

8

Wallace Creek ‐ Dandy Haven

9

Colonial Acres at Salt Ponds

10

Long Creek North of Salt Ponds Inlet

11

Merrimac Shores Yacht Basin

12

River Point at Gosnold Hope Park Canal

13

Gosnold Hope Park Canal

14

Indian River Creek

15

Waterway

Waterway
Importance
Ranking

Mill Creek North of Mellon

16

Back River NW Branch

17

New Market Creek

18

1533

1534

Waterway Maintenance Prioritization

1535

By using our waterway maintenance prioritization tool the Subcommittee has ranked the

1536

waterways for recommended maintenance priority. The relative suggested order of the need for

1537

maintenance is shown below. Appendix F-WM 3 contains recommended actions for each

1538

waterway.

1539

Waterway
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Waterway
Maintenance
Priority

Salt Ponds

1

Indian River Creek

2

Harris River Creek

3

River Point at Gosnold Hope Park Canal

4

Colonial Acres at Salt Ponds

5

Back River SW Branch

6

Wallace Creek ‐ Dandy Haven

7

Wallace Creek ‐ Bell Isle

8

Hampton River/Sunset Creek to Settlers Landing Bridge

9

Hampton River past Settlers Landing

10

Waterway

Waterway
Maintenance
Priority

Long Creek North of Salt Ponds Inlet

11

Merrimac Shores Yacht Basin

12

Back River NW Branch

13

Gosnold Hope Park Canal

14

New Market Creek

15

Mill Creek North of Mellon

16

Back River Channel

17

Mill Creek South of Mellon

18

1540
1541

Recommendations/Strategies

1542

The ultimate goal of the Waterway Management and Maintenance Subcommittee is to provide a

1543

credible input to the City for cost effectively sustaining the usability and availability of its’

1544

waterways.

1545

While some of the inputs are based on direct observations and experience based characterizations

1546

from its citizens without precise measurement, the Subcommittee understands that professional

1547

analysis may be needed in some areas.

1548

The Subcommittee’s recommended strategies that follow support the identified economic and

1549

recreational value of Hampton’s waterways for the specific purpose of establishing a long term

1550

strategic waterway plan. The Subcommittee has defined a set of recommendations and strategies

1551

which will maximize the economic health and recreational value of the waterways for the City

1552

and its’ citizens. Implementing these findings and embracing the value of Hampton’s waterways

1553

will enable the city of Hampton, its businesses, citizens and visitors to fully obtain the

1554

commercial, environmental and recreational benefits.
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1555

1. Develop and implement a comprehensive waterway management and maintenance

1556

function that is planned, funded, staffed and has the responsibility to achieve specified

1557

goals and objectives that maintain waterways for their intended purpose. (Complete

1558

within 1 year)

1559

a. Establish and implement a method (policy) for the proactive prevention of

1560

sedimentation and shoaling along with the corrective maintenance of the

1561

waterways to optimize property values and tax revenue. (Complete within 1

1562

year)

1563

b. Utilize the waterway generated tax funds to fund an established budget to

1564

provide for a planned and proactively managed waterway activity within the

1565

City government. Initially the City may have to use existing surplus funds

1566

until a system is established to allocate funds into the waterway management

1567

account. (Complete within 1 year)

1568

c. Inventory and establish intended use for Hampton waterways to include

1569

baseline conditions, ownership and more specifically, determine who is

1570

responsible for the ongoing maintenance. (Complete within 1 year)

1571

d. Establish a baseline/set of standards for the minimum acceptable condition of

1572

each waterway. Use the supplied Waterway Inventory and Characterization

1573

template, to review and update as necessary the original or design intent/usage

1574

of the waterway, i.e. depths, widths, volume usage, aesthetics, etc. (Complete

1575

within 1 year)

1576

e. Establish a preventive maintenance and monitoring program using a formal

1577

hydrographic survey and study program enabling Hampton to create a “best

1578

practices” approach resulting in an ongoing understanding of

1579

sediment/shoaling rates, economic values, revenues, etc. resulting in the most

1580

efficient maintenance program. (Complete within 1 year)

1581

f. As part of the development of a waterway management function set up a

1582

citizen voluntary advisory group to assist City staff. (Ongoing as needed)
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1583

2. Recognize and minimize the storm water system’s contribution to waterway degradation

1584

and include in the long term management and maintenance plan, a strategy for addressing

1585

this issue, to include: (Complete within 5 years)

1586

a. Redefine and expand the traditional responsibility, obligation and funding for

1587

storm water drainage to include the sediment impact on the waterways.

1588

(Complete within 2 years and ongoing)

1589

b. Establish additional preventive measures to comply with future storm water

1590

management requirements, i.e. Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) to

1591

reduce the amount of sediment entering the waterway system. (See also

1592

Storm Water Subcommittee’s recommendations and Appendix F-WM 8 –

1593

Example of Building a Nationally Recognized Program through Innovation

1594

and Research to Improve Storm Water Quality. (Complete within 2 years)

1595

c. Initiate and implement a plan for the removal of storm water sediment damage

1596

to the waterways. See Storm Water Subcommittee’s recommendation,

1597

Appendix F-WM 7 – Hampton’s 2010 5 year Comprehensive Plan – Water

1598

Quality Excerpt for additional City planning efforts to reduce the sediment

1599

load and quality of storm water drainage entering the waterways. (Complete

1600

within 5 years)

1601

3. Take the necessary action to correct the historical degradation of Hampton’s waterways

1602

to improve citizens’ and visitors’ enjoyment and encourage a viable marine business

1603

environment. See strategy 1d for established standard. (Complete within 10 years)

1604

a. For waterways that are significantly deteriorated by wave energy sand

1605

transport shoaling (i.e. Salt Ponds Inlet), determine a long -term solution to

1606

increase the required maintenance interval by reducing the amount of sand

1607

which can enter a channel, using existing recommendations and subject matter

1608

experts where applicable. (Complete within 1 year)

1609

b. Implement and publish a plan to the public that will address the schedule for

1610

restoring all waterways to their intended usage and defined standards using
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1611

the Waterway Maintenance Prioritization Tool on page 16 and Subcommittee

1612

guidance (See Appendices F-WM 3 and F-WM 5). (Publish plan - completed

1613

within 1 years; Implement - start in 1 year with completion and continual

1614

reassessment 10 years)

1615

c. Obtain all maintenance easements and other legal obligations for all

1616

waterways as quickly as possible to remove the legal obstacles which could

1617

delay or prevent a maintenance action or other intervention when it is needed.

1618

The intent is to remove these obstacles well in advance of the need for

1619

performing preventive or corrective maintenance actions. (Complete within 3

1620

years)

1621

4. Make Hampton a preferred waterway destination for the Chesapeake Bay and intra

1622

coastal waterways system and help make Hampton the most livable City in Virginia.

1623

Near Term and ongoing (Complete within 2 years but on-going in nature)

1624

a. Implement a marketing effort to encourage and support a viable marine

1625

business environment to promote employment and other economic benefits by

1626

promoting its waterway assets, and their relationship to the economic,

1627

commercial and recreational health of the City. Near Term (Complete within 1

1628

year)

1629

b. Implement a marketing effort to encourage and improve citizens’ and visitors’

1630

utilization, enjoyment and satisfaction of Hampton’s waterways by

1631

advertising Hampton’s waterways and their benefits through City and tourism

1632

brochures. Near Term (Complete within 2 years)

1633

Closing Remarks

1634

The Subcommittee is grateful for the opportunity to work on this most important project and

1635

thankful for all the technical support the city staff has provided during this effort. It became very

1636

apparent almost immediately that our waterway system provides both environmental benefits as

1637

well as is an important economic engine for the city and citizens of Hampton. The

1638

Subcommittee as a whole and individually remain available for the next phase of this work and

1639

look forward to participating in the recommended actions within this report.
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1640

VI. Overall Priority Goals and Strategies

1641

The vision statements, goals and implementing strategies, shown as measurements, for each of

1642

the four subcommittees are listed below.

1643

Tidal Flooding

1644

Vision:

1645

Hampton will provide an enhanced quality of life for its residents, in the face of increased tidal

1646

flooding threats, through measures and comprehensive management of tidal flooding issues for

1647

current and future generations.

1648

Goal 1:

1649

rise and storm events to homes, businesses and other community facilities on 2% of the flood

1650

prone structures per year over the next 50 years, in order of the highest benefit/cost ratios.

Reduce the human and financial impacts associated with tidal flooding, sea level

1651

Measurements: (Note: The measurement is described in the goal. This will require

1652

establishment of a baseline based upon data from the most recent storm events.)

1653

Goal 2: Expand outreach and education to Hampton residents and businesses in preparing for

1654

tidal flooding emergencies and for recovery after a tidal flooding event.

1655

Measurements:

1656

1.

Communications, notification and outreach programs implemented which

1657

employ a variety of methods that can reach 100% of Hampton residents and

1658

businesses.

1659

Stormwater Management

1660

Vision:

1661

Hampton will achieve maximum efficiency of drainage and protect and enhance the water

1662

quality of Hampton’s waterways and the Chesapeake Bay through both natural and manmade

1663

practices, supporting businesses, property and quality of life for the citizens of Hampton.

1664

Goal 1:

1665

By 2017, the stormwater program must meet the Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum
Daily Load (Bay TMDL) goals for having 60% of the action and strategies in place to
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1666

meet the ultimate goals by 2025 for reductions in discharged pounds of phosphorous,

1667

nitrogen and sediment contained in stormwater in compliance with the Bay TMDL.

1668

Measurements:

1669

1.

Make annual progress toward meeting the 2017 mandate of having 60% of the

1670

actions and strategies in place to meet the ultimate goals for 2025 regarding

1671

reductions in phosphorous, nitrogen and sediment.

1672

Goal 2:

Beginning in 2013, realize an average 10% annual reduction of citizen 311 drainage

1673

complaint calls by using scientific information, the latest “best practice” technology

1674

and citizen input to improve and enhance the capacity of stormwater runoff

1675

conveyance systems throughout the City, while balancing the need for increased

1676

stormwater quality treatment required by new state and federal stormwater

1677

regulations.

1678

Measurements:

1679

1.

1680
1681

Beginning in 2013, achieve a 10% annual reduction in citizen drainage
complaint calls taken by 311.

Goal 3: By July 2014, increase storm water program funding and revenue to meet new state

1682

and federal storm water compliance requirements.

1683

Measurements:

1684

1.

1685

Goal 4:

(Goal above is also the measurement.)

By 2014, increase public awareness and engagement in the prevention of storm water

1686

pollution, and protect and revitalize wetlands and natural habitats as identified in

1687

Strategy 1D.

1688

Measurements:

1689

1.

Utilize city surveys to establish a baseline and then measure the annual increase

1690

in public awareness and engagement in prevention of storm water pollution and

1691

revitalization of wetlands and natural habitats.

1692
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1693

Shoreline Protection

1694

Vision:

1695

A beautiful, sandy public beach and healthy tidal marshes that enhance the Chesapeake Bay’s

1696

shoreline and tributaries can be the keystone attribute in creating a vision that inspires citizens,

1697

business and industry to live, support and invest in the City of Hampton, Virginia

1698

Goal 1:

Implement a comprehensive Shoreline Management Program for both the Bay

1699

fronting beaches and the tidal shorelines to prevent tidal flooding, storm impacts and

1700

to improve economic and recreational opportunities for citizens and visitors.

1701

Measurements:

1702

1.

Adopt a comprehensive Shoreline Management Program by 2012.

1703

2.

Begin to annually fund and implement the Shoreline Management Program by

1704

2012.

1705

3.

1706

which maintains designated beach profiles.

1707
1708

Establish an ongoing and coordinated Beach Replenishment Program by 2012

4.
Goal 2:

Decrease the frequency of necessary dredging of the Salt Ponds Inlet.

Obtain funding sources in addition to City generated funds, to support

1709

implementation of the Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan and Hampton

1710

Wetlands Plan.

1711

Measurements:

1712

1.

1713
1714

Increase annually the amount of funding from sources other than City generated
funds.

Goal 3:

Educate citizens on the value of shoreline protection and management.

1715

Measurements:

1716

1.

1717

Increase public awareness (measured through surveys) of the benefits of
shoreline protection.

1718
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1719

Waterway Management and Maintenance

1720

Vision:

1721

To optimize the economic return and citizen satisfaction of Hampton’s waterways through a cost

1722

effective and proactive approach to improve the availability and usability of the waterways to

1723

their intended purpose, helping make Hampton the most livable and desired destination on the

1724

Chesapeake Bay.

1725

Goal 1:

Develop and implement a comprehensive waterway management and

1726

maintenance function that is planned, funded, staffed and has the responsibility to

1727

achieve specified goals and objectives that maintain waterways for their intended

1728

purpose.

1729

Measurements:

1730

1. City of Hampton establishes and funds a “dedicated waterways” function in

1731

the near term (1-3 years).

1732

2. Establish baseline data (use, intensity, ownership, minimum acceptable

1733
1734

condition, etc.) within two years.
Goal 2:

Recognize and minimize the storm water system’s contribution to waterway

1735

degradation and include in the long term management and maintenance plan, a

1736

strategy for addressing this issue.

1737

Measurements:

1738

1. Annual decrease and removal of sedimentation and shoaling in identified

1739
1740

waterways.
Goal 3:

Take the necessary action to correct the historical degradation of Hampton’s

1741

waterways to improve citizens and visitor enjoyment and encourage a viable

1742

marine business environment.

1743

Measurements:

1744

1. Implementation and publication of a maintenance plan for identified

1745

waterways.
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1746

2. Annual decrease in the amount of sedimentation and shoaling in identified

1747

waterways.

1748

3. Decrease the frequency of necessary dredging and maintenance of Salt Ponds

1749
1750

and west of factory Point Inlet.
Goal 4:

Make Hampton a preferred waterway destination for the Chesapeake Bay and

1751

Intra-coastal waterways system and help make Hampton the most livable City in

1752

Virginia.

1753

Measurements:

1754

1. Promotion of waterways in tourism brochures.

1755

2.

1756

Increase the level of waterways related commerce utilizing our waterways
and shoreline assets.

1757

Following the adoption of vision statements, goals and strategies, the Steering Committee was

1758

tasked with developing estimated costs for implementing the strategies, for organizing the

1759

strategies into a time phased series of actions over a five year period as well as for expressing

1760

preferences for mechanisms to fund these actions. Working with City staff and consultants, the

1761

Implementation Plan, contained in Appendix B was developed. The plan includes the anticipated

1762

costs by action and by fiscal year. The plan also considers current and desired Capital

1763

Improvement Program (CIP) projects already identified but not funded.

1764

Upon adoption of the time phased plan, and with the assistance of City staff, the Steering

1765

Committee reviewed the full range of funding mechanisms available to implement the strategies

1766

and developed the preferences identified in the table below and voted on each mechanism

1767

according to the Committee member’s acceptability level for the funding mechanism.
Number of
Committee
Members present
with High
Acceptability

Number of
Committee
Members present
with Medium
Acceptability

Number of
Committee
Members present
with Low
Acceptability

I.A. Collect Delinquent
Stormwater Fees

6

0

1

I.B. Prioritization and

2

5

0

Funding Options
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Number of
Committee
Members present
with High
Acceptability

Number of
Committee
Members present
with Medium
Acceptability

Number of
Committee
Members present
with Low
Acceptability

I.C. Sale of City Owned
Property

5

2

0

II.A. Increase in
Stormwater Fees

6

0

1

II.B. Personal Property
Taxes on Privately
Owned Pleasure
Watercraft (Boat Tax)

3

2

2

II.C. Boat Decals (in
Lieu of Boat Tax)

6

1

0

II.D. General Real
Estate Tax Increase
Devoted to Waterways
and Shoreline
Protection

1

3

3

II.E. Pursue Grants
from Other
Governmental Agencies
and Organizations

7

0

0

III.A. Service Districts

3

3

1

III.B. Community
Development Authority

2

5

0

III.C. Incentives and
Tax Credits

7

0

0

III.D. Revolving Loan
Funds

7

0

0

III.E. Fines for Illegal
Parking on Designated
Street Sweeping Days

7

0

0

Funding Options
Reallocation of Existing
Revenues

1768
1769
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1770

VII.

Appendices

1771

A. List of Steering Committee and Subcommittee members

1772

Steering Committee Members

1773

Subcommittee Members

1774
1775

B. Steering Committee Goals and Implementing Strategies
Goals and Implementing Strategies

1776

C. Tidal Flooding Subcommittee Key Documents

1777

TF1: List of key documents and descriptions

1778

TF2: The Water’s a Risen! How Much?

1779

TF 3: Sea-level Study Brings Good and Bad News to Hampton Roads

1780

TF 4: January 1, 2100: A Look ‘Back’ at the 21st Century

1781

TF 5: Planning for Sea Level Rise and Coastal Flooding

1782

TF 6: Raise Your Home, Lower Your Monthly Payments

1783

TF 7: Hull Conservation Department - Freeboard Incentive

1784

TF 8: Extreme Storm Events Increase the Risk for Chemical Contamination of Coastal

1785
1786
1787

Waters
TF 9: Coastal Contamination Prevention Resources - Institutions and Contacts
D. Stormwater Subcommittee Key Documents

1788

SW 1: BMP List

1789

SW 2: Codes Related to Water Quality from Surrounding Localities

1790

SW 3: Potential Programs for Creating/Saving Greenspace

1791

SW 4: Stormwater Funding Overview

1792

SW 5: What Citizens Can Do
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1793

E. Shoreline Protection Subcommittee Key Documents

1794

SP 1: Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan

1795

SP 2: Wetlands Management Plan

1796

SP 3: State Sand Dunes Statute

1797

F. Waterways Management and Maintenance Subcommittee Key Documents

1798

WM 1: Terms and Definitions

1799

WM 2: Waterway Inventory and Characterization

1800

WM 3: Waterway Situational Overview and Recommendations

1801

WM 4: Waterway Problems and Objectives

1802

WM 5: Waterway Importance and Maintenance Prioritization

1803

WM 6: Funding Assessment Data

1804

WM 7: Five Year Comprehensive Plan – Water Quality Excerpt

1805

WM 8: Example of Building a Nationally Recognized Program through Innovation and

1806
1807

Research on Stormwater Drainage Quality.
G. Dissenting Opinions

1808

1

Objecting Statement on Tidal Flooding Strategic Issue #5C Building Code

1809

2

Objecting Statement on Tidal Flooding Strategic Issue #5C Freeboard

1810

3

Objecting Statement on Shoreline Protection Strategic Issue #3 Public

1811
1812

Easements/Eminent Domain
H. Citizen Engagement

1813

Hampton Waterways Report – Citizen Engagement Report

1814

Hampton Waterways Online Survey Results

1815

Waterways Checkpoint Keypad Results
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APPENDIX B
STEERING COMMITTEE GOALS AND
IMPLEMENTING STRATEGIES

Hampton Waterways Strategies Plan
Unconstrained Staffing and Funding Scenario*
Strategy

Year <1
1

Strategy

Year 1

Annual Costs (SW 3D, SW 4B, SP 2B, SW 3A, SP 2A, TF 2D, WWMM
1E))
TF 1C: Within 1 year, develop a comprehensive study of current and
probable future tidal flooding impacts,
impacts including obtaining more
detailed elevation information through the acquisition of LIDAR data,
to better assess funding needs and priority projects
projects.
TF 2B: Within 1 year, develop and implement an outreach program
to educate the public on the tidal flooding hazards and protective
measures, including information on tidal flooding based on predicted
tidal heights that illustrates affected streets and neighborhoods.

$200,000

WWMM 4A: Implement a marketing effort to encourage and
support a viable marine business environment to promote
employment and other economic benefits by promoting its
waterway assets, and their relationships to the economic,
commercial and recreational health of the city. (Annual)

$100,000

WWMM 1F: As part of the development of a waterway management
function set up a citizen voluntary advisory group to assist City staff.

Strategy

Year 2

$300,000

Annual Costs (SW 3D, SW 4B, SP 2B, SW 3A, SP 2A, TF 2D, WWMM
1E, WWMM 4A, SW 1D, WWMM 1D))

$25,000

TF 1A: Mitigate flooding impacts and reduce potential flood damage
where possible to public facilities and infrastructure (i
(i.e.
e raising
streets and bridges, etc.) at an average rate of 2% per year for 50
years (Annual)
years.

$25,000

SW 1B: Increase the pounds/tons
/
of pollutants removed from
Hampton's stormwater as documented in the MS4 Annual Report to
be consistent with the MS4 Permit, Bay TMDL and other pertinent
regulations.

$500,000

$600,000

SW 3B: Improve
p
accuracyy of existingg stormwater utilityy account
records to ensure fees are being properly assessed now, and
implement
p
ap
phased‐in plan
p for collection beginning
g
g December
2012. (Cost associated with staff time)

$25,000

SP 1A: Implement recommended management programs to include:
Hampton Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan and Hampton
Wetlands Plan.
Plan

$25,000

SW 1A: Increase the amount of debris (g
(grit, sand, leaves, etc.)) that is
captured through maintenance activities documented in the MS4
Annual Report
p consistent with the MS4 Permit, Bayy TMDL and other
pertinent regulations. (Annual)

SW 3D: By 2012, promote and/or establish citizen advocacy groups
to address issues of quality and quantity of stormwater and to seek
grant funding set aside of non‐governmental
non governmental organizations (NGOs).
(Annual)

$50,000

SW 1
1D: Develop,
l
iimplement,
l
and
d fund
f d a Best Management Practices
i
Plan to meet the Phase II WIP consistent with the Bay TMDL 2 year
milestone
il
requirements.
i
(Annual)
(
l)

$500,000

SW 1C
1C: IIncrease the
h number
b off iinspections
i
and
d enforcement
f
actions
i
documented in the MS4 Annual Report to be consistent with the
MS4
S Permit,
i Bay TMDL and
d other
h pertinent
i
regulations.
l i
(Annual)
(
l)

SW 4B: By 2012, promote and/or establish citizen advocacy groups
to address issues of quality and quantity of stormwater. (Annual ‐
Same as SW 3D.)

$0

WWMM 1C: Inventory and establish intended use for Hampton
waterways to include baseline conditions, ownership and more
specifically who is reponsible for the ongoing maintenance
specifically,
responsbility.

SP 2B: Utilize a grass roots lobbying group to obtain funding sources
such as: land conservancy tax credits, site sponsorships and
commercial marketing to implement the shoreline management
program. (Annual) Similar to SW 3D and SW 4B.

$5,000

WWMM 1D: Establish a baseline/set of standards for the minimum
acceptable condition of each waterway. Use the supplied Waterway
Inventory and Characterization template to review and update as
necessary the original or design intent/usage of the waterway (i.e.
depths, widths, volume usage, aesthetics, etc.). (Annual)

TF 2C: Increase organization, involvement and participation of grass
roots neighborhood
g
and institutional organizations
g
in emergency
g y
response, through Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
trainingg and other programs,
p g
, byy 50% within three years.
y
Similar to
SW 3D, SW 4B, and SP 2B.

$25,000

TF 2A
2A: Withi
Within 2 years, expand
d existing
i ti emergency notification
tifi ti
systems and procedures (i.e. reverse 911, siren systems, etc.).

SP 3A: Create ongoing programs to educate the public on the value
and benefits of shoreline protection ((ex. Neighborhood College,
Codes Academy, etc.).

$
$45,000

SP 2A:
2A Seek
S k and
d obtain
b i state, federal
f d l and
d corporate funds
f d to support
shoreline protection and enhancement efforts by hiring an
experienced
i
d grant writer.
i
(Annual)
(A
l) Similar
Si il to SW 3A.
3A

$55,000

SW 3A: By 2013, develop a more informed, competitive and
aggressive approach to securing grant funding to address
stormwater compliance issues resulting in securing funding
resources comparable to surrounding localities. (Annual)

TF 2D: Develop a more effective program for warning those living in
areas in which imminent flooding is anticipated just prior to the
arrival of severe weather to include: 1) create evacuation procedures
that address options in addition to complete area evacuation, and
that includes areas and routes to avoid
avoid, optional areas to park
vehicles, local shelter alternatives (both public and private), etc.; 2)
special registry for senior citizens in severe flooding areas; 3) within
1 year, include 1‐2 members of the Tidal Flooding subcommittee on
the CRS Outreach Committee to facilitate coordination between the
two efforts. (Annual)
SW 3C: By 2014, undertake a new stormwater utility rate study to
determine if the cost of stormwater programs can be paid for with
existing ERU rates or whether the rates should be changed.
WWMM 4B: Implement a marketing effort to encourage and
improve citizens and visitors utilization, enjoyment and satisfaction
of Hampton's
Hampton s waterways by advertising Hampton's
Hampton s waterways and
their benefits through City and tourism brochures.

SP 1E: Grant the local Wetlands Board administrative responsibility
for the State Coastal Primary Dunes Protection Program.

WWMM 1E
1E: EEstablish
t bli h a preventive
ti maintenance
i t
and
d monitoring
it i
program using a formal hydrographic survey and study program
enabling
bli Hampton
H
t to
t create
t a "b
"bestt practices"
ti " approach
h resulting
lti iin
an ongoing understanding of sediment/shoaling rates, economic
values,
l
revenues, etc.
t resulting
lti iin th
the mostt efficient
ffi i t maintenance
i t
program. (Annual)

Estimated Total for Year <1:

$25,000

SP 1C: Identify easements and develop easement language to
accomplish protection of privately owned shorelines. **

SP 1D:
1D Support
S
and
d provide
id proportional
i
l financial
fi
i l support for
f a
Regional Sediment Management Plan to identify cost effective sandy
resources ffor b
beach
h replenishment.
l ih

SW 2A: Obtain detailed elevation data for Hampton using LIDAR
technology
h l
software
f
and
d staff
ff training to use the
h raw LIDAR point
cloud data for the development of products that more accurately
d
depict
surface
f
drainage
d
patterns and
d thus
h possible
bl drainage
d
problem
bl
areas and solutions.

Strategy

Year 3

$875,000

Annual Costs (SW 3D, SW 4B, SP 2B, SW 3A, SP 2A, TF 2D, WWMM
1E, WWMM 4A, SW 1D, WWMM 1D, TF 1A, SW 1A, SW 1C, TF 1B))

$3,000,000

SP 1G: Continue a program of structural improvements and beach
replenishment along the public shorelines consisting of: 1)
breakwaters at Salt Ponds public beach and Lighthouse Point along
Grandview Nature Preserve, 2) Continued municipal participation in
the Federal Storm Protection Project at Buckroe Beach.

$0

SP 1J: Maintain existing projects to provide designated levels of
protection including federal projects at Buckroe Beach, the public
beach at Salt Ponds, and the breech project at Back River.

Estimated Total for Year 3:

Strategy

Year 4

$6,975,000

Annual Costs (SW 3D, SW 4B, SP 2B, SW 3A, SP 2A, TF 2D, WWMM
1E, WWMM 4A, SW 1D, WWMM 1D, TF 1A, SW 1A, SW 1C, TF 1B))

$1,200,000

SW 2B: Public Works Operations will prioritize drainage projects
utilizing the Steering Committee's evaluative criteria, and continue
projects to retrofit neighborhoods with improved stormwater
drainage (whether open ditch or enclosed pipe) as well as keep
existing drains,
drains conveyances and outfalls clear of sediment,
sediment trash
trash,
and debris. (Related to SW 1D) (Cost associated with planning.)

$3,000,000

SP 1B: Establish an ongoing and coordinated Beach Replenishment
Program.

$11,175,000

$100,000

TF 1E: Within 1 year
year, begin development of a long range plan to
establish and maintain funding for private/public improvements to
mitigate flooding impacts,
impacts which maximizes the use of federal and
state funding sources, and complete the plan within 3 years.

$25,000

$50,000

SW 3E: By 2013, identify and utilize other revenue sources in
addition to stormwater utility fees to fund stormwater quality
compliance programs.

$25,000

Estimated Total for Year 4:

$500,000

SP 1F: Implement
p
recommended improvements
p
to Salt Ponds Inlet
consisting of: 1) raising the south jetty; 2) sand tightening the north
jjetty;
y; 3)) constructingg sand traps
p north and south of the inlet.

$
$25,000

WWMM 3A: For waterways that are significantly deteriorated by
wave energy sand transport shoaling (i.e. Salt Ponds Inlet),
determine a long
long‐term
term solution to increase the required
$0 (same as SP
maintenance interval by reducing the amount of sand which can
1F)
enter a channel, using existing recommendations and subject matter
experts where applicable.
TF 1B
1B: Mi
Mitigate
i
fl
flooding
di iimpacts and
d reduce
d
potential
i l fl
flood
dd
damage
where possible to private property (i.e. raising homes, etc.) at an
average rate off 2% a year ffor 50 years. (A
(Annual)
l)

$260,000

TF 1F: Develop a regional approach, in cooperation with HRPDC,
VIMS, and VDEQ, to the issue of chemical contamination in coastal
waters and land areas during extreme weather events in order to: 1)
within 1 year, identify potential sources of chemicals of concern and
evaluate their vulnerability to release during storm events; 2) within
3 years, develop an integrated plan to minimize potential for long
term ecological and economic impacts from coastal contamination
during storm events; 3) within 3 years, develop site specific
predictions for inundations during storm events; 4) within 5 years,
identify facilities with chemicals of concern located in the floodplain
and develop a plan for removing or protecting them prior to
anticipated severe flooding caused by storm events.

$115,000

WWMM 2C: Initiate and implement a plan for the removal of
stormwater sediment damage to the waterways.

$50,000

$2,000,000

$
$50,000

$25,000

SW 4D: Identify methods of enforcement of existing regulations
utilizing non‐law
non law enforcement agencies.

$25,000

$25,000

WWMM 1B: Utilize the waterway generated tax funds to fund an
established budget to provide for a planned and proactively
Funding
managed waterway activity within the City government.
government Both,
Both
pending City
initially the City may have to use existing surplus funds until a system
Policy Decision
is established to allocate funds into the waterway management
account.

$50,000

$795,000

WWMM 2B: Establish additional preventive measures to comply
with
ith future
f t
stormwater
t
t managementt requirements
i
t (i.e.
(i TMDL) to
t
reduce the amount of sediment entering the waterway system.
Si il to
Similar
t SW 1A.
1A

$0 ((same as SW
1A)

TF 1D: Within 1 year, implement an examination of the adequacy of
current building standards, including finished floor freeboard
requirements, to adequately address long term impacts in sea level
$50,000
rise as they are expected to change the frequency and duration of
flooding within the City, and review the standard every two years. **
WWMM 1A: Establish and implement a method (policy) for the
proactive prevention of sedimentation and shoaling along with the
$10,000
corrective maintenance of the waterways to optimize property
values and tax revenue.
WWMM 3B: Implement and publish a plan to the public that will
Cost pending
address the schedule for restoring all waterways to their intended
outcome of
usage and defined standards using the Waterway Maintenance
related
Prioritization Tool and Subcommittee guidance. (Related to WWMM
strategies.
1E WWMM 1D,
1E,
1D and WWMM 2C.)
2C )
E i
Estimated
d Total
T l for
f Year
Y
1:
1

$2 345 000
$2,345,000

Estimated Total for Year 2:

Year 6 ‐ Year 50

$7,225,000

$7,300,000

$75,000

SP 1H: Continue municipal projects along other sections as noted in
the Shoreline Protection Plan of the shoreline as easements are
obtained.

$3,700,000

SP 1I: Undertake and construct a demonstration project for a Living
Shoreline.

$1,000,000

SP 3B: Demonstration of living shoreline, with projects already
completed.

$20,000

SW 2E: Seek opportunities to partner with private vendors of
innovative stormwater technologies to evaluate their effectiveness
and operational efficiency at reduced or no cost to the city.

$10,000

$15,015,000

Estimated Annual Costs:

Estimated Total for Year 5:

$12,030,000

Estimated Total for Years <1 through 5:

$50,385,000

Legend

** Dissenting opinions related to these
strategies are included in the
subcommittee reports.

Shoreline Protection (SP)

Note: All figures are in 2011 dollars.

S
Stormwater
(SW)

Note: Strategies may be shifted if outside
funding sources become available.

Tidal Floodingg (TF)
( )
Waterways Management and Maintenance (WWMM)

$75,000

$25,000

SP 1:
1

SP 3:

$
$50,000

$250,000

Year 5

* Without regard
g
to fundingg resources and
availability.

SP 2:

SW 4C: Consider the adoption of transfer of development rights
and/or purchase of development rights to promote the
creation/preservation
/
of natural areas in environmentally sensitive
or flood prone areas in accordance with timeline identified in the
BMP Plan (as identified in SW 1D).

$7,690,000

WWMM 3C: Obtain all maintenance easements and other legal
obligations for all waterways as quickly as possible to remove the
legal obstacles which could delay or prevent a maintenance action or
other intervention when it is needed.
needed (Annual)

$1,900,000

Subcommittee Goals
WWMM 2A: Re‐define and expand
p
the traditional responsibility,
p
y
obligation and funding for stormwater drainage to include the
sediment impact
p on the waterways.
y (Policy
(
y Decision))

$25,000

SW 2C: Create wetland and natural area restoration projects that
provide multiple
p
p benefits such as flood control and flood p
protection,
compliance with state and federal environmental regulations,
$75,000
improved
p
p
passive recreation opportunities
pp
and enhanced q
qualityy of
life for Hampton residents. ($75,000 per acre ‐ assuming 1 acre
p j )
project)
SW 4A: Create wetland and natural area restoration projects that
provide multiple benefits such as improving the quality of life for
residents; providing additional passive recreation opportunities,
$0 (same as SW
flood control and protection; and promote compliance with new
2C)
state and federal stormwater regulations in accordance with the
timeline identified in the BMP Plan (Strategy SW 1D). (per acre)
SW 2D: Promote the beneficial reuse of stormwater runoff for
industrial irrigation,
industrial,
irrigation and other non‐potable
non potable uses throughout the city
through tax or development incentives. Seek opportunities for
stormwater reuse in city operations and on city owned lands to
reduce the volume of stormwater discharged through existing and
future conveyance systems.
systems (Annual)

$350,000

$6,975,000

Strategy
Annual Costs (SW 3D, SW 4B, SP 2B, SW 3A, SP 2A, TF 2D, WWMM
1E, WWMM 4A, SW 1D, WWMM 1D, TF 1A, SW 1A, SW 1C, TF 1B,
SW 2D)

$
$9,025,000

SW 1:

SW 2:

Implement a comprehensive Shoreline Management Program for both the Bay Fronting Beaches and the
Tidal Shoreline to prevent tidal flooding, storm impacts and to improve economic and recreational
opportunities for citizens and visitors.
Obtain funding sources in addition to City generated funds, to support implementation of the Shoreline
Maintenance and Protection Plan and the Hampton Wetlands Plan.
Educate citizens on the value of shoreline protection and management.
By 2017, the stormwater program must meet the Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Daily Load (Bay TMDL)
ggoals for havingg 60% of the actions and strategies
g in p
place to meet the ultimate ggoals byy 2025 for
reductions in discharged pounds of phosphorous, nitrogen and sediment contained in stormwater in
compliance with the Bay TMDL.
Beginning in 2013, realize an average 10% annual reduction of citizen drainage complaint calls by using the
scientific information,
information the latest "best
best practice
practice" technology and citizen input to improve and enhance the
capacity of stormwater runoff conveyance systems throughout the City, while balancing the need for
increased stormwater
storm ater quality
q alit treatment required
req ired b
by ne
new state and federal stormwater
storm ater regulations.
reg lations

SW 3:

By July 2014, increase stormwater program funding and revenue in order to meet new state and federal
stormwater compliance requirements.

SW 4:

By 2014,
2014 increase public awareness and engagement in the prevention of stormwater pollution,
pollution and protect
and revitalize wetlands and natural habitats as identified in the Best Management Practices Plan developed
as part of Strategy SW 1D
1D.

TF 1:

Reduce the human and financial impacts
p
associated with tidal flooding,
g sea level rise and storm events to
homes, businesses and other community facilities on 2% of the flood prone structures per year over the
next 50 yyears,, in order of the highest
g
benefit/cost
/
ratios.

TF 2:

Expand outreach and education to Hampton residents and businesses in preparing for tidal flooding
emergencies and for recovery after a tidal flooding event.
emergencies,
event

Capital Improvement Plan ‐ Waterways Contingency Project List
FY12 ‐ FY16
P j t
Project

T t lR
Total
Requestt

Buckroe Beach Renourishment

$2 500 000
$2,500,000

City‐wide Dredging Projects

$17,200,000

Indian Creek Dredging

$6,000,000

Mary Peake Outfall Improvements at New Market Creek

$1,200,000

Ridgeway Park Bulkhead

$150,000

Salt Ponds Inlet Improvements

$
$3,300,000

Salt Ponds Jetty Repairs

$100 000
$100,000

Hampton Watershed Studies

$1,000,000
$
,000,000

Ridgeway Park Bulkhead

$545,000

Bickford's Newtown Drainage Improvement Project

$4,566,000

Cavalier Road Drainage Improvements

$850,000

Improvements to the 600 Block of Greenbrier Ave

$750,000

Littl England
Little
E l d Rear
R
YYard
dD
Drainage
i

$1 250 000
$1,250,000

Old Northampton Area Curb and Gutter
Gutter, Phase III ‐ Langley Ave

$645 900
$645,900

Develop and implement a comprehensive waterway management and maintenance function that is
WWMM 1: planned, funded, staffed and has the responsibility to achieve specified goals and objectives that maintain
waterways
y for their intended purpose.
p p

Pennwood Drive Drainage
g Canal Improvement
p

Recognize and minimize the stormwater system's contribution to waterway degradation and include in the
WWMM 2: long
l
t
term
managementt and
d maintenance
i t
plan
l a strategy
t t
ffor addressing
dd
i thi
this iissue, tto iinclude
l d St
Strategy
t
WWMM 2A, WWMM 2B, and WWMM 2C.

Todds Lane @ Big Bethel Road Drainage Improvements

WWMM 3: Take the necessary action to correct the historical degradation of Hampton's waterways to improve citizens
and visitor enjoyment
j y
and encourage
g a viable marine business environment.

Wythe/I‐664
/
Drainage Improvements

$
$1,300,000

MS4 Permit Compliance Project

$1 600 000
$1,600,000

WWMM 4: Make Hampton a preferred waterway destination for the Chesapeake Bay and Intra‐Coastal Waterways
system and help make Hampton the most livable city in Virginia.
Virginia

$1,100,000

Pocahontas Place Drainage Study

$75,000
$2,650,000

Weaver Road Drainage Improvements

$800,000

II‐64
64 Mercury Interchange Landscape ‐ Phase II

$500,000
TOTAL:

$48,081,900

APPENDIX C
TIDAL FLOODING SUBCOMMITTEE KEY
DOCUMENTS

Tidal Flooding Subcommittee Attachments
(page 1)

Sea Level Rise Impacts Hampton Roads
1. The Water’s a Risen! How Much?
In this presentation Doug Dwoyer, Ph.D. - formerly of NASA - reviews the science
supporting climate change and the options Hampton Roads must consider as sea
level rise continues.
2. Sea-level Study Brings Good and Bad News to Hampton Roads
In this December, 2010 press release Dr. John Boon of VIMS warns that locally
high rates of land subsidence coupled with relatively moderate rates of absolute
sea level rise result in a significant and growing threat to the Tidewater region.
3. January 1, 2100: A Look ‘Back’ at the 21st Century
Doug Dwoyer, Ph.D. offers a likely future scenario for Hampton Roads if significant
action to mitigate sea level rise is not soon taken. Originally published by the Daily
Press.

Protecting Assets
4. Planning for Sea Level Rise and Coastal Flooding
A VIMS white paper warns that “static” planning and management concepts for
coastal developments will be insufficient as hurricanes and nor’easter’s cause
more flooding events for Hampton Roads as sea levels rise.
5. Raise Your Home, Lower Your Monthly Payments
A fact-sheet created by the Mass. Office of Coastal Zone Management,
StormSmart Coasts Program demonstrates that homeowners can significantly
reduce the total cost of home ownership by increasing new construction freeboard
above the minimum mandated requirements.
6. Hull Conservation Department - Freeboard Incentive
An innovative program offering up to $500 in reduced permit fees to new flood
zone construction that exceeds the highest federal or state requirement by at least
2 feet for the flood zone.

Tidal Flooding Subcommittee - List of Attachments

(page 2)

Preventing Severe Contamination Events
7. Extreme Storm Events Increase the Risk for Chemical Contamination

of Coastal Waters
In this VIMS white paper, Dr. Mike Unger demonstrates that coastal contamination
by industrial and agricultural chemicals released by accidental spills during severe
storm events present ecological and environmental consequences for Tidewater.
8. Coastal Contamination Prevention Resources - Institutions and

Contacts
A contact list of institutions and persons whose purview includes the containment
of hazardous substances during extreme storm events.

The Water’s
a’Risen!
How Much?
Doug Dwoyer
ddwoyer@cox.net

April 20, 2011
12 Nov 2009 Norʼeaster
5:00 PM
Gloucester Point Park
Photo courtesy of Dr. David Forest, VIMS

2010 Hottest Year on
Record

IPCC Predicted Global
Surface Warming

Figure SPM.5

IPCC Predicted Global
Surface Warming

Recent predictions based on most
optimistic mitigation scenarios

Figure SPM.5

Trend in Global Mean
Sea Level (IPCC)

FAQ 5.1, Figure 1
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The Fate of Hampton Roads is tied to the
Future of the World’s Great Ice Sheets
•

There are three major ice sheets
which contain 99% if the ice capable
of raising sea level if melted

-

Greenland
East and West Antarctic

•

IPCC projections of sea level rise do
not account for potential melting of
these ice sheets

•

The Greenland and West Antarctic
sheets contain enough water to
raise sea level approximately 40 feet
if fully melted

The Arctic & Antarctica Are
Rapidly Warming...
Warming of Antarctic Ice Sheet
Surface
1957 - 2006
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Search uwnews.org
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< Back to uwnews.org article

Image from "New data show much of Antarctica is warming more than previously thought"
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Local Coverage

West Antarctica 0.16 +/- 0.06ºC/decade
East Antarctica 0.10 +/- 0.07ºC/decade

UWNEWS.ORG RSS
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RSS by UW Unit
RSS by UW Expert
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uwclassifieds.org
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• Arctic Permafrost line has moved north

130 km in 50 years
• North Atlantic Ocean water flowing into
the Arctic Ocean warmest in at least
2000 years
• Thousands of frozen lakes in the Asian
and North American tundra are thawing

OTHER UW NEWS
Columns Magazine
Health Sciences
UW Athletics

NASA

This illustration depicts the warming that scientists have determined has occurred in West Antarctica during the
last 50 years, with the dark red showing the area that has warmed the most.
highest resolution version of this photo (print ready)
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...and the Ice is Responding
•

Satellite gravity & other
measurements from 1990 through
2010 show accelerated ice mass loss
from both Greenland and Antarctic
ice sheets

-

620±158 Gt/yr (1.36±.4 mm/yr sea level
rise) in 2010
Accelerating at the rate of 36.3±2 Gt/yr2
for last 18 years
Just out in this week’s Nature, 61±7 Gt/yr
(.17±.02 mm/yr sea level rise) in the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago)

•

Recent projection of sea-level rise
based on paleo and predicted
temperatures (using IPCC
temperature predictions) is 0.8 m to
2.0 m by 2100

•

2009 Copenhagen Climate Science
conference statement projects up to
1.0 m sea-level rise by 2100 (using
IPCC temperature predictions)
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Hampton Roads 21st Century
Sea-Level Rise
Flood Maps

Sea level rise:
0m

•

To estimate tidal change by 2100
sea-level rise projections are
additive to the 0.15 to 0.23 m (0.5
to 0.75 ft) of land subsidence by
2100 in HR

•

A 0.8 to 2.0 m rise in sea level

-

4/6/09 12:53 PM

Europe N. America S. America Africa SE. Asia China & Japan
Australia

Yields a net tidal change of 0.95 to
2.23 m (3.12 to 7.32 ft)
Could be greater due to feedbacks
currently unaccounted for in
predictions

http://flood.firetree.net/?ll=43.3251,-101.6015&z=13&m=7
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•

To estimate tidal change by 2100
sea-level rise projections are
additive to the 0.15 to 0.23 m (0.5
to 0.75 ft) of land subsidence by
2100 in HR

•

A 0.8 to 2.0 m rise in sea level

-
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Two Main Points
1. Hampton Roads future is tied directly to
the future of the Arctic and the Antarctic
2. Climate change is irreversible
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Individual Action
• The “CFT - Prius” approach while commendable
won’t get the job done, even if we all did it!

• We must demand action at the global, national,
and regional scale (mitigation & adaptation)

• We must recognize that ineffective response or

no response to climate change will be very painful
with major economic and sociological dislocations

-

We’ll all just have to bite this bullet sooner rather
than later!

Some of My Own
Actions

•

Switched to geothermal HVAC for my home
reducing my power consumption by 40% (positive
ROI in seven years at late 1990’s electric rates)

•

Switched to passive solar domestic hot water
further reducing power consumption by 20%
(positive ROI in three years with govt credits and
SREC sales)

•

Switched to 100% “Green Power” from Dominion
Power (costs to me 1.5¢ per KWh on every power
bill)
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January 1, 2101: A look ‘back’ at the 21st century
Posted By HR Partnership on May 23, 2009
by Doug Dwoyer

Hampton Roads has endured a period of rapid and challenging change over
the last century. The 21st century began with great optimism in the region
as the nation’s and region’s economies were thriving. Many trends of those
times, including globalization of the world’s economy, significant military
activity and spending and rising coal exports, favored Hampton Roads. Our
once-thriving port was rapidly expanding, fueled by globalization of trade
and growing coal exports. In those heady days, the future of the region
indeed looked bright.
At this time, the world began to recognize the emergence of human-induced
climate change and its potential to cause major disruption during the 21st
century. In 2007 a report was issued by a body called the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which was sponsored by the United Nations
and the World Meteorological Organization. It projected a 5-degree to 9degree Fahrenheit change in mean global temperature and a 1-foot to 2-foot
rise in sea level by 2100. Shortly after this report was issued, scientists
began to discover rapid melting and deterioration of the Greenland and West
Antarctica ice sheets, leading to fears of even greater sea-level rise.
Unfortunately, people around the world, including those in Hampton Roads,
did not seriously respond to these warnings and continued to operate as if
climate change was something abstract and not important in their daily
lives.
As we know today, the projections in the 2007 IPCC report on global
temperature rise were remarkably accurate, as now in 2101 it is about 10
degrees warmer around the planet than it was in 2001.
On the other hand, we have experienced a far greater sea-level rise than
predicted, with sea level about 6 feet higher today than in 2001. As
Greenland and West Antarctica continue their rapid melting today, there is
no end in sight to rapid sea-level rise. The impact of these global changes on
our region has been nothing short of devastating.

Old-timers in Hampton Roads can recall large areas of our region east of
U.S. Route 17 that were above water and populated. Large areas of
Gloucester and York counties, as well as major sections of Hampton, Norfolk,
Virginia Beach and Chesapeake, were home to thriving communities,
businesses, factories and other assets. The city of Poquoson, which no
longer exists, had a population of about 11,000 in 2001 and was a rapidly
growing bedroom community.
Our major highway links across the harbor, the Hampton Roads BridgeTunnel and the Monitor-Merrimac Memorial Bridge-Tunnel are frequently
overwashed and require constant repair.
These old-timers can recall a vast military presence in the region. After the
devastation caused by the major hurricanes of 2038 and 2042 and
subsequent inundation, the Air Force was forced to abandon Langley Air
Force Base, and by 2075 the Navy was also forced to abandon the Norfolk
naval base and numerous other facilities due to inundation as well. With the
loss of these military facilities, the region lost a major part of its
employment base and population.
In the early 21st century, Hampton Roads was a thriving, waterfrontoriented region, and much of our then-acclaimed lifestyle was focused on
living near and playing on the water.
Today that is hard to imagine, as our waterfront is dominated by abandoned
buildings slowly being claimed by the bay or sea. Abandoned roads, sewage
treatment facilities and other utilities lie just beneath the surface in the
near-shore areas. The massive pollution from all of this has ruined the
quality of the water itself, as well as making nearshore navigation
hazardous. Indeed, the water has transformed from being a regional asset in
2001 to a hazardous, polluted eyesore that is inexorably devouring the
region in 2101.
Looking back on this sad state of affairs for Hampton Roads in 2101, we can
only wish that our ancestors a century or more ago had taken the ample
warnings more seriously before these irreversible changes began. We could
today live in a very different, more prosperous and enjoyable Hampton
Roads than the sorry state our community has instead inherited.
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Doug Dwoyer retired from NASA Langley Research Center as associate director for
operations. He is project director for the Hampton Roads Research Partnership. This
article was originally published on March 1, 2009 in the Daily Press and is reprinted
here by permission of the author.

NOTE: Outside of New Orleans, Hampton Roads is the largest population
area at greatest risk from sea-level rise according to the US Geological
Service. (Thieler, E.R., and Hammar-Klose, E.S., 1999. National assessment
of coastal vulnerability to sea-level rise: Preliminary results for the U.S.
Atlantic coast. U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 99-593).
From the Virginia Dept. of Environmental Quality; Click on map above for
larger view.
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Planning for Sea Level Rise
and Coastal Flooding

Global and local sea level trends differ because the former are derived mostly through
studies of the change in volume of the world’s oceans while the latter are based on
long-term water-level measurements relative to the land at fixed locations. Just as water levels rise and fall, the earth’s crust in many regions also moves up or down, adding
or subtracting from the apparent sea level trend. In Scandinavia, where glacial ice has
been removed since the last ice age, crustal “rebound” has resulted in falling relative
sea level trends. More often, coastal subsidence due to a number of causes, including
ground-water removal, adds to global rise rates to produce positive trends. This is the
case along the U.S. East Coast in general and Virginia in particular.
Ocean volume changes with varying river inflows, evaporation, and rainfall and,
most importantly amid climate change, added water from melting ice (Antarctica and
Greenland ice sheets and glaciers). Ocean volume will also increase through thermal
expansion as the ocean warms,3 raising sea level even further.

MMSL (meters above 1983-2001 MSL)

Measured sea level trends provide the parameter most important to governments and
agencies concerned with coastal erosion and flooding in the next few decades: local sea
level rise relative to the land we live on.4 For the Virginia portion of Chesapeake Bay,
four water level stations have records longer than 50 years and three others have suit-

Monthly mean sea level and sea level trend (red line) at Sewells Point, VA.
For the years 1928 through 2007, the trend is +4.43 mm/year (+1.45 ft/century).
www.virginiaclimatechange.vims.edu

Science & Solutions
 +XUULFDQHVRU´QRUWKHDVWHUVµWKDWKDYHQRW
caused significant flooding of homes and
property in the past will begin to do so in the
future because of sea level rise.
 /RQJWHUPVHDOHYHOULVHZLOOSHUPHDWHDOO
levels of Virginia’s resources, including
transportation, infrastructure, military installations, marine ecosystems, agriculture,
human health, and recreation.
 :LWKWKHDGYDQFHRIWHFKQRORJ\UHDOWLPH
observations coupled with model predictions
can be of great value beginning about 48
hours before predicted landfall.
 'XHWRWKHVHQVLWLYLW\RIZDWHUOHYHOVWR
changes in wind speed and direction,
observations and short-term forecasts of the
Chesapeake Bay wind field are critical for
accurate prediction of coastal flooding.
 )XUWKHUUHVHDUFKLVQHHGHGWRGHYHORSDQG
refine storm-tide projections with a given
probability of occurrence per month and
year in Chesapeake Bay. These projections
can be used to estimate the design life of
coastal development projects.

Linear trend (mm/yr.)

Evidence for Sea Level Rise
A consensus of scientific opinion reported by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) holds that global average sea level rose at an average rate of 1.8 mm
per year (0.59 feet per century) from 1961 to 2003, and may have risen up to 3.1 mm
per year (1.02 feet per century) from 1993 to 2003.1 Local sea level rise averages 3.6
to 7.0 mm per year (1.18 to 2.30 feet per century) in Virginia’s lower Chesapeake
Bay region and between 3.1 and 3.5 mm per year (1.02 and 1.15 feet per century) in
Maryland’s mid-to-upper Chesapeake Bay region.2

Relative sea level trends for two 50-year periods,
1945-1994 and 1950-1999, at eight cities along
the U.S. East Coast from Florida to Maine.
Data from Zervas, 2001.

Whereas tidal predictions have long been essential to the mariner concerned
with safe navigation, waterfront property owners have little reason to be
concerned until water levels exceed the vertical limits of the
astronomical tide and become “extratidal.”

able records longer than 30 years. From the evidence these stations provide, local rise
rates are expected to be nearly twice the global rate, or about 4 mm per year, and may
prove to be as high as 5 to 7 mm per year. This equates to up to one foot (0.3 m) of sea
level rise, relative to the land, by 2050.
Consequences of Sea Level Rise
The impact of sea level rise on coastal flooding is amply demonstrated by comparing
+XUULFDQH,VDEHORIZLWKDQRWKHUPDMRUVWRUPWKHKXUULFDQHRI$XJXVWZLGHO\
UHJDUGHGDVWKH´VWRUPRIWKHFHQWXU\µIRU+DPSWRQ5RDGV7KHKXUULFDQHZDVPRUH
powerful than Isabel and produced a storm surge (rise in water level due to the effects
RIWKHVWRUP RIP IHHW DVFRPSDUHGWRP IHHW IRU+XUULFDQH,VDEHOLQ
+DPSWRQ5RDGV<HWWKHPD[LPXPZDWHUOHYHORUVWRUPWLGH VXPRIWKHVWRUPVXUJHDQG
the astronomical tide) for both storms was about the same: 2.4 m (8.0 feet) for the 1933
hurricane and 2.4 m (7.9 feet) for Isabel.5 The reason the weaker of the two storms produced an equivalent storm tide is that monthly mean sea level during Isabel stood about
0.43 m (1.4 feet) higher than the monthly mean during the August 1933 hurricane. Most
of the difference is due to sea level rise during the 70 years between these two storms.

Comparison of hurricane storm surge, storm tide
at Sewells Point, Hampton Roads, VA, in feet above
1983-2001 Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW).

Northeaster of October 7, 2006, Gloucester Point,
VA. Photo courtesy of Dr. David Forrest.

Contingency Planning:
Storm Tide Emergency Management
As the standard long used in the U.S. for coastal planning, the “100-year storm” can be
grossly misleading without the necessary updates dictated by sea level rise. In addition,
sea level rise expressed in mm per year is only an average; hourly, daily, and monthly
sea level variations also affect flooding risk. Ongoing changes in sea level, both shortand long-term, are important because they dictate the base water level for a storm
tide—the storm surge in combination with the astronomical tide—to build upon as
DPDMRUVWRUPDSSURDFKHVWKHFRDVW:KDWHYHUHOVHPD\KDSSHQWKHVLWXDWLRQZLOOEH
made worse by an elevated monthly mean sea level—a condition known in advance
where water-level monitoring is active. As the storm arrives, chance again plays a part
through the tidal range (spring or neap) and phase (high water, mid-tide or low water)
that eventually combines with the surge delivered by the storm. This uncertainty, lasting
until the final hours before the event, can be addressed through a combination of near
real-time observations and computer models capable of predicting coastal flooding in
the near-term, tens of hours beforehand.
Sophisticated dynamic computer models developed at the Virginia Institute of Marine Science6, 7 have been used to simulate storm flooding at various locations within Chesapeake
Bay and its major tributaries. Along with improvements in computer modeling, recent
GHYHORSPHQWVLQFOXGHQHZWHFKQRORJ\VXFKDVDLUERUQH/LJKW'HWHFWLRQDQG5DQJLQJ /,'$5 XVHGWRGHOLQHDWHFRDVWDOWRSRJUDSK\ LHODQGHOHYDWLRQ ZLWKKLJKSUHFLVLRQDQG
KLJKUHVROXWLRQVKRUWWHUPZLQGIRUHFDVWVJHQHUDWHGE\WKH1DWLRQDO:HDWKHU6HUYLFH

Trust but Verify
Close agreement between measured and modeled flood levels allows confidence in
future model predictions. Accurate water-level measurements therefore go hand-inKDQGZLWKPRGHOVLPXODWLRQV:HEEDVHGREVHUYDWLRQDOQHWZRUNVVXFKDVWKH12$$
3K\VLFDO2FHDQRJUDSKLF5HDO7LPH6\VWHP³32576 ZZZWLGHVDQGFXUUHQWVQRDD
JRY DQGWKH9,067LGH:DWFK6\VWHP ZZZYLPVHGXWLGHZDWFK FDQEHXVHGWRQRW
only verify past model predictions but to feed data to real-time modeling systems
during an event. These techniques can also be used to answer questions that arise
during post-storm evaluations:
 'RFHUWDLQDUHDVWULEXWDULHVRUVPDOOHPED\PHQWVWHQGWRH[SHULHQFHVWRUPWLGH
flooding to a greater degree or more frequently than others?
 &DQULVNVEHPLWLJDWHGWKURXJKLPSURYHGSODQQLQJRUHQJLQHHULQJ"
 $UHZDWHUOHYHOH[WUHPHVLQFUHDVHGRUORFDOO\SURORQJHGEHFDXVHRILQFUHDVHG
runoff from modified watersheds?
Extratidal Water Levels
3ODQQLQJIRUFRDVWDOIORRGLQJUHTXLUHVQHZPHWKRGVDQGPHWULFV:KHUHDVWLGDOSUHdictions have long been essential to the mariner concerned with safe navigation, waterfront property
owners have little
reason to be concerned until water
levels exceed the
vertical limits of
the astronomical
tide and become
“extratidal.” This
RFFXUVDW+LJKHVW
Astronomical Tide
+$7 DWLGDO
datum commonly
used outside the
U.S. By referencing a storm tide
WRWKH+$7GDWXP
coastal planners
and emergency
managers will be
able to isolate that
part of the extreme that exceeds
the normal range Hampton Roads inundation estimates under different sea level
rise scenarios. From Titus and Wang (2008) EPA.
of the tide.

A VIMS microwave radar gauge measures water
levels at Yorktown, VA. The device, unlike older
gauges with stilling wells, has no contact with
the water. Data is transmitted to VIMS through a
NOAA Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellite (GOES).

Examples of extratidal high water and extratidal low
water at Jamestown, VA during March 9 through
April 7, 2008.

Model-simulated inundation at Alexandria, VA.
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Because tidal range varies from place to place, the level that separates “normal” from
“above normal” varies as well. Thus extratidal high water, measured in either feet or
PHWHUVDERYH+$7SURYLGHVDWUXHPHDVXUHRIWKHIORRGLQJSRWHQWLDODWDOOORFDWLRQV
regardless of tidal range. By documenting this measure precisely for more storms at
more locations, a better understanding of the flooding threat in Virginia—and the
response required—will result. Graphs showing extratidal water levels for several
lower Chesapeake Bay locations can be seen at ZZZYLPVHGXWLGHZDWFK as they occur.
Strategic Planning: Smarter Future Development
in the Coastal Zone
Evidence suggests that hurricane activity has increased since 1995 after a quiet period
from 1971 to 1994.8 But even without a major tropical storm or hurricane, extratropical storms or ‘northeasters’ that have not caused significant flooding of homes and
property in the past will begin to do so in the future due to rising sea level. Affected
citizens will pressure local government to “fix” a problem for which there are few
permanent solutions—all of them complex and involving considerable cost to the
taxpayer. Smarter planning will see coastal managers and planners anticipating rather
than simply reacting to these problems.
Present planning and management concepts will be ineffective if they remain “static”
and do not account for sea level rise. Tidal datums are periodically updated for this
very reason as mandated by national agreement.9 An example of a static concept is the
100-year flood, which stipulates the same 1-in-100 chance of a specified flood level
LQDQ\JLYHQ\HDUZKHWKHUQRZRUDKXQGUHG\HDUVIURPQRZ:KLOHWKLVFRQFHSWPD\
serve present-day flood insurance purposes, it is of little use when planning for the life
expectancy of a coastal development: the number of years until the infrastructure is
deemed liable to partial or total loss from recurring flooding or becomes inaccessible
due to repeated flooding of roadway access.

For further information, visit
www.virginiaclimatechange.vims.edu
or contact us at
email: climatechange@vims.edu
Phone: (804) 684-7000
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Raise Your Home, Lower Your Monthly Payments
Protect buildings and reduce monthly expenses with freeboard
Wi thout Freeboard

Wi th 3 ’ of Freeboa rd

Annual flood insurance: $5,499

Annual flood insurance: $2,084

Elevating a home a few feet above legally mandated heights has very little effect on its overall look, yet it can lead to substantial reductions in flood
insurance, substantially decrease the chances the home will be damaged by storms and flooding, and help protect against sea level rise.

What Is Freeboard?
Freeboard is elevating a building’s lowest floor above predicted
flood elevations by a small additional height (generally 1-3 feet
above National Flood Insurance Program [NFIP] minimum height
requirements). Elevating a home a few feet above legally mandated heights has very little effect on its overall look, yet it can
lead to substantial reductions in flood insurance, significantly
decrease the chances the home will be damaged by storms and
flooding, and help protect against sea level rise.

What Are the Benefits of Freeboard?
Increased protection from floods and storms. Storm waters can

and do rise higher than shown on Flood Insurance Rate Maps
(FIRMs). Freeboard helps protect buildings from storms larger
than those that FIRMs are based on, and provides an added

margin of safety to address the flood modeling and mapping
uncertainties associated with FIRMs.
Better preparation for ongoing sea level rise. Massachusetts has

experienced a relative sea level rise of approximately 1 foot over
the past 100 years. Since elevations on FIRMs do not include sea
level rise, freeboard will help keep structures above floodwaters
as storm surge elevations increase.
Greatly reduced flood insurance premiums. Recognizing that
freeboard reduces flood risk, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA, which administers the NFIP) provides substantial (sometimes more than 50 percent) reductions in flood
insurance premiums for structures incorporating freeboard.
These savings can rapidly accumulate, especially over the life
of a normal mortgage.

1' freeboard
2' freeboard
3' freeboard

Annual savings
in NFIP premiums

Savings over
30-year mortgage

$1,360 (25%)
$2,730 (50%)
$3,415 (62%)

$40,800
$81,900
$102,450

A Zone 3

V Zone 2

Example of savings on NFIP premiums 1 with freeboard
Annual savings
in NFIP premiums

Savings over
30-year mortgage

$502 (41%)
$678 (55%)
$743 (60%)

$15,060
$20,340
$22,290

1

NFIP premiums based on May 2007 rates for a one-floor residential structure with no basement built after a FIRM was issued for the community
(post-FIRM rates differ from pre-FIRM rates). $500 deductible/$250,000 coverage for the building/$100,000 for contents.

2

V zones: This Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) designation refers to coastal areas that are subject to the highest levels of wave energy and flooding.

3

A zones: Also a FIRM designation, coastal A zones are subject to flooding but with less wave energy than V zones (i.e., wave heights less than 3 feet).

What Are the Costs of Freeboard?
The expense of incorporating freeboard into new structures is
surprisingly low, generally adding only about 0.25 to 1.5 percent
to the total construction costs for each foot of added height,
according to a 2006 FEMA-commissioned study (Evaluation of
the National Flood Insurance Program’s Building Standards).
The minor resulting increase in monthly mortgage payments is
generally more than offset by savings on NFIP premiums. Consequently, adding freeboard typically saves homeowners money.
Consider, for example, a proposed one-story building in the V
zone2 that will cost $250,000 to build at minimum legal
standards (the NFIP requires that all homes in the floodplain
be elevated to at least the base flood elevation [BFE], mapped
on FIRMs). According to the study cited above, adding each foot
of freeboard to a home on piles or piers adds about 0.4 percent
to total construction costs (about $1,000 a foot in this example).
If the owner takes out a mortgage at 6.5 percent APR for the total
construction costs, he or she will have lower monthly payments
(mortgage plus NFIP premiums) with 3 feet of freeboard, even
though the construction costs are higher.

Home at minimum legal height
Monthly mortgage payments
Monthly flood insurance
Total monthly cost

For More Information . . .
$1,580.17
+ $458.25
= $2,038.42

Home with 3’ of freeboard
Monthly mortgage payments
Monthly flood insurance
Total monthly cost

it will weather storms safely, decreasing your worry and
protecting your investment. If you’re building a new home,
or doing a renovation, ask your builder/designer about
incorporating freeboard.
• Builders/contractors - Freeboard provides a competitive
edge over other builders, allowing you to market the benefits of reduced flood insurance and flood risk to potential
buyers. When doing retrofits (especially those requiring
bringing structures up to current NFIP standards), explain
the benefits of freeboard to your clients.
• Municipalities - Encourage the use of freeboard in appropriate private and public construction throughout your community’s floodplain. (NOTE: The Massachusetts Attorney
General’s office has recently rejected bylaws requiring
freeboard, but municipalities may promote its use.)
• Businesses - Freeboard helps: protect your buildings,
important records, and inventory from flooding; drastically
decrease your recovery/clean-up time after storm; and
potentially save your business. The Institute for Business
and Home Safety reports that more than 25 percent of
businesses that close due to storm damage never reopen.

$1,599.13
+ $173.67
= $1,772.80

(+$18.96)
(-$284.58)
(-$265.62)

In this example, adding 3 feet of freeboard saves the homeowner
$265.62 per month, or $95,623.67 over a 30-year mortgage.
Benefits in A zones3 are generally less dramatic, but still
substantial. To determine NFIP premiums for a specific
property, see a licensed insurance agent.

Who Can Benefit from Freeboard?
Nearly everyone building in floodplains can better protect themselves and their property and save on flood insurance by including freeboard into their construction and reconstruction projects.
Additional benefits include:
• Homeowners - Whether or not you live in the house
year-round, having it elevated increases the chances that

Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs
Ian A. Bowles, Secretary

• For technical details on costs of using different
flood-resistant building techniques (including
freeboard), see the American Institutes for Research’s
Evaluation of the National Flood Insurance Program’s
Building Standards 2006 study at www.fema.gov/library/
viewRecord.do?id=2592.
• For general information on the National Flood Insurance
Program, see www.FloodSmart.gov.
• For specific questions on flood insurance rates, see a
licensed insurance agent.
• Communities looking for more information on the National
Flood Insurance Program can contact Richard Zingarelli,
Massachusetts NFIP Coordinator: (617) 626-1406,
Richard.Zingarelli@state.ma.us.
• For general information on how Massachusetts communities
can protect themselves from storms, see the StormSmart
Coasts website at mass.gov/czm/stormsmart.
• Businesses looking to prepare for storms and other
catastrophic events should visit the Institute for Business
and Home Safety’s website at www.ibhs.org.
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HULL CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT
253 Atlantic Avenue
Hull, MA 02045
Phone: (781) 925-8102
Fax: (781) 925-8509
The following freeboard* incentive is offered in the interests of protecting the health and safety of Hull
citizens, preventing property damage, and reducing the need for costly emergency services during
storm events.
“For residential and commercial building elevation, or new construction projects, building department permit
fees will be reduced by $500 (or by the cost of the permit, if lower than $500) if an elevation certificate is
provided to verify the building is elevated a minimum of two feet above the highest federal or state requirement
for the flood zone. If the base flood elevation on the FEMA November 2008 draft map is higher than the
current map, eligibility for the permit fee reduction will be based on the draft map. When an updated map is
officially accepted, eligibility for permit fee reduction will be based on the newly approved map. The Building
Commissioner will determine whether a permit application is eligible for this freeboard incentive.”
Background:
This proposal stems from the Town’s work with the StormSmart Coasts technical assistance grant we
received from Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management. The grant focuses on helping cities and
towns consider actions or policies that will help prepare for future increases in sea level rise. The
relevant points are as follows.
•
•

•

•

•
•

Neither the current nor the draft FEMA flood maps take in to account any amount of sea level
rise. They are predictions based on today’s conditions.
Tide gauge data for Boston shows that sea level rose 10 inches over the past 100 years. We
don’t have comparable New England figures, but on a global level we know that sea level rose
at a rate of .07 inch/year from 1961 to 2003 and .12 inch/yr from 1993 to 2003. That is, the rate
of increase in sea level is increasing.
The latest sea level rise predictions for the next 100 years, from the International Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), range from a low of 7 inches to a high of 23 inches. More recent data
indicate that sea level rise is currently on a trajectory that would be at the high end of IPCC
estimates. In fact, more recent data suggest that the IPCC estimates are conservative.
The draft FEMA maps are a result of sophisticated engineering modeling, but we can’t be
certain that they are 100% accurate. Much attention has been focused on areas where people
believe the maps are overly conservative (the flood elevations are too high). However, it must
be noted that it is also possible that the maps have underrepresented risk in some areas.
One of the key predicted impacts of a warming climate is an increase in the frequency and
intensity of coastal storms.
Towns do not have the legal right to require that property owners build at elevations higher than
the FEMA maps, or other state regulations require. It is, however, permissible to encourage
owners to include freeboard in their projects.

This incentive may be eligible for CRS credit. We wouldn’t know until after the next CRS review if
we would receive credit, or how much credit we would receive.
*freeboard is the term used when buildings are elevated higher than required by the FEMA flood maps
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Harbors are vulnerable to flooding and are occupied by
industries that use a variety of chemical and petroleum
products.
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Coastal flooding provides a mechanism for the release
of potentially harmful chemicals.

Hurricane Isabel approaches the mid-Atlantic coast in September
2003. Photo courtesy of NASA.
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Once organic chemicals are incorporated to bottom
sediments they are persistent and costly to clean up.
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A northeaster batters the ferry pier, Virginia Institute
of Marine Science, Gloucester Point, Virginia.
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Shipping and ship repair are important industries in
Virginia vulnerable to the effects from severe storms.

Oil refinery on the York River, Yorktown, Virginia.

Kepone is now below the 0.2 ppm action level but is still detected in striped bass
more than 30 years after Kepone was discovered in the James River.
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Liver lesions and cancer in mummichog fish are correlated to historical spills of
PAH contaminants in the Elizabeth River, Virginia.6

Many Superfund sites in Virginia are near the
shore and may be vulnerable to flooding.

Virginia Super Fund Clean-up Sites:
1. Defense Supply Center Richmond, Chesterfield County
2. Fort Eustis, Newport News
3. Former Nansemond Ordanance Depot, Suffolk
4. Langley Air Force Base & NASA-Langley Research
Center, Hampton
5. Marine Corps Combat Development Command, Quantico
6. Naval Amphibious Base Little Creek, Virginia Beach
7. Naval Surface Warfare Design, Dahlgren
8. Norfolk Naval Base, Norfolk
9. Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Norfolk
10. USN St. Julien’s Creek Annex, Chesapeake
11. Yorktown Naval Weapons Station, Yorktown
12. Yorktown Naval Weapons Station, Cheatham Annex
13. Atlantic Wood Industries, Portsmouth
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Coastal Contamination Prevention Resources
Institutions and Contacts
1.

Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS)
PO Box 1346 (for regular mailing)
Rt. 1208 Greate Road (for shipping)
Gloucester Point, Virginia 23062-1346
Dr. Mike Unger, Associate Professor of Marine Science
Author, “Extreme Storm Events Increase the Risk for Chemical
Contamination of Coastal Waters”
Phone: (804) 684-7187, 7654
E-mail: munger@vims.edu

2.

Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (VDEQ)
Tidewater Regional Office
5636 Southern Blvd.
Virginia Beach, VA 23462
Tom Madigan, Supervisor, Aboveground and Underground Storage Tanks
(AST & UST)
Phone: (757) 518-2115
E-mail: tom.madigan@deq.virginia.gov

3.

Hampton Roads Planning District Commission (HRPDC)
The Regional Building
723 Woodlake Dr.
Chesapeake, VA 23320
Benjamin McFarlane, Environmental Planner
Phone: (757) 420-8300
E-mail: bmcfarlane@hrpdcva.gov

APPENDIX D
STORMWATER SUBCOMMITTEE KEY
DOCUMENTS

Practice

Event Mean Concentration (EMC)
Pollutant Removal Efficiency (%)1
Total Phosphorus
Total Nitrogen
Sediment
(TP)2
(TN)2

Cost Per Acre
Served

Pros

Cons

Comments

(Non-Proprietary BMPs)

Grass Channel

Permeable Pavement

Infiltration

Bioretention

Dry Swale

Wet Swale

15

25

25

25-50

20-40

20-40

20

25

15

40-60

25-35

25-35

Filtration

60-65

30-45

Constructed Wetland

50-75

25-55

Not very efficient for nutrient
removal. Constant maintenance
required. Not a retrofit option
Relatively inexpensive to build.
in many highly developed
Blend into natural surroundings.
areas. Requires land and
Help reduce stormwater velocities. easement acquisition.
More expensive than
Can be used in highly developed
construction of a BMPsuch as a
areas. Can be used to replace
swale or bioretention area.
impervious asphalt or concrete areas
Maintenance required to keep
without a loss of area function (ie.
pavement openings from
parking lots).
clogging.
Infiltration zones may be added to
existing dry ponds or ditches to
allow infiltration while reducing
flow velocities. Provides for
groundwater recharge.
Ideal environment for filtration and
nutrient uptake. Can be an attractive
landscape feature and fit into the
community. Existing grassy areas or
greenspaces can be modified for
bioretention. Stormwater volume
can be reduced through infiltration,
evapotranspiration and runoff.
Provides habitat for wildlife.
Relatively inexpensive to build.
Blend into natural surroundings.
More efficient than grass channels.
No standing water to breed
mosquitos. Provide good
environment for filtration and
nutrient uptake by biomass.
Relatively inexpensive to build.
Blend into natural surroundings.
Can support wetland vegetation.
May allow for wetland habitat
credit.

Filtration devices are compact and
unobtrusive. Can be used in highly
developed urban areas. Can be
installed in existing stormwater
systems by replacing an existing
drop inlet or yard drain.

Fertilization of channel vegetation
must be avoided. Grass clippings
should be removed.

Easy to combine with other BMPs in
urban areas where additional pollutant
removal is required.

Sites with high sediment loads
may cause infiltration areas to
clog. Underlying soils must
have appropriate infiltration
rates.
Not good for areas with clay soils.

Permeable soils needed. Areas
with a high water table may not
be suitable. Land in highly
developed areas may not be
available.

Areas not normally considered for
BMP use, such as parklands, could be
retrofitted for bioretention with little
or no notice.

Not a retrofit option in many
highly developed areas.
Requires land and easement
acquisition.

Fertilization of vegetation must be
avoided.

Not a retrofit option in many
highly developed areas.
Requires land and easement
acquisition.

Fertilization of vegetation must be
avoided.

Long term maintenance and
replacement of filtration media
often makes them not as cost
effective as wet or dry ponds or
swales. Typically meant to
address water quality only.
Storage capacities are not large
enough to handle stormwater
volumes.

May be able to get wetland credit
for BMP area. Can handle
Requires land and easements.
stormwater volumes and pollutants. May not be practical for
Can serve multiple uses.
retrofitting in developed areas.

Practice

Wet Pond3

Event Mean Concentration (EMC)
Pollutant Removal Efficiency (%)1
Total Phosphorus
Total Nitrogen
Sediment
(TP)2
(TN)2

50 (45)-75 (65)

Low or negligible removal
rates for soluble pollutants such
as phosphorus and nitrogen.
Generally has the lowest
Fair to good removal for particulate overall pollutant removal rate
pollutants.
of any treatment option.

10

Green Roof4
Rooftop Disconnection5
Soil Amendments5
Sheet Flow to Open Space5
Rainwater Harvesting
(Raintanks and Cisterns)6

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

(52-77)

15-20 (67)
15-20
50 (90)
50
15-20

Cons

30-40

15

15-20

Pros

Requires land and easements.
May not be practical for
retrofitting in developed areas.
Can create safety issues if
unfenced. Attracts geese which
contribute significant amounts
Can handle stormwater volumes and of fecal coliform to Virginia's
pollutants. Can serve multiple uses. waters.

Extended Detention Pond

Proprietary
(Manufactured) BMPs 7
Stormceptor
Vortechs Stormwater
Treatment System
Downstream Defender
StormTreat System
StormFilter
BaySaver Separation System

Cost Per Acre
Served

(77)

Can be used in highly developed
urban areas. Can be installed in
existing stormwater systems by
replacing an existing drop inlet or
yard drain.

1

Pollutant removal efficiency rates were taken from Appendix C of the Center for Watershed Protection's Technical Memorandum: The Runoff Reduction Method
dated April 18, 2008 developed for DCR and others. Details as to how the efficiency rates of the various BMPs were derived are included in Appendix C.
http://www.cwp.org/cbstp/Resources/d1s2a‐techmemo‐rr.pdf

2

Where a range of removal rates is given, the lower rate is for a Level 1 Design of the BMP and the higher rate is for a Level 2 Design of the BMP.
Level 1 and 2 BMP Design criteria can be found in Appendix D of the Technical Memorandum: The Runoff Reduction Method listed above.

3

Lower value listed in parentheses for phosphorous removal applies to wet ponds in coastal plain terrain. No lower value given for nitrogen removal.

4

Studies have indicated that green roofs initially leach nutrients from the growth medium used to help with initial plant growth. Nutrient leaching may
subside over time, but no studies have been done to quantify the amount of reduction. No pollutant removal credit is recommended for phosphorous
and nitrogen at this time.

5

While nutrient and sediment removal efficiencies for these BMPs may be high enough to make them viable BMP alternatives, limited
research has been conducted and removal efficiencies have not been quantified, therefore no pollutant removal rates have been recommended at this time.

Long term maintenance and
replacement of filtration media
often makes them not as cost
effective as wet or dry ponds or
swales. Typically meant to
address water quality only.
Storage capacities are not large
enough to handle stormwater
volumes.

Comments

Practice

Event Mean Concentration (EMC)
Pollutant Removal Efficiency (%)1
Total Phosphorus
Total Nitrogen
Sediment
(TP)2
(TN)2

Cost Per Acre
Served

Pros

The pollutant removal rates may change as more data becomes available.
6

Although limited research has been conducted, raintanks and cisterns provide no primary pollutant removal benefits and no pollutant removal credit
for phosphorous and nitrogen is given.

7

Manufactured BMPs listed are referenced in DCR's Virginia Stormwater Management Handbook (VSMH), First Ed. 1999
Phosphorous removal efficiencies were taken from the 1999 VSMH and may be outdated.
Efficiency rates in bold parentheses are from MANUFACTURER'S literature.

Cons

Comments

Codes Related to Water Quality from Surrounding Localities
The following links provide information on municipal codes in the cities of Chesapeake and
Norfolk designed to protect the quality of stormwater within their respective cities. Hampton’s
stormwater management ordinance was reviewed by the state and found to be consistent with the
state stormwater law when it was initially adopted. These codes have also been reviewed by the
state and are also found to be consistent with state stormwater management requirements. These
codes contain additional specificity with respect to certain prohibited activities related to the
pollution of stormwater and contain potential code additions that could better protect the quality
of stormwater in the City of Hampton.

City of Chesapeake Municipal Codes
Chapter 26 – Environment
Article I. – In General
Sec. 26-1. - Obstructing watercourses, ditches or drainage easements.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level3/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTIINGE.html#
PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTIINGE_S26-1OBWADIDREA

Article VIII. – Stormwater Management
Division 1 - General
Sec. 26-341. - Findings of fact.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV1GE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV1GE_S26-341FIFA
Sec. 26-342. - Purpose.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV1GE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV1GE_S26-342PU
Sec. 26-343. - Authority.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV1GE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV1GE_S26-343AU
Sec. 26-344. - Definitions.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV1GE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV1GE_S26-344DE

Division 2. – Stormwater Pollution Control
Sec. 26-345. - Stormwater pollution control.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV2STPOCO.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV2STPOCO_S26345STPOCO
Sec. 26-346. - Illicit discharges.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV2STPOCO.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV2STPOCO_S26346ILDI
Sec. 26-347. - Discharges to stormwater management facilities.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV2STPOCO.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV2STPOCO_S26347DISTMAFA
Sec. 26-348. - Pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV2STPOCO.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV2STPOCO_S26348PEHEFE
Sec. 26-349. - Construction activities.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV2STPOCO.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV2STPOCO_S26349COAC
Sec. 26-350. - Good housekeeping requirements.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV2STPOCO.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV2STPOCO_S26350GOHORE

Division 3. – Stormwater Management Plan
Sec. 26-351. - Requirement.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV3STMAPL.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV3STMAPL_S26-351RE
Sec. 26-352. - Stormwater management plan.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV3STMAPL.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV3STMAPL_S26-351RE
Sec. 26-353. - Certification.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV3STMAPL.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV3STMAPL_S26-353CE

Sec. 26-354. - Plan approval.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV3STMAPL.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV3STMAPL_S26354PLAP
Sec. 26-355. - Exemptions.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV3STMAPL.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV3STMAPL_S26-355EX
Sec. 26-356. - Variances.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV3STMAPL.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV3STMAPL_S26-356VA
Sec. 26-357. - Appeals.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV3STMAPL.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV3STMAPL_S26-357AP
Sec. 26-358. - Stormwater management permits.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV3STMAPL.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV3STMAPL_S26358STMAPE

Division 4. – Performance Bond
Sec. 26-359. - Performance bond.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV4PEBO.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV4PEBO_S26-359PEBO

Division 5. – Inspection
Sec. 26-360. - Inspection schedule and reports.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV5IN.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV5IN_S26-360INSCRE
Sec. 26-361. - Final inspection reports.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV5IN.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV5IN_S26-361FIINRE
Sec. 26-362. - Inspection for preventive maintenance.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV5IN.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV5IN_S26-362INPRMA
Sec. 26-363. - Inspections of completed and operational private facilities.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV5IN.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV5IN_S26-363INCOOPPRFA

Sec. 26-364. - Violations.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV5IN.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV5IN_S26-364VI

Division 6. – Maintenance
Sec. 26-365. - Maintenance agreement for private facilities.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV6MA.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV6MA_S26-365MAAGPRFA
Sec. 26-366. - Maintenance responsibility.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV6MA.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV6MA_S26-366MARE

Division 7. – Appeals
Sec. 26-367. - Appeals.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV7AP.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV7AP_S26-367AP

Division 8. – Severability
Sec. 26-368. - Severability.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV8SE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV8SE_S26-368SE

Division 9. – Penalties
Sec. 26-369. - Penalties.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV9PE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV9PE_S26-369PE

Division 10. – Utility Administration
Sec. 26-371. - Creation and administration.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV10UTAD.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV10UTAD_S26-371CRAD
Sec. 26-372. - Stormwater utility enterprise fund.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV10UTAD.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV10UTAD_S26372STUTENFU

Division 11. – Fees

Sec. 26-401. - Stormwater utility fees.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV11FE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV11FE_S26-401STUTFE
Sec. 26-402. - Billing and payment; penalties and liens.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV11FE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV11FE_S26-402BIPAPELI

Division 12. – Credits, Exemptions, Appeals, and Adjustment of Fees
Sec. 26-431. - Credits.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV12CREXAPADFE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV12CREXAPADF
E_S26-431CR
Sec. 26-432. - Exemptions.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV12CREXAPADFE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV12CREXAPADF
E_S26-432EX
Sec. 26-433. - Adjustment of fees.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV12CREXAPADFE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV12CREXAPADF
E_S26-433ADFE
Sec. 26-434. - Appeals.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_
DIV12CREXAPADFE.html#PTIICOOR_CH26EN_ARTVIIISTMA_DIV12CREXAPADF
E_S26-434AP

Chapter 62 – Solid Waste
Article I. – In General
Sec. 62-7. - Throwing or causing accumulation of refuse on streets, sidewalks or private
premises prohibited.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level3/PTIICOOR_CH62SOWA_ARTIINGE.h
tml#PTIICOOR_CH62SOWA_ARTIINGE_S627THCAACRESTSIPRPRPR#PTIICOOR_CH62SOWA_ARTIINGE_S627THCAACRESTSIPRPRPR

Article III. – Storage, Collection and Removal
Sec. 62-60. - Yard trimmings and grass.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level3/PTIICOOR_CH62SOWA_ARTIIISTCO

RE.html#PTIICOOR_CH62SOWA_ARTIIISTCORE_S6261LIRECOCI#PTIICOOR_CH62SOWA_ARTIIISTCORE_S62-60YATRGR

Chapter 66 – Streets and Sidewalks
Article I. – In General
Sec. 66-3. - Lowering curb.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level3/PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIINGE.htm
l#PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIINGE_S663LOCU#PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIINGE_S66-3LOCU
Sec. 66-11. - Obstruction of sewers or drains.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level3/PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIINGE.htm
l#PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIINGE_S66-11OBSEDR
Sec. 66-12. - Injury caused by private sewers, drains or underground utilities.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level3/PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIINGE.htm
l#PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIINGE_S66-12INCAPRSEDRUNUT
Sec. 66-13. - Defective private sewers, drains and utilities.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level3/PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIINGE.htm
l#PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIINGE_S66-13DEPRSEDRUT

Article II. – Installations, Tree Cuttings or Other Work Affecting Streets
Division 1. – Generally
Sec. 66-97. - Control of surface water when drainage disturbed or obstructed.
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10529/level4/PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIIINTRCU
OTWOAFST_DIV1GE.html#PTIICOOR_CH66STSI_ARTIIINTRCUOTWOAFST_DIV1
GE_S66-97COSUWAWHDRDIOB

City of Norfolk Municipal Codes
Chapter 14.5 - Environmental Offenses
Sec. 14.5-4. - Illegal dumping:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level2/COCI_CH14.5ENOF.html#COCI_CH14.
5ENOF_S14.5-4ILDUPR

Sec. 14.5-5. – Unlawful storage and accumulation of solid waste:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level2/COCI_CH14.5ENOF.html#COCI_CH14.
5ENOF_S14.5-5UNSTACSOWA
Sec. 14.5-6. – Failure to keep property clean and free of accumulations of solid waste:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level2/COCI_CH14.5ENOF.html#COCI_CH14.
5ENOF_S14.5-6FAKEPRCLFRACSOWA
Sec. 14.5-7. – Removal of certain substances thrown, dropped or deposited on highway at
scene of motor vehicle accident:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level2/COCI_CH14.5ENOF.html#COCI_CH14.
5ENOF_S14.5-7RECESUTHDRDEHISCMOVEAC
Sec. 14.5-8. – Proof of proper disposal required:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level2/COCI_CH14.5ENOF.html#COCI_CH14.
5ENOF_S14.5-8PRPRDIRE

Chapter 41.1 - Stormwater Management
Sec. 41.1-1. – Definitions:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIINGE.html#
COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIINGE_S41.1-1DE
Sec. 41.1-4. – Pollution of the stormwater system:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIINGE.html#
COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIINGE_S41.1-4POSTSY
Sec. 41.1-5. – Failure to install or maintain stormwater best management practice:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIINGE.html#
COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIINGE_S41.1-5FAINMASTBEMAPR
Sec. 41.1-6. – Swimming or entering stormwater retention ponds, storm sewers or storm
drains:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIINGE.html#
COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIINGE_S41.1-6SWENSTREPOSTSESTDR

Chapter 41.1 (Article II) Stormwater Management Fees
Sec. 41.1-21. – Findings, intent and authority:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIISTMAFE.h
tml#COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIISTMAFE_S41.1-21FIINAU
Sec. 41.1-22. – Classification of properties:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIISTMAFE.h
tml#COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIISTMAFE_S41.1-22CLPR

Sec. 41.1-23. – Stormwater management fees:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIISTMAFE.h
tml#COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIISTMAFE_S41.1-23STMAFE
Sec. 41.1-24. – Stormwater utility fund:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIISTMAFE.h
tml#COCI_CH41.1STMA_ARTIISTMAFE_S41.1-24STUTFU

Chapter 42 - Streets and Sidewalks
Sec. 42.1-20.1. – Obstructing gutters or drains generally:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE.html#CO
CI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4232DUOWOCABLAKESICLFRGRWE#COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4220.1OBGUDRGE
Sec. 42.1-20.2. – Fill permit; required when filling or grading areas:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE.html#CO
CI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4232DUOWOCABLAKESICLFRGRWE#COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4220.2FIPEREWHFIGRAR
Sec. 42.1-20.3. – Filling of Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE.html#CO
CI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4232DUOWOCABLAKESICLFRGRWE#COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4220.3FICHBAPRAR
Sec. 42-24. – Deposit or transportation of liquid waste on street; penalty for violation:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE.html#CO
CI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4232DUOWOCABLAKESICLFRGRWE#COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4224DETRLIWASTPEVI
Sec. 42-25. – Protection of pavement from spilling or dripping petroleum product or other
liquid:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE.html#CO
CI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4232DUOWOCABLAKESICLFRGRWE#COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4225PRPASPDRPEPROTLI
Sec. 42-29. – Cleaning buildings located on streets by sand blast method:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE.html#CO
CI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4232DUOWOCABLAKESICLFRGRWE#COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4229CLBULOSTSABLME

Sec. 42-32. – Duty of owner or occupant of abutting land to keep sidewalk clean and free
from grass and weeds:
http://library.municode.com/HTML/10121/level3/COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE.html#CO
CI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4232DUOWOCABLAKESICLFRGRWE#COCI_CH42STSI_ARTIINGE_S4232DUOWOCABLAKESICLFRGRWE

Potential Programs for Creating/Saving Greenspace
ISSUE SUMMARY
Development Rights Transfers
The state allows localities to adopt ordinances that allow for the voluntary purchase and sale of the right
to develop a parcel of land between land owners. These Transfer of Development Rights or Purchase of
Development Rights programs can help a locality encourage development and increase the intensity of
development in some areas determined to be appropriate for development while providing for the
reduction of development or development density in areas the locality determines are less favorable for
development.
Downzoning
Downzoning of land can be a difficult issue for localities as the owners of property who have their
development rights curtailed sometimes feel the locality has harmed / reduced their property value and
affected a “taking” of the property. Takings cases are generally expensive for both the land owner and
the government entity and therefore are usually a last resort action. Owners of parcels downzoned can
apply to the City for variances to the zoning classification or to have the zoning changed to another
zoning classification.
Grant Funding
The City applies for federal and state grants several times a year. The City has had limited success in
obtaining grant money from FEMA or the Virginia Department of Emergency management because of
the way the benefits of the funding relative to the cost of the losses are calculated. Other localities
(Poquoson, Gloucester) are more successful in obtaining these funds.

POTENTIAL COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS


Consider adopting a Transfer of Development Rights and/or Purchase of Development Rights
Program which would allow the City to protect areas from development by either purchasing the
development rights or transferring those rights to another area.



Continue to apply for Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grants through VDEM and FEMA. Consider
updating cost/benefit analysis approach for potential projects in order to be more competitive.



Consider the purchase of significant coastal and estuarine lands or conservation easements
through the NOAA Coastal and Estuarine Land Conservation Program.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Programs / Ordinances that could be developed by the City
Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) Program
Under a PDR program, a landowner voluntarily sells his or her rights to develop a parcel of land
to a public agency or a qualified conservation organization charged with preserving or enhancing the
quality that the parcel possesses in its undeveloped state. The landowner retains all other ownership rights
attached to the land, and a conservation easement is placed on the land and recorded on the title. The
buyer (often a local unit of government) essentially purchases the right to develop the land and
extinguishes that right permanently, thereby assuring that development will not occur on that particular
property. Localities also have the authority to purchase these lands outright and extinguish the
development rights of the parcels. These programs are strictly voluntary.
Model Purchase of Development Rights Program for Virginia
http://www.vdacs.virginia.gov/preservation/pdf/pdfprogram.pdf (farmland and forestland only)
Examples from other communities:
New Kent County Purchase of Development Rights Program
http://library.municode.com/HTML/13371/level2/PTIILADECO_CH84PUDERIPR.html#TOPTI
TLE
James City County Purchase of Development Rights Program
http://www.jccegov.com/communityservices/pdr.html
Albemarle County Acquisition of Conservation Easement Program (ACE)
http://www.albemarle.org/upload/images/forms_center/departments/community_development/for
ms/Rural_Area/ACE_Contribution_Fund_FAQ.pdf
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) Program
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) can be thought of as a way of encouraging the reduction
or elimination of development in areas that a community wants to preserve and the increase of
development in areas that a community wants to grow. In a traditional TDR program, the areas that the
community wants to preserve are designated as ‘sending areas’ and the locations that the community
wants to grow are designated as ‘receiving areas’. These “severed” development rights can be attached to
a specific parcel within a receiving area or sold to another individual for future use within a receiving
area.
Model Transfer of Development Rights Ordinance
http://www.vdacs.virginia.gov/preservation/pdf/Model%20TDR%20Ordinance.pdf

Examples from other communities:
James City County Transfer of Development Rights Program Ordinance Discussion
http://www.jccplans.org/tdr.html
Frederick County, VA Transfer of Development Rights Program
http://www.frederickcountyva.gov/planning/TDR/TDR.aspx
Arlington County TDR Zoning Ordinance Amendment
http://www.arlingtonva.us/departments/CPHD/planning/studies/zoningstudies.aspx

Federal Funding Programs
FEMA Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grant Programs
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Hazard
Mitigation Assistance (HMA) grant programs present a critical opportunity to protect individuals and
property from natural hazards while simultaneously reducing reliance on Federal disaster funds. The
HMA programs provide pre-disaster mitigation grants annually to States, Territories, Tribes, and local
communities. The statutory origins of the programs differ, but all share the common goal of reducing the
loss of life and property due to natural hazards. A description of each of the HMA programs is below.
http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/hmgp/index.shtm
Pre-Disaster Mitigation
The Pre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM) grant program provides funds to States, Territories, federally
recognized Indian Tribal governments, and communities for hazard mitigation planning and the
implementation of mitigation projects prior to a disaster event. Funding these plans and projects reduces
overall risks to the population and structures, while also reducing reliance on funding from actual disaster
declarations. http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/pdm/index.shtm
Flood Mitigation Assistance
The Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) grant program provides funding to States, federally
recognized Indian Tribal governments, and communities so that cost-effective measures can be taken to
reduce or eliminate the long-term risk of flood damage to buildings, manufactured homes, and other
structures insured under the NFIP. The long-term goal of FMA is to reduce or eliminate claims under the
NFIP through mitigation activities. http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/fma/index.shtm
Repetitive Flood Claims Program
The Repetitive Flood Claims (RFC) grant program provides funding to reduce or eliminate the long-term
risk of flood damage to structures insured under the NFIP that have had one or more claim payments for

flood damages. The long-term goal of the RFC program is to reduce or eliminate claims under the NFIP
through mitigation activities that are in the best interest of the NFIF. RFC funds may only mitigate
structures that are located within a State or community that cannot meet the cost share or management
capacity requirements of the FMA program. http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/rfc/index.shtm
Severe Repetitive Loss
The Severe Repetitive Loss (SRL) Pilot Program, hereafter referred to as the SRL program, provides
funding to reduce or eliminate the long-term risk of flood damage to severe repetitive loss residential
structures insured under the NFIP. http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/srl/index.shtm
The City of Hampton applies for these funds each time they are available, however, these programs are
very competitive and due to FEMA cost/benefit analysis, many properties / projects in Hampton do not
rank high enough for funding based on the relative magnitude of flooding and cost of property losses
relative to other areas of the state/country.

NOAA Ocean and Coastal Resource Management
Coastal and Estuarine Land Conservation Program
The Coastal and Estuarine Land Conservation Program (CELCP) was established in 2002 to
protect coastal and estuarine lands considered important for their ecological, conservation, recreational,
historical or aesthetic values. The program provides state and local governments with matching funds to
purchase significant coastal and estuarine lands, or conservation easements on such lands, from willing
sellers. Lands or conservation easements acquired with CELCP funds are protected in perpetuity so that
they may be enjoyed by future generations.
http://coastalmanagement.noaa.gov/land/celcp_fundingop.html

State Funding Programs
Virginia Department of Emergency Management (VDEM) Hazard Mitigation Program
Unified Hazardous Mitigation Assistance Grant Program
VDEM Grants Office administers the Unified Hazardous Mitigation Assistance Program
available to local governments and State agencies. These funding opportunities are used to enhance
overall preparedness and response capabilities for a full range of hazards. The City of Hampton routinely
applies for funds under this program but rarely receives funding.
http://www.vaemergency.com/grants/grantDetails.cfm?desiredGrantID=40

Virginia Land Conservation Foundation
http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/virginia_land_conservation_foundation/
Land Preservation Tax Credit
Virginia allows an income tax credit for 40 percent of the value of donated land or conservation
easements. For tax years 2002 through 2008, taxpayers may use up to $100,000 per year for the year of
sale and the ten subsequent tax years. For tax years 2009 and 2010, taxpayers may use up to $50,000 per
year for the year of the sale, and then 12 subsequent tax years for taxpayers affected by the credit
reduction for those years. Unused credits may be sold, allowing individuals with little or no Virginia
income tax burden to take advantage of this benefit.
http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/land_conservation/lpc.shtml

Storm Water Funding Overview
ISSUE SUMMARY
The guiding principle for stormwater funding is that a locality determines the actual cost of
providing stormwater conveyance, treatment, maintenance and program administration and then
distributes that cost in an equitable manner among its citizens.


Two basic tenants of a stormwater utility program are:
o The cost to the City of stormwater service to a property, and;
o The volume of stormwater runoff generated by the property that requires
treatment/conveyance.




Stormwater fee in Hampton is $55.20 per ERU.
Annual stormwater revenue generated in Hampton = approximately $4,864,000 /
year
City / HRPDC Estimated Hampton of cost of compliance with Chesapeake Bay
TMDL alone ± $10,000,000 / yr from 2011 – 2025. This is in addition to the added
costs of compliance with proposed City stormwater permit to be issued later this year and
with new state stormwater management regulations adopted on May 24, 2011.





FY 2011 Stormwater Budget = $5,404,000* (*additional amount is from retained
(unspent) funds from previous year(s).



City undertook a accounting review of stormwater billing records in 2011 and identified
approximately $800,000 of additional stormwater fee revenue that could be collected
each year.

All stormwater operations (planning, review, design, construction, maintenance, pest control,
permit compliance) paid for from stormwater fees.
POTENTIAL COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
o City could evaluate the existing and future cost of service given pending regulatory
changes.
o City could undertake a new rate study to determine if the cost of service can be paid for
with existing ERU rate or should the ERU rate be changed.
o City could review the way in which stormwater fees are assessed and determine if an
alternate way is more equitable and will generate funding to provide service.
o City could evaluate whether stormwater fees alone or fees and general fund revenue
should be used to fund the program.
o City could explore additional funding sources (fees, fines, grants) in addition to existing
stormwater fee.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Current Hampton Stormwater Funding Method: Storm water fees are calculated
based on how many Equivalent Residential Units (ERU) exist on a parcel. An ERU is the
calculated median amount of impervious area on residential parcels in the City of Hampton
(2,429 square feet of impervious area). The fee for each ERU is $55.20. All residential parcels
less than 4 units per acre are billed for 1 ERU regardless of the amount of impervious area they
have. Non-residential parcels are billed as follows:
Actual Parcel Impervious area (square feet) / 2,429 square feet x $55.20 = Utility Fee
150,000 sf building / 2,429 = 62 (rounded to nearest ERU) X $55.20 = $3,422.40/yr
This method is referred to as a flat rate, Equivalent Residential Unit method whereby everyone
pays a fixed amount per ERU for non- residential uses and for 1 ERU as a residential use of less
than 4 units per acre. Fees are collected with property tax bills twice per year. Credits are
available for owners who install and maintain stormwater treatment systems on their properties.
This is the most common method in Virginia.

Other Popular Methods:
Direct Impervious Area Method – Parcels pay for the actual impervious area on
the parcel either parcel specific impervious area data. Direct impervious measurements for nonsingle family residential are sometimes combined with a flat rate for single family residential
parcels. In its purest form, a property owner pays a rate for each square foot of impervious area
on their parcel. This method requires detailed assessment of impervious area on all parcels and
frequent updating as impervious area is added or removed.

Runoff Factor Method – This method establishes a relationship between the
potential for a site to generate runoff and the actual runoff generated by parcels of similar land
use. Parcels are assigned a “Runoff factor” or average amount of runoff generated by each inch
of rainfall. This runoff factor generates an estimate of impervious surface based on land use and
parcel size.

Density of Development Method – This method calculates the percentage of
impervious area on a parcel and assigns a rate based on how much of a parcel’s overall land
surface is covered by development.

Stormwater fees charged by Hampton Roads localities:
Locality
Norfolk
Chesapeake
Virginia Beach
Portsmouth
Newport News
Hampton
Richmond

ERU Size
2,000 sf
2,112 sf
2,269 sf
1,877 sf
1,777 sf
2,429 sf
1,425 sf

Rate
$99.96
$88.20
$87.965
$84.00
$65.40
$55.20
$25-$75

Notes
Automatic annual increases
Automatic annual increases stopped in 2009
Will increase to $151.84 by FY 14
Automatic annual increase
No automatic increase
No automatic increase
Residential Fee depends on size of home

Hampton ERU Reassessment in 2011:
Suggested
ERU Total
Non‐
Residential
Unknown
Fort
Monroe
Residential
Totals:

Current
City ERU
Total

ERU
Difference

Potential
Revenue

Existing
Revenue

Revenue
Difference

53830.5
564.2

44133.3
0.0

9697.2
564.2

$2,971,443.60
$31,146.20

$2,436,155.95
$0.00

$535,287.65
$31,146.20

2788.0
43766.0

0.0
42110.5

2788.0
1655.5

$153,897.60
$2,415,883.20

$0.00
$2,324,499.60

$153,897.60
$91,383.60

100948.7

86243.8

14705.0

$5,572,370.60

$4,760,655.55

$811,715.04

What can Citizens and Homeowners do to help reduce stormwater runoff
pollution?
Lawn and Garden Care:
 Use a Rain Barrel to collect runoff from rooftops for later use for activities
such as garden or lawn irrigation or washing windows or cars. Irrigation for
residential lawns can account for up to 40% of domestic water use. By using
a rain barrel you can help reduce the use of City water and also reduce the
amount of runoff from your property. Rain Barrels can be purchased at many
lawn and garden centers all ready for installation, or can be made
inexpensively. The Hampton Clean City Commission has helped to bring
rain barrel workshops to Hampton together with the Hampton Master
Gardeners. Check the City of Hampton website for details:
http://www.hampton.va.us/hccc/
 Convert a portion of your yard to a more natural state by using native
plants and shrubs that require less maintenance. Native plants are more
better adapted for conditions in this area and require less water and fertilizer
to maintain. They can also be used to landscape difficult areas such as wet
or shady areas. The following links list native plants of Virginia that can be
used for landscaping:
http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural_heritage/nativeplants.shtml
http://www.plantnative.org/
 Use chemicals to control garden pests as a last resort only. Try
integrated pest control which uses agricultural, mechanical, sanitary and
biological controls for pest management before chemical controls are
applied. Some of these methods include:
o Selection of disease resistant crops for gardens
o Crop rotation
o Mechanical traps for pests like Japanese beetles
o Removal of pests by hand
o Netting
o Bug zappers
o Removing overripe fruits and vegetables or diseased plants

o Planting flowers to attract beneficial insects
 Have your soil tested. Nutrients from lawn fertilizers are a large
contributor of pollution to our local waters. Over fertilizing your yard leads
to excess nutrients such as nitrogen that cannot be taken up by plants. To
prevent the use of too much fertilizer, have your soil tested for nutrients and
pH. The pH of the soil is important because it can affect how efficiently
plants are able to take up the nutrients in fertilizers. Most lawn and garden
centers have do-it-yourself soil testing kits. Virginia Tech offers soil testing
for lawn and garden for nominal fee of $10. Information and soil test forms
from Va. Tech can be found online at:
http://www.soiltest.vt.edu/
 Reduce impervious surfaces on your property. When adding or replacing
patios, or pathways use permeable materials such as paving blocks, crushed
rock, permeable pavement, wood chips and wood decking instead of
impervious asphalt or concrete. By reducing the impervious surfaces on
your lot, you decrease the amount of runoff that goes to the stormwater
drainage system.
 Don’t throw leaves or grass clippings in drainage ditches or into storm
sewers. Leaves and debris clog ditches and pipes and cause areas to flood
during rain events by preventing stormwater runoff from flowing
downstream properly.
Vehicle and Garage
 When washing your car, wash it in the grass to prevent soap and
detergents from entering storm drains. Use phosphate free soap. Take your
car to a car wash facility where wash water is treated and does not enter the
stormsewer system.
 Never dispose of used motor oil, transmission fluid, antifreeze, old
gasoline or any other chemical by dumping it into a storm drain, or
drainage ditch.

 Check your car for leaks. Leaking motor oil and other fluids on your
driveway can enter storm drains during rain events.
Pets
 Clean up after your pet. Pet waste adds both phosphorus and harmful
bacteria to local waters. Non-human waste is a significant source of
bacterial contamination in urban watersheds.
 When walking your dog, carry a plastic bag and flush the waste down the
toilet when you get home.
 Pet waste can be buried in a small trench. Cover waste with leaves, grass
clippings and dirt.
Other Ways to Help Reduce Pollutant Runoff
 Clean sidewalks and patios using a broom instead of a hose.
 Don’t over-water your lawn. This leads to runoff carrying pollutants from
fetilizers and lawn care chemicals.
 Dispose of household chemicals at proper disposal facility, never down a
storm drain! Information for disposing of household chemicals in the City
of Hampton can be found at the city’s website:
http://www.hampton.gov/publicworks/household/
 Report illegal dumping to the City immediately. If you see someone
dumping chemicals or disposing of trash or debris in the City’s storm drain
let the City know right away. Disposing of chemicals in storm drains not
only pollutes stormwater and our local waters, it can be extremely
dangerous. Many common household chemicals can produce toxic gasses if
mixed together, which can occur when they are dumped into a storm sewer
structure. Illegal dumping can be reported to the City at:
http://www.hampton.gov/311/request_service_form.php

Watershed Advocacy
 Learn about your watershed. Websites such as EPA’s Surf Your
Watershed: http://cfpub.epa.gov/surf/locate/index.cfm provide citizens
with important information such as the water quality and overall health of
the watershed, other localities draining to the watershed, other watersheds
upstream or downstream,other environmental websites involving the
watershed and importantly a list of citizen-based groups at work in the
watershed. Citizen groups already working in the watershed can be a
valuable resource for information and provide a way for citizens to get
involved in advocacy for the watershed in which they live.
 Start an advocacy group. Citizens can start their own advocacy group for
the watershed in their community if one does not exist, or if they would like
to address issues unique to the watershed in which they live. The EPA’s
Adopt a Watershed website has a Watershed Stewardship Toolkit and
information on how to organize your own activity within a watershed.
http://water.epa.gov/action/adopt/index.cfm
An example of a successful regional watershed advocacy group is
“Lynnhaven River Now” found online at:
http://www.lynnhavenrivernow.org/
 Volunteer to be a “Lake Warden”. Does your community or
neighborhood have a lake or pond used for stormwater management? Due
to the sheer number of stormwater management lakes, ponds, ditches and
stormsewer pipes within a watershed, maintenance crews may not know
about drainage problems before a large rain event. Some localities, such as
the City of Chesapeake, use volunteers to help monitor the water levels in
lakes and ponds used for stormwater management. By keeping a log of
water levels, these volunteers can alert City officials if it appears that the
lake or pond is not draining properly, as well as reporting if outlet structures
are visibly clogged with trash and debris. City crews can then clear the
debris or find obstructions before the next major rainfall event, and prevent
possible flooding from blocked or obstructed drainage pipes.

APPENDIX E
SHORELINE PROTECTION
SUBCOMMITTEE KEY DOCUMENTS

Hampton Shoreline Maintenance
and Protection Plan

Vision
A beautiful, sandy public beach and healthy tidal
marshes that enhance the Chesapeake Bay’s
shoreline and tributaries can be the keystone
attribute in creating a vision that inspires citizens,
business and industry to live, support and invest in
the City of Hampton, Virginia.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

I nt roduct ion
In November 2010 Hampton City Council established a Waterways Steering
Committee to look at various water issues effecting the city. The committee also
had four subcommittees. One was tasked with reviewing Shoreline Protection.
This report is a result of this committee.
Beach and water fronting property are a major asset to any community. These
properties, whether public or private, are typically associated with the highest real
estate values, as well as the greatest recreational or “quality of life” benefits. Living
along the shoreline, however, offers its challenges in terms of susceptibility to
damages and flooding resulting from coastal storms. Therefore, it is in the
community’s best interest from both an economic, as well as an aesthetic
perspective, to preserve and maintain its beachfront assets through
comprehensive management planning.
The primary goal for beach management planning along the Hampton shoreline is
to develop strategies to reduce damages and property loss resulting from storm
impacts and coastal flooding. A secondary, but important goal is to develop
strategies to improve recreational benefits for citizens and visitors, as well as
preserve and possibly enhance the existing natural resources.
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Public vs Privat e

Hampton is comprised of various sections of
beach and tidal shorelines which are both
publically and privately owned.

In order to obtain current state or federal funding
for beach restoration projects the beaches are
required to be public.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Easements
•

Easements are agreements between the city and a owners of a specific segment
of the shoreline.

•

The terms of the easement are agreed upon by both parties and can vary
depending on the section of shoreline. The easements must be requested by the
majority of the homeowners of that section of the shoreline.

Attributes in public easements can be attractive to both sides.
• Homeowners:
• Cities commitment to restore beach through structure and/or beach
restoration/replenishment.
• The commitment from the city that this is an ongoing maintenance when
financially possible. Not a one time occurrence.
• City of Hampton:
• Public access to beaches for use of all citizens.
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Public vs Privat e
The committees overarching desire is to steward our City’s
shoreline. Without a clear public interest these segments of the
shoreline will continue to suffer from the effects of long-term
erosion. As a result, public and private infrastructure will become
more vulnerable to damage, property values will fall, and
recreational opportunities will diminish. In areas requesting to
participate in beach restoration the City Council should pursue
clear documentation of the public’s interest in beaches with titles
clouded by claims of private ownership. This should be
accomplished in the form of public recreation easement
agreements, as was done in the case of Virginia Beach.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Hampton’s Chesapeake Bay Shoreline
is Interdependent!
• Critical Path:
• Hampton’s Entire Chesapeake Bay fronting Shoreline is Interdependent!
• Comprehensive Protection, Construction, Replenishment, and Maintenance
Plan must be our priority to save our homes, beaches and economy.
• Access Easements Must be Obtained to Accomplish Plan
• Dedicated Source of Funding Must be Provided to Implement and Sustain
Shoreline Protection Plan

• Ramifications from Failure to Act
–
–
–
–

Increased Shoreline Destruction
Increased Tidal Flooding
Increased Economic Loss
Increased Negative Political and Social Consequences

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Easements in Other Localities
• Virginia Beach followed a similar path in restoring their shoreline.
• It took 17 years for the Virginia Beach to obtain all needed easements.
• The public interest must exist before there is an expenditure of public
funds. If an area does not wish to grant public access to the beach any
repairs to that area of the beach should be the homeowners
responsibility.
• Virginia Beach policy stated the city would not study or implement
restoration plans unless a public interest had been established.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Prioritization of Projects
The following slides will show the segments of the
beach shoreline prioritized by the committee
based on the following criteria:
• Public interest must exist
• Result of project effect on adjoining beaches

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Fort M onroe : Dog Beach
Encourage the City to partner with the National Park
Service to implement cooperative beach management
strategies for public use.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Thimble Shoals Court
The beach fronting Thimble Shoals Court extends north from the northern border of Fort
Monroe 0.1 miles to the southern border of Buckroe Beach or just south of the Buckroe
Fishing Pier. This section of the beach consists of 10 privately owned lots which
currently support nine (9) single family dwellings. It is a very small pocket beach nestled
between the riveted area of the fishing pier and the restricted Fort Monroe shoreline.
There are no commercial venues along this section of the beach.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Thimble Shoals Court
Public Access
This section of beach is completely private. Therefore this beach does not support any
public beach access or public parking. Beach access is currently via private lots to the
waterfront. The beach is fenced off to prohibit access from Buckroe Beach and Fort
Monroe.
Facilities and Maintenance
This section of shoreline does not support any public facilities. There are not any
lifeguard or trash removal services along Thimble Shoals Court.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Thimble Shoals Court
Current Shoreline Protection
There is one groin along the beach at Thimble Shoals Court. The private lots support
various types of bulkheads to protect the upland properties from storm erosion. This
section of beach benefits from the equilibration of the renourishment project.
If Thimble Shoals Wishes to Request Beach Restoration:
Recommendations
1. Public easements to allow access along the beach and promote the use of public
resources for maintenance activities.
2. After receiving public easements:
1. Beach renourishment to provide a storm protection buffer and for public
recreation.
2. Breakwater at the southernmost extent of the beach to serve as a terminal
structure to reduce sediment losses from the Hampton shoreline.
Measurable Goals
Increased public beach use and storm protection
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Buck roe Beach
The southern extent of Buckroe Beach starts at the Buckroe Fishing Pier and extends 0.76 miles
north to Pilot Avenue. The southern half of the public beach is associated with a park facility which
includes the fishing pier, observation pier, public parking, playground, and outdoor tented area. The
northern half of the public shoreline is backed by two condominiums. The primary commercial
ventures associated with Buckroe Beach include the Buckroe Fishing Pier and the various seasonal
vendors.

Public Access
The entire beach at Buckroe is public. There are
several large public parking areas that support the
public beach at the south end between Point Comfort
Avenue and Buckroe Avenue.

Recreation
The entire beach is public and supports beach
recreation activities. A theater area that supports
various festivals and programs.

Facilities and Maintenance
Buckroe Beach is the only beach in Hampton that provides lifeguard services. There are also trash
removal and beach scraping services and two rest area facilities.
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Buck roe Beach
Shoreline Protection
The entire public beach at Buckroe is backed by a bulkhead. In addition, there are approximately
seven groins that help hold the beach platform. The groins are in various states of disrepair. In
addition, there are currently two breakwaters that help reduce wave energy and reduce the flow
of sediment through the area. In the fall of 2011, the third breakwater will be added near Pilot
Avenue. Buckroe Beach also supports a federal beach renourishment project. The beach has
been periodically renourished with sand since 1990. The wide beach system has provided
recreational opportunities, as well as reduced storm damages over the past twenty years.

Recommendations
1. Continue municipal support of the federal beach renourishment
program.
2. Increase beach use with various commercial ventures and
opportunities.

Measurable Goals
Increased public beach use and storm protection. Increase
commercial ventures associated with the primary public beach.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

M alo Beach
Malo Beach extends approximately 0.74 miles north from Pilot Avenue along
the east side of North First Street to its terminus at BayFront Place. The beach
development consists of predominately 60 to 65 private single family cottages
and lots, but there are also a few small beachfront apartments adjacent to Pilot
Avenue. Other than rentals, there are no other commercial ventures along the
beachfront at Malo Beach.
Public Beach Access
This section of beach is
completely private. Beach
access is currently via
private lots to the
waterfront. The beach is
posted to prevent
trespassing from the
southern end of the
beach.
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

M alo Beach
Shoreline Protection
There are six groins along Malo Beach. The groins offer some protection to support the beach
planform, however, they are well past their design life. Some of the groin tips are missing are not
clearly visible from the water. As a result, some of the groins are hazardous to swimmers and
boaters. The private lots support various types of bulkheads to protect the upland properties from
storm erosion. The north and south ends of Malo Beach benefit from the equilibration of the
renourishment project.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

M alo Beach
If Malo Beach Wishes to Request Beach Restoration:
Recommendations
1. Public easements to allow access along the beach and promote the use of public
resources for maintenance activities.

2. Mark the groin tips to warn swimmers and boaters that a structure exists.
After receiving public easements:
1. Beach renourishment to provide a storm
protection buffer and for public recreation.

Measurable Goals
Increased public beach use and storm protection

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Salt Ponds
Salt Ponds Public Beach extends 0.39 miles from the end
of North First Street north to Salt Ponds Inlet. The public
beach is backed by a private community consisting of 35
lots and private homes. Even though Salt Ponds is a
public beach, there are not any seasonal vendors or
commercial ventures associated with Salt Ponds Public
Beach.

Public Beach Access
There are fifteen public parking spaces at the north end of North First Street. There is a public
access point to Salt Ponds beach at the end of North First Street. There are also three access
points from Bay Front Place that service the gated community. There is no lifeguard or rest
facilities.

Beach Title
Salt Ponds Beach or the beach bayward of the dune is public, while the property landward of the
dune is private.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Salt Ponds
Shoreline Protection
The public beach at Salt Ponds is backed by a geotube dune structure.
There are three groins along the public beach in various functional
states. The beach was renourished in 2005 and is replenished on a
regular basis with sand bypassed from Salt Ponds Inlet.

Recommendations
Infrastructure improvements at Salt Ponds Inlet will help
reduce dredging frequency and reduce sediment losses
from the public beach into the Inlet.
Continue bypassing from the inlet to maintain the beach
plan form or periodically renourish.
A breakwater at the southern end of Salt Ponds will help
maintain the public beach.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Salt Ponds I nlet
Recommendations
Several studies have been completed offering varying recommendations for infrastructure
improvements. Prior to any beach renourishment along the south at Salt Ponds Beach or to
the north at White Marsh or Grandview, improvements must be made to the infrastructure.
•

Add rock to a portion of the south jetty to raise the elevation and dissipate energy.

•

Add a rock spur to the south jetty or extend it with a southerly angled structure.

•

Tighten the north jetty

•

Add a spur to the north jetty

•

Construct sand traps on the north and south sides as necessary and use that material to
renourish public beach areas.

Measurable Goals
Reduction in maintenance dredging, improved navigational safety, platform for improvements to
adjacent beaches.
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Salt Ponds I nlet
Salt Ponds Inlet is a man-made and stabilized inlet that provides recreational boat access from
Salt Ponds directly to the Chesapeake Bay. Despite the existing infrastructure, sediment
continuously spills into the inlet creating shoals that restrict safe ingress and egress through the
inlet. As a result, the City dredges that channel every 18 months to two years. The inlet shoals at
a rate of approximately 10,000 cy to 15,000 cy per year.

Shoreline Protection
The inlet is stabilized with a rock jetty on the north
side and a vinyl sheetpile jetty on the south side of
the inlet. The north jetty is porous which allows
sediment on the White Marsh side to migrate
through the structure and into the inlet. The
sheetpile jetty on the southside of the cut is too low
and material spills over the structure and into the
inlet.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Whit e M arsh
White Marsh extends approximately 0.75 miles north from Salt Ponds Inlet to the south side of
the revetment at Grandview. There are no paved roads along this section of the shoreline. The
beach is backed by a low profile dune system. There are no commercial ventures along the
beachfront at White Marsh Beach.

Public Beach Access
This shoreline is privately owned. There are no improved
roads along the backshore which promote access or allow
for parking. Access to the beach is by boat or from the
north by the location of the former Grandview Fishing Pier.
Access to the White Marsh Beach has currently been
limited by a private homeowner at the north end of White
Marsh.

Recreation, Facilities and Maintenance
There are no recreational amenities or public facilities White Marsh Beach. There are no lifeguard
or trash removal. The beach is posted to prevent residents from accessing the beach via the north
end (by the former location of the Grandview Fishing Pier.)

Beach Title
The beachfront to the mean low water contour along White Marsh Beach is all in the private domain
with the exception of two small areas owned by the City of Hampton.
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Whit e M arsh
Shoreline Protection
There is one groin along White Marsh Beach. The groin offers some protection to support the
beach planform adjacent to the inlet, however, it is beyond its design life and was recently
damaged by dredging equipment during a storm.

If White Marsh Wishes to Request Beach Restoration:
Recommendations
Infrastructure improvements at Salt Ponds Inlet are required to reduce sediment losses
from White Marsh Beach.
1. Public easements to allow access along the beach and
promote the use of
public resources for maintenance activities.
After public easements:
• Beach renourishment to provide a storm protection
buffer and for public recreation.
•

Construct up to two breakwaters to help reduce
littoral losses from the area.

•

Plan dune restoration activities to help build up the
backshore and enhance the natural resource.

Measurable Goals
Increased public beach use, habitat restoration and storm barrier for interior tidal
shorelines
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Grandview

Grandview is located along the shoreline extending from the former location of the Grandview
Fishing Pier and extends north 0.55 miles ending at the southern end of the Grandview Nature
Preserve. Grandview includes the shoreline along the east side of Grandview Drive on the south
side of Beach Road and the east side of Lighthouse Drive on the north side of Beach Road. There
are approximately 40 private lots and homes in Grandview, as well as a commercial property
associated with the former Grandview Fishing Pier.
The entire shoreline is protected with a bulkhead and rock revetment. The beach planform is very
steep and deep in front of Grandview and there is no dry beach at low tide. While the parking lot
and building were once associated with the fishing pier and restaurant, there is currently not
commercial ventures operated at Grandview.

Public Beach Access
This section of shoreline is privately owned. There is public parking until 6 p.m. along Grandview
Drive. There is not public parking on Lighthouse Drive and beach access is limited via the end of
Beach Road and through private lots. There is a large parking lot that was previously associated
with the Grandview Fishing Pier and the restaurant facility. There is the potential for beach access
at the end of Discovery Road and Constant Road.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Grandview
Shoreline Protection
The entire shoreline of Grandview is backed by a seawall and rock revetment. There is no sandy
beach fronting the revetment.

If Grandview Wishes to Request Beach Restoration:
Recommendations
1. Public easements to allow access along the beach and promote the use of public
resources for maintenance activities.

After public easements:
1. Improve end areas for public access points at the end of Beach Road, Constant
Road and Discovery Road.
2. Beach renourishment to provide a storm protection buffer and for public recreation.
3. Add approximately three breakwaters to protect the shoreline and beach
renourishment projects.
4. One breakwater should be sited to protect Hawkins Pond.

Measurable Goals
Increased public beach use and storm protection

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Grand View N at ure Preserve
The shoreline along the Grandview Nature Preserve extends
approximately 2.5 miles and is located between Grandview
and Factory Point at the entrance to Back River. Grandview
Preserve is an undeveloped area which serves as a passive
recreational area for the City. Other than eco-type tours
offered by Parks and Recreation, there are not any other
commercial ventures associated with the Preserve.

Public Beach Access
Grandview Nature Preserve is owned by the City of Hampton, therefore the shoreline is in the
public domain. There is public parking inside the Preserve with short walks to the beach. Factory
Point can be accessed via the Preserve but is about a --- mile walk. Primary access to Factory
Point is by watercraft.

Recreation, Facilities and Maintenance
The Grandview Nature Preserve is a passive and low density park. Factory Point is a popular
boating destination and a favorite weekend recreational area for local residents.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Grand View N at ure Preserve
Shoreline Protection
The breach restoration at Factory Point or Northend
Point supports five breakwaters and a renourished
beach with a dune system. The remainder of
Grandview Nature Preserve exists in a natural state.

Recommendations
1. Maintain the beach system at Factory Point including periodic dune maintenance (vegetation
restoration) and beach renourishment.
2. Nourishment at the south end (Grandview to Lighthouse Point) will restore sediment to the littoral
system, provide recreational opportunities and provide storm damage benefits.
3.A breakwater in the vicinity of Lighthouse Point will help anchor the shoreline and reduce
sediment losses.

Measurable Goals
Increased public beach use, habitat improvement, storm barrier for interior tidal shorelines.
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Chesapeak e A venue
Chesapeake Avenue represents a bay fronting shoreline in Hampton
Roads. This shoreline does not support a sandy beach and demonstrates
an eroded bank condition that is best serviced by a structure. The
shoreline is a mix of public and private ownership. The public interest in
this type of shoreline would be preservation of the municipal road system.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

St rawberry Bank s
•Strawberry Banks is a private shoreline now
owned by Hampton University.
•When they acquired it the shoreline was in
sever distress.

•The university has a permit to remove the
debris and install a living shoreline to protect
the shoreline and their property.
•This is an example how the tidal rivers in
Hampton could protect some areas of their
shoreline.

Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Beaches and Dunes
•

Sand dunes – The Hampton Wetlands Board last year unanimously
recommended a Sand Dune resolution to the Hampton City Council. The
council forward this resolution to the Hampton Waterway Steering Committee
for input. This resolution would allow citizens to go to the Hampton Wetlands
Board for a petition on sand dunes. If an appeal was requested to a finding the
appeal would go to the VMRC. Currently , the initial request is taken directly to
VMRC. VMRC has supported other localities in first going to the local wetlands
boards.

Recommendation
The Shoreline Protection subcommittee requests that the Steering Committee
recommend that the City Council approve the resolution giving the Hampton
Wetlands Board the local administrative responsibility of the Coastal Primary
Dunes and Beaches Act pursuant to VA Code 28.2-1403 provided that the
procedures, regulations and/or policies of the Hampton Wetlands Board do not
exceed VMRC procedures, regulations and/or policies.
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Recommendat ions
The cost of these types of projects can not be paid for by the
locality alone. Therefore, the committee recommends the
following actions:
• Hire a full time dedicated and experienced waterway grant writer for
pursuing grants and identifying alternative funding sources for protection
projects including beach replenishment, shoreline maintenance and
enhancement, and living shorelines
• Appoint an ad hoc lobbying group to help gain state and federal funding for
shoreline replenishment and maintenance.
• Investigate land conservancy tax credits, site sponsorships, and commercial
marketing to fulfill the shoreline management program.
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee

Recommendat ions
• The city should work with segments of the city to restore the
shoreline.
• Easements may be granted from majority percentage of the
private homeowners for an identified shoreline segment the
city.
• City Council would decide what constitutes majority depends on
the section of the beach. Each section varies by population and
situation therefore each would have to be considered
separately.
• If a minority segment of property owners are unwilling to
execute such agreements, city staff should pursue necessary
remedies to establish the beaches as public domain.
Shoreline Protection Sub-Committee
Hampton Waterway Steering Committee
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• Hampton Beachfront and Storm Protection Management Plan
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Hampton Wetlands Plan
Shoreline Protection Sub Committee
Hampton Waterways Steering Committee

Wetlands are Important
•
•
•
•

Stabilize banks and minimize property loss
Improve water quality
Provide natural habitat
Reduce flooding impacts

Background
In November 2010, Hampton City Council established a
Waterways Steering Committee to investigate various
water issues effecting the City. The Committee was
divided into four Subcommittees to address specific
water related issues. One was tasked with reviewing
Shoreline Protection. This report is a result of this
committee.
The Hampton Wetlands Plan is suggested to work in
cooperation with wetland plans required by the Virginia
General Assembly and the EPA for the Commonwealth. It
is meant to be a supplement on specific concerns of this
locality and its citizens. This plan should be ever evolving
and updated in accordance with the desire and needs of
Hampton.

Why a Wetlands Program Plan
• The EPA is encouraging states to develop
wetlands plans. Localities with plans are given
preferential standing in regards to EPA grant
funding.
• Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) will
develop the Plan for the State of Virginia.
• The Virginia Plan will address both tidal and
non-tidal wetlands.

Why a Wetlands Program Plan
• The Plan will direct state efforts to achieve the
national goal of no net loss of wetlands.
• VIMS will work with each locality to develop a
wetlands plan. Hampton is the first locality plan
VIMS will be implementing.

Virginia’s Plan Elements
•

Each plan will span a 5 year timeframe. This is similar
to the Hampton citizen input committees to which this
group belongs.

•

The state plan core elements are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Monitoring and Assessment
Regulation
Voluntary Restoration
Water Quality Standards for Wetlands

Senate Bill 964
The General Assembly passed SB964 to
encourage the use of living shorelines,
where applicable, over the hardening
of shorelines. This includes the
addition of a living shoreline permit
process.

What is a Living Shoreline?
Virginia Legislation defines Living
Shoreline
"Living shoreline" means a shoreline management practice
that provides erosion control and water quality benefits;
protects, restores or enhances natural shoreline habitat;
and maintains coastal processes through the strategic
placement of plants, stone, sand fill, and other structural
and organic materials.”

How Will This Effect Property
Owners?
1. Currently when a resident requests information about shoreline
protection permits, the Wetlands Board Staff gives them information
on all options and the advantages of a living shoreline. If the living
shoreline is appropriate for the site and supported by staff and VIMS
then mitigation fees will usually not be required. This can save the
resident quite a bit of money depending on the scope of the project.
2. Near Future - Senate Bill 964 - legislation requires implementation
of a general permit regulation that authorizes and encourages the
use of living shorelines as the preferred alternative for stabilizing
tidal shorelines. This permit will be pre-approved by several
organizations so there will be less red tape and faster approval of
these projects. This easier, smoother permitting process should be
a good incentive to choose living shorelines where conditions allow.

Benefits of Living Shorelines
• Reducing bank erosion and property loss to
homeowner and neighbors.
• Providing an attractive natural appearance
• Creating recreational use areas
• Improving marine habitat & spawning areas
• Allowing affordable construction costs
• Improving water quality and clarity

Concerns
VIMS’s VS Hampton’s
• VIMS concerns are primarily related to the protection of
natural resources and these valuable environments.
• Hampton also has to consider the economic impact these
policies will have on homeowners as well as the localities
themselves. Some of these concerns are property values,
flooding, storm water and use of waterways.

Committee’s
Recommendations
The committee recommends
1. Creating a demonstration living shoreline to
educate citizens.
2. Education of citizens in Do’s & Don'ts with
regard to wetlands.
3. Get onboard with upcoming process with
VIMS.

The Citizens Need To See And
Understand Living Shorelines.
We recommend developing a teaching living
shoreline where citizens can come and
see various options that would be
applicable to their property.
This area needs to be easily accessible to
the public.

The Citizens Need To See And
Understand Living Shorelines.
The cost of developing this area could be covered by :
1. The fees occurred by the Hampton Wetlands Board which are
dedicated to the development of wetlands in the locality.
2. Applying for grants available by the EPA or other agencies for
development and preservation of wetlands. *

* Adding to staff an experienced waterways grant writer is a recommendation from
the Hampton Shoreline Protection Plan from this committee.

Possible City Owned Sites For
This Teaching Shoreline
Missing picture

Area near Pembroke Bridge

Area near Gosnold Hope Park

Behind Airpark on Mercury

Educate Citizens on Wetlands Facts
Do’s and Don’ts
This would include a downloadable quick fact sheet with contact
information and location/links to further resources.
Possible advantages:
–
–
–

Citizens who are afraid to ask due to permit fee could find
information without feeling they are committing to improvements.
City could use brochure in a possible class once or twice a year
“what can I do with my wetland/shoreline”.
City staff could give the fact sheet to citizens when homeowners
request city environment engineer for guidance on their wetlands or
shorelines.

Get Involved with SB964
City Staff should work VIMS and incorporate
these recommendations from SB964.
The staff should keep in mind concerns of
Hampton Wetlands Board and affected
citizens.

Members
Shoreline Protection Sub Committee:
Frank Blake
Arne Hasselquist
Steve Mallon
Clyde Williams

Jamie Chapman
Carole Garrison
Selvin Walker

Earnest Hale
Wayne Lett
Pat Wharry

Hampton Waterways Steering Committee:
Hugh Bassette
Robin Carpenter
Steve Mallon
Kevin Van Sloten

Vince Behm
Bob Croft
Edith Newkirk
Selvin Walker

Andy Bigelow
Carole Garrison
Thomas Pantelides
Ben Williams

Frank Blake
Ernest Hale
Polly Stellutte
Woody Woodcock

References
• http://ccrm.vims.edu/livingshorelines
• SB964 from the 2011 Virginia General Assembly
• VMRC SB964 VIMS Workshop Spring 2011
• Virginia’s Wetlands Program Plan by Pam Mason VIMS Workshop
Spring 2011
• Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
www.deq.virginia.gov/wetlands/
• Virginia Outdoors Foundation

Shoreline Area

Beach or Tidal

Private/Public Owned

existing coastal structures

existing wetlands

Public Wetland,
Private Wetlands or
Uplands

Fort Monroe

Beach

?

Buckroe Beach

Beach

Public

seawall, 5 breakwaters, terminal groin,
4 rock groins, renourishment
Bulkhead, 6 groins, 2 breakwaters (and
another to be constructed in a few
months), observation pier, fishing pier,
renourishment (Federal Project)

Malo Beach

Beach

Private

6 groins

Malo Be

Salt Ponds Beach

Beach

Private/Public (both)

geotube dune, 3 groins, inlet
structures, renourishment (bypassing)

Salt Pon

White Marsh

Beach

Private

1 groin

White M

Grandview

Beach

Private

rock revetment, 1 groin?

Grandvi

Grandview Nature Preserve

Beach

Public

1 groin?

Grandvi

Factory Point

Beach

Public

5 breakwaters, renourishment

Thimble Shoals Court

Beach

Private

1 groin

Strawberry Banks

Beach

Private - Hampton Univ

rock revetment, 1 groin/walkway,
concrete bulkhead

Hampton River

Tidal

Private/Public (both)

Hampto

Back River

Tidal

Private/Public (both)

Back Riv

Harris Creek

Tidal

Private/Public (both)

Harris C

Indian Creek

Tidal

Private

Indian C

Chesapeake Avenue

Beach

Private

varied revetment, seawall, groin
assortments

Fort Mon

Buckroe

yes?

Public wetland

Factory

Thimble

yes

Private wetlands

Strawbe

Chesape

Shoreline Area

Needed Mainatance / Restoration

Work Suggested by City

Fort Monroe

Buckroe Beach
Malo Beach

continued beach renourishment
proposed two breakwaters and
renourishment

Salt Ponds Beach

proposed one breakwater, inlet
improvements, continued bypassing

White Marsh

proposed two breakwaters and
renourishment

Grandview

Grandview Nature Preserve

Area where beach is disappearing due proposed three breakwaters and
to tidal currents.
renourishment
proposed one breakwater and
renourishment south of Lighthouse
Floods hole has been breached.
Point

Factory Point

continued beach renourishment

Thimble Shoals Court

Strawberry Banks

terminal structure at south end
Hampton University is currently fixing
the disrepair to the seawall and
creating living shoreline.

Hampton River

Back River
Harris Creek
Indian Creek
Chesapeake Avenue

lack of maintenance has caused some
of shoreline to fall into river &
tributaries; mudflats developing in
some areas

APPENDIX F
WATERWAYS MANAGEMENT AND
MAINTENANCE SUBCOMMITTEE KEY
DOCUMENTS

Appendix WM-1
Terms and Definitions

Title
Waterway

Waterway
System
Waterway
Availability
Waterway
Usability
Current
Condition
Intended Use

Waterway
Standard
Waterway
Maintenance
Maintenance
Responsibility
Boatyard

Channel
Dredged
Material
Dredged
Material
Disposal
Dredging

Fill

Definition
A specific named river, inlet, canal, creek or bay intended for scenic, recreational
and/or commercial use to enhance residency, generate enjoyment for citizens,
create business and stimulate revenue streams for Hampton.
The complete inventory of specific waterways within Hampton for which
collective management policy and maintenance standards apply.
The reliability or percent of time a waterway is available for its intended use
without deviations or reductions in its usage
The ability to use a waterway without deviations or reductions for its intended
usage.
The existing measured conditions of a waterway that defines its usability and
availability.
A statement of the practical intended use or what the purpose of the waterway was
when it was initially constructed, designated as a waterway or made available for
general public use, plus any other formal usage modifications such as
enhancements or restrictions over time to the specific waterway.
A statement of minimum expectations for the current condition of a waterway to
ensure its intended usage and availability
A set of actions and efforts committed to maintain a waterway to its’ established
waterway standards in order to meet its intended usage and availability.
The entity(s) who have the responsibility and accountability for performing the
work (or assuring the work is performed) and the funding to maintain a waterway
according to is waterway standard
A facility whose function is the construction, repair, or maintenance of boats,
which may include provisions for boat storage and docking while awaiting
service.
A defined navigable route for the passage of vessels, established by customary use
or under the authority of federal, state, or municipal law.
Rocks, bottom sediment, debris, refuse, plant or animal matter, or other materials
which are removed by dredging.
The transportation and placement of dredged material including the dispersion,
deposition, assimilation or accumulation of such material after placement.
The removal of materials including, but not limited to, rocks, bottom sediments,
debris, sand, refuse, plant or animal matter, in any excavating, cleaning,
deepening, widening or lengthening, either permanently or temporarily, of any
flowed tidelands, rivers, streams, ponds or other waters of Hampton’s waterways.
Dredging consists of improvement dredging and maintenance dredging and in
specific cases excavating and backfilling or other dredging and subsequent
refilling.
Any unconsolidated material that is confined or expected to remain in place in a
waterway, except for: material placed by natural processes not caused by the
owner or any predecessor in interest; material placed on a beach for beach
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High Water
Mark

Vision
Mission
Goals
Strategy
Strategic Issue
Tactics
Criteria/Tools
Improvement
Dredging

Low Water
Mark

Maintenance
Dredging
Marina

Person

Private
Recreational
Boating Facility
Public
Recreational
Boating Facility

Structure

nourishment purposes; and dredged material placed below the low water mark for
purposes of subaqueous disposal.
The present mean high tide line, as established by the present arithmetic mean of
the water heights observed at high tide over a specific 19-year Metonic Cycle (the
National Tidal Datum Epoch), and shall be determined using hydrographic survey
data of the National Ocean Survey of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
The highest expectation of what we want to achieve in the longer term.
What it is that we do and what we are about that enables us to achieve our vision
The accomplishments and their criteria which create the milestones that allow us
to achieve our mission and/or strategy and to reach our vision.
A well organized approach to achieve a predetermined long-term outcome.
Elements or existing deficiencies which must be corrected or established in order
to accomplish the vision and the mission.
Short term approaches or efforts to accomplish a goal or a strategic effort.
Techniques used which aid the ability to evaluate and select the highest
probability of success options
Dredging under a license or a permit in an area which has not been previously
dredged or which extends the original dredged width, depth, length, or otherwise
alters the original boundaries of the original designed area or a previously dredged
area.
The present mean low tide line, as established by the present arithmetic mean of
water heights observed at low tide over a specific 19-year Metonic Cycle (the
National Tidal Datum Epoch), and shall be determined using hydrographic survey
data of the National Ocean Survey of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Dredging in accordance with a license or permit in any previously authorized
dredged area which does not extend the originally designed or previously dredged
depth, width, or length.
A berthing area with docking facilities under common ownership or control and
with berths for ten or more vessels, including commercial marinas, boat basins,
and yacht clubs. A marina may be an independent facility or may be associated
with a boatyard.
Is any individual, partnership, trust, firm, corporation, association, commission,
district, department, board, municipality, public or quasi-public agency or
authority.
A facility for berthing of recreational vessels at which all berths and accessory
uses thereto are not available for use by the general public,
or where exclusive use of any such berth is available on a long term basis
A facility for berthing of recreational vessels at which all berths and accessory
uses are available to the general public. Such facility may be either publicly or
privately owned, and may include town piers, commercial rental marinas, or
community sailing centers or yacht clubs offering open membership to the general
public.
Structure means any man-made object which is intended to remain in place in, on,
over, or under tidelands or other waterways. Structure shall include, but is not
limited to, any pier, wharf, dam, seawall, weir, boom, breakwater, bulkhead,
riprap, revetment, jetty, piles (including mooring piles), line, groin, road,
causeway, culvert, bridge, building, parking lot, cable, pipe, pipeline, conduit,
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Dredging Plan

Waterway
Management
and
Maintenance

tunnel, wire, or pile-held or other permanently fixed float, barge or vessel.
The act of assessing present and future dredging needs for the development of a
dredge management plan to maintain existing navigation channels and anchorages
while providing anticipated multiple benefits from sediment disposal such as
storm and flood control.
The act of efficiently and effectively planning, organizing, maintaining and
directing resources along with appropriate control to accomplish the goals and
standards of the waterway system, i.e. the safe usage and constant availability of a
waterway as defined by its applicable standard.


Planning is the act of defining the necessary steps, actions, controls funding
and processes for proactively achieving waterway goals and standards.



Organizing is the act of preparedness for taking action to achieve waterway
goals efficiently and effectively.



Directing is the act of applying resources to successfully achieve the goals and
standards of a Waterway.



Control is the act of establishing feedback systems based on periodic
inspection and measurement to determine actual waterway conditions for the
purpose of performing preventive and corrective maintenance to continuously
achieve the goals and standards for the waterway.



Preventive Maintenance - A procedure of inspecting, testing, and measuring at
regular intervals according to specific instructions to prevent the loss of
usability of a waterway or to retard its deterioration by performing simple and
relatively inexpensive maintenance actions.



Corrective Maintenance – Larger and relatively more expense activities
(contrasted with preventive maintenance) to assure the usability of a waterway
to its goals and standards or to restore to its normal goals and standards after a
major deterioration event.
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Appendix WM-2
Waterway Inventory and Characterization
Section 1
Name

Deeded/ Ownership

Maintenance

#

Waterway Name

Deeded/ Ownership of
Waterway

Maintenance
performed by

Boat Size/Type

1

Back River NW Branch

Commonwealth of Va.

?

2,3,4,5

None

2

Back River Channel

Commonwealth of Va.

Federal

2,3,3/7

Channel

3

Commonwealth of Va.

?

2,3,3/7

?

Private

?

2,3,5

None

5

Back River SW Branch
River Point at Gosnold
Hope Park Canal
Gosnold Hope Park
Canal

Commonwealth of Va.

City

2,3,5

Channel

6

Harris River Creek

Commonwealth of Va.

?

2,3,5,3/7,8

None

Indian River Creek
Long Creek North of
8 Salt Ponds Inlet
Mill Creek North of
9 Mellon
Mill Creek South of
10 Mellon

Private
Private and Commonwealth of
Va.
Commonwealth of Va. And fort
Monroe?

?

2,3

None

?

2,3,5,3/7

Poles

?

2,3

None

Commonwealth of Va.

?

2,3,5,6,7,8

11 New Market Creek

Commonwealth of Va.
Private and Commonwealth of
Va.(inlet and main channel)

?
City(inlet &
north channel)

2
2,3,5,6,7, fishing
charters

Private

Private

2,3,5,6,7

(a) Commonwealth of Va.

Federal

2,3,5,6,7,8

Channel

City

2,3,5,6,(b)

None

Private

2,3,5,3/7

Poles

Channel
Channel

4

7

12 Salt Ponds
Colonial Acres at Salt
13 Ponds
Hampton River/Sunset
Creek to Settlers
14 Landing

Navigation

Hampton River past
15 Settlers Landing
Merrimac Shores Yacht
16 Basin

Private Commonwealth of
Va.(main channel)
Private and Commonwealth of
Va.

Wallace Creek - Bell
17 Isle
Wallace Creek - Dandy
18 Haven

Private and Commonwealth of
Va.

Private/ State

2,3,5,7,8
Commercial
fishing

Private

Private

2,3,5,7,8

Markers

?
None
?
None

Codes for Section 1 Boat Size/Type
1 - None
2 - kayak/Canoe
3 - Small Power Boat

5 - Medium Power Boat
6 - Large Power Boat
7 - Sail Boat (can be used with 3,5 and 6 to denote size of Sail Boat)
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4 - Not Used

8 – Commercial Boat

Notes
(a) Small creek Private/Citizen (b) Large boats just past Settlers Landing

AppendixWM- 2
Waterway Inventory and Characterization
Section 2
Name

#
1
2
3

10

Waterway Name
Back River NW Branch
Back River Channel
Back River SW Branch
River Point at Gosnold
Hope Park Canal
Gosnold Hope Park
Canal
Harris River Creek
Indian River Creek
Long Creek North of
Salt Ponds Inlet
Mill Creek North of
Mellon
Mill Creek South of
Mellon

11

New Market Creek

12

Salt Ponds
Colonial Acres at Salt
Ponds

4
5
6
7
8
9

13

14
15

16
17
18

Hampton River/Sunset
Creek to Settlers
Landing Bridge
Hampton River past
settlers landing

Marina

Marina
Name(s)
None
None
Langley

Quan
tity
of
Maintenance
Slips
Facilities
0
No
0
No
70
No

Other Slips, Docks and
Landings
Quantity
of Docks
Quantity
(not
intended of Public
Boat
for a
Quantity
Landings
boat)
of Slips
0
0
0
0
0
0
21
5
0

None

0

No

27

8

0

None
Marina Cove
None

0
68
0

No
Yes
No

5
79
0

0
3
9

1
0
0

None

0

No

37

8

0

None
Old Point
Comfort ©

0

No

63

1

0(9h)

352

No

15

3

0

0

No

2

6

0

474

No

54

0

0

0

No

48

0

0

580
(e)

Yes

53

0

1

0 (g)

No

95

50

0

95

No

4

0

0

60 (f)

Yes

0

0

1

73

Yes

0

0

0

None
Salt Ponds &
Southall
None
Bluewater,
Sunset, Hamp.
Yacht, Joy's(d)

None (b)
Merrimac
Merrimac Shores Yacht Shores Yacht
Basin
Basin
Wallace Creek - Bell
Wallace Creek
Isle
& Bell Isle
Wallace Creek - Dandy
Haven
Dandy Haven

Notes for Section 2
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© Marina may close if not sold (e) Boat motel
(d) Condo Marina
(f) 120 Dry storage

(g) Marinas for housing complex
(h) Small boat ramp on base

Appendix WM-2
Waterway Inventory and Characterization
Section 3
Name

#

1

Waterway Name

Back River NW
Branch

Depths (Feet) MLW

Min

3 to
6

2

Back River Channel

6.00

3

Back River SW
Branch

3 to
6

4

River Point at
Gosnold Hope Park
Canal

1 to
4

5

Gosnold Hope Park
Canal

4.0

Harris River Creek

1 to
4

6

7

Indian River Creek

8

Long Creek North of
Salt Ponds Inlet

9

Mill Creek North of
Mellon

Mill Creek South of
10 Mellon

0
3 to
6
1 to
2
3 to
13

Designed,
minimum
Depth

Usage (See Translation Code at Bottom of this Section)

Intended
Purpose

Current Use

Future Potential
Use

?

Primary:6
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

Primary:6
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

Primary:6
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

?

Primary:2
Secondary:3
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:3
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:3
Tertiary:4

?

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4,6

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4,6

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4,6

?

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

4

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

?

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4,7

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4,7

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4,7

?

Primary:1
Secondary:2
Tertiary:4

Primary:1
Secondary:2
Tertiary:4

Primary:1
Secondary:2
Tertiary:4

?

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:6

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:6

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:6

?

Primary:1
Secondary:2
Tertiary:

Primary:1
Secondary:2
Tertiary:

Primary:1
Secondary:2
Tertiary:

20' in channel

Primary:2
Secondary:3
Tertiary:

Primary:2
Secondary:3
Tertiary:

Primary:2
Secondary:3
Tertiary:
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11 New Market Creek

1 to
4

12 Salt Ponds

5 to
9

Colonial Acres at Salt
13 Ponds
Hampton
River/Sunset Creek to
Settlers Landing
14 Bridge
Hampton River past
15 Settlers Landing
Merrimac Shores
16 Yacht Basin

3 to
6

12

2.5

5

Wallace Creek - Bell
17 Isle

4 to
5

Wallace Creek 18 Dandy Haven

3 to
5

?

Primary:4
Secondary:6
Tertiary:1

Primary:4
Secondary:6
Tertiary:1

Primary:4
Secondary:6
Tertiary:1

7

Primary: 1,2
Secondary: 6
Tertiary: 4

Primary:1,2
Secondary:6
Tertiary:4

Primary:1,2
Secondary:6
Tertiary:4

7

Primary: 1
Secondary:
Tertiary:

Primary: 1
Secondary:
Tertiary:

Primary: 1
Secondary:
Tertiary:

12

Primary:2
Secondary:3
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:3
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:3
Tertiary:4

4.5

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary: 7,4

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:7,4

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:7,4

?

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

7

Primary:2
Secondary:1,3
Tertiary:4

Primary: 2
Secondary:1,3
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Secondary:1,3
Tertiary:4

7

Primary:2
Secondary:1
Tertiary:4

Primary:2
Primary:2
Secondary:7repair Secondary:7repair
Tertiary:1
Tertiary:1

Codes for Section 3 Intended Purpose and Current Use
1 – Aesthetics
2 – Recreational Boating
3 – Commercial Boating
4 – Storm Water Drainage
5 – Flood Abatement
6 – Wetlands
7 – Other
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Appendix WM-2
Waterway Inventory and Characterization
Section 4
Name

#
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

Waterway Name
Back River NW Branch
Back River Channel

Back River SW Branch
River Point at Gosnold
Hope Park Canal
Gosnold Hope Park
Canal
Harris River Creek
Indian River Creek
Long Creek North of
Salt Ponds Inlet
Mill Creek North of
Mellon
Mill Creek South of
Mellon
New Market Creek
Salt Ponds
Colonial Acres at Salt
Ponds
Hampton River/Sunset
Creek to Settlers
Landing Bridge
Hampton River past
settlers landing
Merrimac Shores Yacht
Basin
Wallace Creek Wallace & Bell Isle
Wallace Creek - Dandy
Haven

Dredging Data

Date(s)

Cost

Other Maintenance
What was
Done Date(s) Description
Cost

$3.35M

2010

Restore
Factory
Point

7000

$240,000

Nav
Aids

Repair

in project

42910

$860,000

Nav
Aids

New

In project

Amount
Removed

2010

2008

2010/2011

1997
2011

1995 &
2010(i)

CL
Markers

(i)

Notes for Section 4
(i) Marina is working with City to get dredge permit
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Appendix WM-2
Waterway Inventory and Characterization
Section 5
Name

Revenue Generation
Higher
Indirect
Property Slip
Slip
Dining and
Transient Revenue
Taxes
Rental Taxes Entertainment Revenue Generation

#

Waterway Name

1
2

Back River NW Branch
Back River Channel

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

3

Back River SW Branch
River Point at Gosnold
Hope Park Canal
Gosnold Hope Park
Canal

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

?

No

No

No

No

?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes (j)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes (k)

4
5
6
7

10

Harris River Creek
Indian River Creek
Long Creek North of
Salt Ponds Inlet
Mill Creek North of
Mellon
Mill Creek South of
Mellon

11

New Market Creek

12

Salt Ponds
Colonial Acres at Salt
Ponds
Hampton River/Sunset
Creek to Settlers
Landing Bridge
Hampton River past
Settlers Landing
Merrimac Shores Yacht
Basin
Wallace Creek Wallace & Bell Isle
Wallace Creek - Dandy
Haven

8
9

13

14
15
16
17
18

Notes for Section 5
(j) Customers from Richmond and Deltaville
(k) Supports 2 subcontractors, 5 employee’s and 10 subcontractor in high season
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Appendix WM-3
Waterway Situational Overview
And Recommendations

The Salt Ponds

The Salt Ponds waterway is comprised of its’ main inlet directly from the Chesapeake Bay, a channel in the
northward direction after entering the Salt Ponds severing multiple private home slips and two marinas with a
combined capacity of 500 slips. The main inlet is a relatively small inlet with an east –west direction, with
designed depths of 7 feet, widths of 120 feet and a length of 600 feet before reaching a "T" junction (note: these
values are a best estimate at this time). At the junction water flow is primarily to the left (south) towards the two
marinas and private (home) slips along with smaller flows inwards and to the right into Long Creek. Natural depths
at the established mouth of the inlet (at the end of the north rock jetty) are in the range of 9 to 10 feet. It is used by
boats over 60 feet and drafts of 6.5 feet.
For waterways with chronic problems such as the Salt Ponds, studies have been done and the recommended
improvements have been identified. In cases such as the Salt Ponds, we would recommend the City move forward
to reduce the recurrent maintenance costs currently experienced.
The following are improvements that should be considered, starting with raising and extending the south jetty
using the same materials as the north jetty to include the addition of a spur. The north jetty should be sealed and
extended and should also have a spur added to protect the inlet from storm surge. Both jetties should be extended
to a uniform distance offshore to provide protection from daily sand migration and beach sand loss into the inlet.
In order to extend maintenance intervals, deposition basins need to be established in front of the north and south
jetties. The basins will reduce the volume flow speed as the suspended sand seawater enters the inlet and collect
sediment rather than allowing it to enter the inlet. Finally, the entire channel needs to be dredged wall to wall to
create the largest cross section. This would prevent the sloughing off of existing sand “walls” in the inlet.
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Indian River Creek

Since the neighborhood was developed, Indian River Creek has silted in with sediment and debris from a number
of storm water drainage outlets to the point where it no longer provides adequate drainage and has caused a loss of
scenic value, deterioration of neighborhood standards, an unrecoverable loss of property value and diminished tax
revenues. Indian River Creek is a perfect example of how a waterway not maintained will deteriate to the point of
not being able to function as intended and resulting in reduced City revenue due to decreasing property values.
The City has recognized the need for maintenance of this waterway but has not been able to get agreement from all
of the residents to proceed with repairs. Consequently, maintenance has not occurred. The Subcommittee
recommends the City obtain all maintenance easements as quickly as possible to remove the legal obstacles which
have prevented a maintenance action at Indian River Creek. The Subcommittee recommends following the
recommended corrective actions identified for Indian River Creek project and remove the years of silt buildup in
the waterway.

Harris River Creek
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Harris Creek flows into Back River to the north and is bordered by Fox Hill, Bloxom’s Corner and Phillips Estates
to the east, Fox Hill Road to the south and Harris Creek Rd, Howe Farms and Willow Oaks neighborhoods to the
west. It is the primary drainage system for most of the north-east section of Hampton. Approximately 250 single
family waterfront homes, approximately 50 waterfront condos and approximately 80 private docks are located on
the Creek. Historically, Harris Creek was home to large sailing vessels and rumored to be a hideout for the
notorious pirate Blackbeard. Many seafood packing businesses were located on the creek until approximately
1930-40’s. For many years, it has experienced shoaling from silting due to runoff. While the whole creek has
experienced silting problems, the section from Creekview Lane to Shorecrest Lane off of Harris Creek Rd. has
experience sever silting. It can be explained as typical “delta” where fast moving water through a narrow section
deposits silt when it enters this wide section of slower moving water. Residents have stated that the problem is so
severe that it has shoaled 24” in approximately 10 years. The Creek is heavily utilized by commercial watermen,
recreational boaters and has a marina (Marina Cove) with a maintenance facility at the mouth. The committee has
determined that the City should survey the entire Creek and remove silt as necessary. The lack of action will cause
the loss of scenic value, deterioration of neighborhood standards, an unrecoverable loss of property value and
diminished tax revenues from the many homes southwest of the affected area.

River Point at Gosnold Hope Park Canal
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River Point Canal is located in the north part of Hampton near Gosnold Hope Park. It is approximately 2000 ft
long running south to north and joins the Gosnold Park Canal at the boat ramp as a contiguous body of water. It
was built in the 1960’s and 1970’s as a bulkheaded canal with the land owned by the waterfront property owners.
The storm water from over 1700 homes and numerous streets of Willow Oaks, Riverpoint West, Riverpoint East
and Howe Farms drain into this canal from 19 storm water drains. The canal depth was originally 4 feet at mean
low tide. Over the past 30 years the canal depth has been reduced from storm water sediment – south end of canal
is about one foot at mean low tide. The city needs to remove the accumulated silting caused by street run off in a
systematic maintenance cycle.
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Colonial Acres at Salt Ponds

The canal is owned by the adjacent property owners but the vast majority of the deterioration of the canal has come
from the storm water system feeding into it. For the past 20 years, the canal has been dredged at the expense of the
homeowners and it has had no preventive or corrective maintenance performed to address the long-term silting and
debris accumulation from the storm water drainage system.
The City needs to remove the accumulated silting caused by street run off in a systematic maintenance cycle.

Back River SW Branch

The Southwest Branch of Back River is located in the north end of Hampton and runs between Hampton and
Langley Air Force Base. This branch of Back River is bordered to the west by LAFB and the Riverdale section of
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Hampton, Mercury Blvd to the south and King Street and Harris Creek Road corridors to the east. The northern
portion is maintained by the Army Corp (see Back River Channel). The southern portion is generally not marked
and has experienced silting in from the surrounding neighborhood and Mercury Blvd corridor.
The Southwest Branch serves as a major drainage waterway for the northern part of Hampton -- the Riverdale
Creek flows into the southwest mouth of the Branch at Mercury Blvd near the Air Power Park as well as storm
water from Langley AFB, Gosnold Hope Canal, Riverpoint Canal, and from the homes and streets on both sides of
the Branch. The Branch is approximately 2 ½ miles long gradually increasing in depth from 3 feet at ML tide
until it joins the main channel of the Back River. The Branch runs from southwest to northeast. Commercial
watermen work the entire length of this branch.
The Subcommittee recommends the City survey the channel and remove silt especially at the outfall of storm water
outlets.

Wallace Creek –Dandy Haven

Dandy Haven is a creek off of the Back River channel. The creek was dredged in order to allow commercial
watermen, recreational boaters to access a marina with maintenance facility at the mouth. The sand that breached
Factory Point Spit (See Back River channel below) washed southerly affecting the channel depths of Dandy
Haven. The City completed an extensive project in 2009 to reconnect the mainland to the point, utilizing stone
break walls and then backfilling with sand dredged from the Bay. The channel leading to Dandy Haven was not
dredged and remained washed in with sand. The Creek is utilized by commercial watermen, recreational boaters
and has a marina with maintenance facility at the mouth. The Subcommittee has determined that the City should
survey the creek and assist and or remove the washed in sand and silt as necessary.
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Wallace Creek – Bell Isle

Wallace Creek and Bell Isle are small creeks off of Back River. In the early 2000’s, part of the Factory Point Spit
was breached from the mainland. Much of the sand washed southerly onto the shores of the Fox Hill section of
Hampton adversely affecting the channel depths of Wallace Creek. The City completed an extensive project in
2009 to reconnect the mainland to the point, utilizing stone break walls and then backfilling with sand dredged
from the Bay. The channel leading to the public boat ramp at Wallace’s and the northern most section of Long
Creek channel was dredged. Prior to this, the channel was last dredged in the mid 90’s by the State. The Creek is
utilized by commercial watermen, recreational boaters and has a public ramp and marina with maintenance facility
at the mouth. The Subcommittee has determined no action is needed at this time however the City should monitor
the creek and remove silt as necessary.

Hampton River/Sunset Creek to Settlers Landing Bridge
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This Creek is Hampton’s busiest and most important waterway and is maintained by the Corps of Engineers.
Therefore no action is recommended.

Hampton River Past Settlers landing

The waterway extends from Settlers Landing Bridge to Mercury Boulevard Bridge with a number of ancillary
channels. The waterway has a large number of waterfront homes with about 140 piers. For more than 20 years,
the waterway has had no preventive or corrective maintenance performed to address the estimated 95%
contribution of the long-term silting and debris accumulation from the storm water drainage system. Many of the
ancillary canals are owned by the adjacent property owners but the vast majority of the deterioration of the canal
has come from the storm water system feeding into it. The City has approved the dredging of a main channel and
has obtained easement agreements for many of the ancillary canals. The proposed dredging should greatly
improve this waterway. The Subcommittee recommends the City evaluate the removal of silting at the outflow of
drainage pipes feeding into the many canals of this waterway.

Long Creek North of Salt Ponds Inlet
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Long Creek north of the Salt Ponds is one of the creeks off of Back River that was adversely affected when
Factory Point Spit was breached from the mainland. Much of the sand washed southerly onto the shores of the Fox
Hill section of Hampton adversely affecting the channel depths of Wallace Creek. The City completed an extensive
project in 2009 to reconnect the mainland to the point, utilizing stone break walls and then backfilling with sand
dredged from the Bay. The channel leading to the public boat ramp at Wallace’s and the northern most section of
Long Creek channel was dredged. The Creek is utilized by commercial watermen, and recreational boaters.
The creek connects about fifty waterfront homes to Back River to the north and to the Salt Ponds to the south. The
waterway to the south can only be used by small boats during high tide. The creek to the north travels though
Grand View Wild Life Preserve and is used by the residents of the waterfront homes off Beach Road. The
waterway south of Back River to Beach Road has not been maintained and silting limits travel at low tides. The
Subcommittee recommends the City evaluate the removal of the silting north of Beach Road and monitor the creek
and remove silt as necessary.

Merrimac Shores Yacht Basin

Merrimac Shores Yacht Basin is a privately owned marina that has had a continual shoaling of the entrance to the
marina. The shoaling has been handled by the owners of the marina at Merrimac Shores. No action is
recommended.
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Back River NW Branch

This section of Back River is bordered by Poquoson on the north and Langley Air Force Base on the south. The
entrance has 2-4 day markers; the rest of the river is not marked. The western most portion of the river ends at
Wythe Creek Rd. in Poquoson where there is a seafood business and other small shops. Much of lower York
County and Poquoson City drain into this waterway. No action is recommended for this waterway.

Gosnold Hope Park Canal

Gosnold Park Canal is approximately 2000 ft long and is maintained by the City. The Canal was dredged in 1987
and 2009 to a depth of 4 ½ ft at ML tide. The Canal starts at the boat ramp from Gosnold Hope Park and travels
north past the bike track and into the Southwest Branch of the Back River. The Canal has day markers maintained
by the City. The Subcommittee has determined no action is needed at this time, however, the city should monitor
the creek and maintain as necessary.
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New Market Creek

New Market Creek is a long, windy narrow creek primarily used to carry storm water runoff from large areas of
Hampton. For more than 20 years, the creek has accumulated sediment and other debris decreasing its usability
and the effectiveness for storm water runoff. This accumulated silting caused by street runoff needs to be
removed from the waterways in a periodic maintenance cycle.
Mill Creek North of Melon

This large fairly shallow body of water, with homes to the west and Fort Monroe to the east, has about 45 slips
and is used by small boats restricted by the bridge at Mellon and the shallow water of the waterway. The
Subcommittee has no recommendations other than to monitor the silt build up and remove as necessary.
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Back River Channel

This body of water is bordered by Poquoson to the north, Factory Point to the east, the Fox Hill section of
Hampton to the south and Langley Air Force Base to the west. The river is a natural river with good flushing
action to the Bay. Similar to the northern section of the Hampton Roads Harbor that serves the southern portion of
Hampton, the Back River channel serves as the major waterway “highway” and drainage system for the northern
sections of the City and lower Poquoson. This section of the river is used by commercial watermen, recreational
boaters and serves as a major supply route for the delivery of fuels to Langley Air Force Base. Because of frequent
barge deliveries of fuel to LAFB, the Army Corps of Engineers maintains the navigation buoys and the depth of
the channel.
In the early 2000’s, part of the Factory Point Spit was breached from the mainland. Much of the sand washed
southerly onto the shores of the Fox Hill section of Hampton adversely affecting the channel depths from Harris
Creek to the west and Grandview to the east. (See the situational overview for Wallace Creek – Wallace’s & Bell
Isle and Wallace Creek – Dandy Haven) The City completed an extensive project in 2009 to reconnect the
mainland to the point, utilizing stone break walls and then backfilling with sand dredged from the Bay. The
channel leading to the public boat ramp at Wallace’s and the northern most section of Long Creek channel was
dredged but others have remained washed in with sand. Boaters have reported that the channel to the west of the
point is already shoaling in due to the movement of sand.
In Hampton, three marinas with maintenance facilities, one marina with no maintenance facilities, a public boat
ramp and a bait & tackle shop are located on the River. The Wallace’s public boat ramp is a favorite destination
for boaters from all over the Commonwealth. This boat ramp was improved and the entrance channel dredged in
the mid 1990’s by the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries. The Subcommittee has determined that the City
needs to monitor the results of their work at Factory Point.
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Mill Creek South of Mellon

This large inlet just as you enter Hampton Roads has been maintained by the Federal government and has one of
the largest marinas in Hampton. In addition to a small naval presence, it is home to a large fishing operation and
attracts a large number of transient boats due to its location as a safe anchorage close to the inter coastal
system.
The closing of Fort Monroe is an opportunity for Hampton to ensure the marina continues to be a viable asset to
the City. Additionally, The City can build a small boat dock to assist transient boaters and encourage boaters to
shop and frequent restaurant in phoebus.
The City needs to monitor the developing plans for Fort Monroe and assure the continued viability of the marina
and snack bar operation at the marina at Fort Monroe. This area could become a great revenue‐generating
waterway for the City especially for transient boaters at anchor. The waterway has adequate depth and does not
need City attention.
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Appendix WM-4
Waterway Problems and Objectives
#
1

2

3

Theme

Waterway
Name

What is wrong?

Problem Statement

Management
and
Maintenance

All
Waterways

No budget line item exists
for waterway maintenance.
Each time monies are
required the city has to
initiate a CIP and in many
cases another area or project
must be deferred to fund the
waterway need.

A budget line item in the cities annual budget
for the ongoing preventative and corrective
maintenance along with the staffing expenses
has never existed. This causes budget stress,
staff and citizen frustration and the
delay/disappointment of other intended
project/supporters each time an expenditure
is required.

Management
and
Maintenance

All
Waterways

Responsibility and execution
for the maintenance of
waterways has been reactive
(tactical) versus planned
(strategic).

Responsibility and execution for the
maintenance of waterways has been reactive
(tactical) versus planned (strategic). Nobody
has ever been officially assigned
responsibility, there is no budget, there is no
policy, there is ambiguity, and waterways are
historically deteriorating from their original
or intended conditions Waterways have
deteriorated to "get by" conditions resulting
in decreased revenues, decreased usability,
high frustration levels and ill will towards the
city.

Management
and
Maintenance

All
Waterways

All of the waterways (both
publicly and privately
owned) are deteriorating
(silting) to various degrees
because of their use for
storm water drainage which
always contains some
amount of particulate
materials.

All of the waterways (both publicly and
privately owned) are deteriorating (silting) to
various degrees because of their use for
storm water drainage which always contains
some amount of particulate materials.
However minimal preventive and corrective
maintenance has occurred to maintain their
intended depths or usability. Several
waterways are deemed incapable or deficient
for their intended usage unless they were
recently dredged because of this problem.

Objective
Statement
City establishes a
budget line item
specific for the
maintenance of
Hampton’s
waterways.

Establish a
maintenance plan for
Hamptons waterways

Establish a
maintenance plan for
Hampton’s
waterways and
develop periodic
maintenance. The
management plan
needs to be able to
forecast continuing
maintenance
requirements for at
least 5 to 10 years.
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5

6

Management
and
Maintenance

All
Waterways

No one who has designated
responsibility for
establishing and executing
policy for the ongoing
maintenance and usability of
the city’s waterways.

Noone has ever been given the designated
responsibility for establishing and executing
policy for the ongoing maintenance and
usability of the city’s waterways. As a result,
all waterway maintenance and improvement
actions are not planned or coordinated
proactively. There is no accountability for the
current waterway conditions and there is
frustration and loss time for all individuals
involved who become involved in the ad-hoc
management and maintenance process.

Management
and
Maintenance

All
Waterways

Corrective maintenance
actions are at best "bandaids" resulting in an
ineffective and recurring set
of actions (with likely more
overall costs) to provide
short-term usability of a
waterway.

It has always been common practice that
corrective maintenance actions are at best
"band-aid quality" resulting in an ineffective
and recurring set of actions (with likely more
overall costs) to provide short-term usability
of a waterway. In virtually all cases, because
budgets are tight or there is a lack of
knowledge about correctly solving waterway
problems, they are addressed tactically and at
the lowest possible cost.

Management
and
Maintenance

All
Waterways

Waterway deterioration
occurs from an ongoing
ambiguity about waterway
management and
maintenance policy as no
standard or policy exists.
This is further amplified as
City Council members and
Mayors rotate through their
terms.

Waterway deterioration occurs from an
ongoing ambiguity about waterway
management and maintenance policy as no
standard or policy has ever existed. Constant
difference and debate occurs over what, who
and how much should be done by members
of the Council, the City Staff and the
Citizens. This is further amplified as City
Council members and Mayors rotate through
their terms.

Hampton needs to
recognize its’
responsibility for
maintaining its’
waterways. As a
policy. Hampton is
responsible for all
waterways not
privately deeded. For
the waterways
privately deeded.
Hampton needs to
facilitate the routine
maintenance needed
especially if the
maintenance involves
removal of silt as a
result of Hampton's
runoff.

Hampton must accept
the responsibility of
maintaining its
waterways given that
they are a revenue
source that needs to
be protected.

Waterway
maintenance needs to
be corrective with the
long term view of
action needs to
maintain the
waterway in the
future. Cost benefit
analysis needs to be
performed prior to
the commitment of
funds for
maintenance projects
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8

9

10

Management
and
Maintenance

All
Waterways

Waterways cannot be
managed because existing
conditions cannot be clearly
stated relative to
requirements by waterway.

Waterways have never been properly
managed because no criteria (standards) exist
for a specific waterway or the aggregate of
all waterways (waterway system). As a
result, it is difficult to make good systemic
decisions because there is no meaningful
measurement basis, i.e. conditions relative to
requirements, for making good management
decisions and actions.

Management
and
Maintenance

All
Waterways

A person who has the
ongoing responsibility and
accountability for the
management and
maintenance of the city’s
waterways does not exist
which requires the City
Council to react to citizen
complaints.

A person who has the ongoing responsibility
and accountability for the management and
maintenance of the city’s waterways has
never been identified. No one knows who to
seek to report problems and other
maintenance needs to and it therefore
becomes an issue that the city council must
resolve after significant frustration and
complaining occurs from the citizenship.

Management
and
Maintenance

All
Waterways

A systematic approach to
determine the existing and
ongoing conditions of most
waterways does not exist to
adequately measure the
depths, widths, cause of
deterioration and rates of
deterioration of the
waterway.

A systematic approach to determine the
existing and ongoing conditions of most
waterways does not exist to adequately
measure the depths, widths, cause of
deterioration and rates of deterioration of the
waterway. There is no documented method
of measurement or frequency which exists.
There is only fragmented data or no data
which exists to allow fiscally prudent and
appropriate technically based decisions.

Management
and
Maintenance

Colonial
Acres Canal

There has been no preventive
or corrective maintenance
done to address the longterm silting and debris
accumulation from storm
water drainage system. The
canal is owned by the
adjacent property owners but
the majority of the siltation
and debris accumulation is
from the storm water
drainage system.

The canal is owned by the adjacent property
owners but the vast majority of the
deterioration of the canal has come from the
storm water system feeding into it. For the
past 20 years the canal has been dredged at
the expense of the homeowners and it has
had no preventive or corrective maintenance
performed to address the long-term silting
and debris accumulation from the storm
water drainage system.

Long term
maintenance plan
needs to be
institutionalized to
avoid the turmoil of
turnover in city
council.

Establish a
maintenance plan for
Hampton’s
waterways. Each
waterway’s
characteristics should
be recorded and a
waterway standard
developed.

The responsibility for
waterway
management and
maintenance needs to
be assigned to one of
the assistant City
Managers to establish
a budget line item
specific for the
maintenance of
Hampton’s
waterways.

The accumulated
silting caused by
street runoff needs to
be removed from the
waterways in a
periodic maintenance
cycle.
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Management
and
Maintenance

Gosnold
Hope Park
Canal

Trees, shrubs, branches and
other vegetation that are part
of the Gosnold Hope Park
are growing and/or are
falling into the waterway.

For more than 35 years, trees, shrubs,
branches and other vegetation that are part of
the Gosnold Hope Park are growing and/or
are falling into the waterway. These are
obstructing water flow, narrowing the
available channel and creating a hazard to
navigation.

Management
and
Maintenance

Gosnold
Hope Park
Canal

Channel markers have not
been maintained after normal
degradation or storm damage
resulting missing or unusable
markers.

Since new channel markers were installed on
the Gosnold Hope Channel about 15 years
ago, there has not been maintenance from
normal degradation and storm damage. As a
result, about half of the markers and their
poles are either missing or the markers are
unusable.

13

Management
and
Maintenance

River Point
Canal

There has been no preventive
or corrective maintenance
done to address the longterm silting and debris
accumulation from storm
water drainage system. The
canal is owned by the
adjacent property owners but
the majority of the siltation
and debris accumulation is
from the storm water
drainage system.

For more than 20 years the River Point Canal
has had no preventive or corrective
maintenance performed to address the
estimated 95% contribution of the long-term
silting and debris accumulation from the
storm water drainage system. The canal is
owned by the adjacent property owners but
the vast majority of the deterioration of the
canal has come from the storm water system
feeding into it.

The accumulated
silting caused by
street runoff needs to
be removed from the
waterways in a
periodic maintenance
cycle.

14

Management
and
Maintenance

Salt Ponds

Sand which is dredged from
the Salt Ponds Inlet is used
to replenish the adjacent
beach area to the south.
While considered a good
action, it is susceptible to
migrating back into the canal
over the low jetty wall when
storm waves are from the
Southerly directions.

While considered a good action, sand which
is dredged from the Salt Ponds Inlet to
replenish the adjacent beach area to the south
is susceptible to migrating back into the
canal. When storm waves are high enough to
reach the replenished area, the sand is fully
removed and when these waves are from the
Southerly direction it is estimated that the
degree of sand transportation will shoal the
inlet to 4.5 ft MLW with the existing groin
configuration. This is contributing to a
$200K per year dredging cost.

The current dredging
will open the inner
channel however the
entrance needs to be
dredged completely,
north jetty repaired,
both jetties extended
to a uniform distance
and a spur added and
basins established to
trap sand moving
north and south
.

12

The accumulated
silting caused by
street runoff needs to
be removed from the
waterways in a
periodic maintenance
cycle.

No action is
recommended
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16

17

18

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Back River
Northwest

Recurring flooding and
silting in channels

For more than 20 years, recurring flooding
and silting in channels have created depths
that range from 3 to 6 feet MLW which is
considered to be generally adequate for
recreational boating usage. Channel
maintenance should be considered taking
into account LAFB and local fishing needs.

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Back River
Southwest

Silting from New Market
Creek has caused a slow but
continuous degradation of
what was once a well
defined channel into a
marginal channel today.

For more than 20 years, this low use channel
has had a slow but continuous degradation of
what was once a well defined channel. Silt
entering from New Market Creek has created
a marginal channel with current depths of 3
to 6 feet MLW.

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Colonial
Acres Canal

Continus sediment, trash and
debris enters canal from
storm water drainage system
continually lowering the
water depths.

For more than 20 years, the Colonial Acres
Canal has accumulated sediment, trash and
other debris decreasing its usability as a
navigable channel by small to medium sized
boats to a point where it is no longer safe to
use even at high tide.

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Indian River
Creek

Indian River Creek has silted
in with sediment and debris
from storm water drainage to
the point where it no longer
provides adequate drainage
and has affected the standard
and value of the
neighborhood.

Since the neighborhood was developed,
Indian River Creek has silted in with
sediment and debris from storm water
drainage to the point where it no longer
provides adequate drainage and has caused a
loss of scenic value, deterioration of
neighborhood standards, an unrecoverable
loss of property value and diminished tax
revenues.

The accumulated
silting caused by
street runoff needs
to be removed from
the waterways in a
periodic
maintenance cycle.

The accumulated
silting caused by
street runoff needs
to be removed from
the waterways in a
periodic
maintenance cycle.

The accumulated
silting caused by
street runoff needs
to be removed from
the waterways in a
periodic
maintenance cycle.

City needs to take
action to open the
waterway so it can
drain unobstructed.
City attorney needs
to look at right of
way needs to assure
silting is removed
and the waterway is
functioning.
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19

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

River Point
Canal

Continuous sediment, trash
and debris enters canal from
storm water drainage system
continually lowering the
water depths.

For more than 20 years the River Point Canal
has accumulated sediment and other debris
decreasing its usability as a navigable
channel by small to medium sized boats to a
point where it is no longer safe to use even at
high tide. It is estimated that more than 95%
of the sediment and other debris is from
storm water drainage entering the channel.

20

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Salt Ponds

Gradual siltation is occurring
in the main Salt Ponds
channel and adjacent bottom
areas coming from storm
water drainage which is
dumped into the Colonial
Acres Channel.

For more than 20 years, an estimated one
inch per year of siltation has been occurring
in the main Salt Ponds Channel and its’
adjacent bottom areas coming from the storm
water drainage system at various inlets
including the Colonial Acres Canal.

The accumulated
silting caused by
street runoff needs
to be removed from
the waterways in a
periodic
maintenance cycle.

21

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Salt Ponds

A combination of siltation
and shoaling has created a
navigation safety issue
between markers 12 and 14
in the Salt Ponds main
channel.

In the past 20 years gradual siltation
combined with increases in shoaling over the
past 2 years has created a navigation safety
issues with 4.5 Ft of water MLW between
markers 12 and 14 in the Salt Ponds main
channel.

The current dredging
will open the inner
channel however the
entrance needs to be
dredged completely,
north jetty repaired,
Both jetties extended
to a uniform distance
and a spur added and
basins established to
trap sand moving
north and south.

22

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Hampton
River
Above
Settlers
Landing
Bridge

Storm water runoff causes
continuous siltation which,
over time, creates issues with
low tide access to parts of
the Hampton River.

The usability of the river has been limited
due to the silting caused by storm water
runoff over 25 years.

The accumulated
silting that has
occurred needs to be
removed and the
waterway
periodically
maintained.

The accumulated
silting caused by
street runoff needs
to be removed from
the waterways in a
periodic
maintenance cycle.
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Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Harris River
Creek
Northwest

City drainage silting over the
past 25 years Marsh Siltation

24

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Harris River
Creek
Southwest

Gradual silting over past 10
years from storm water
drainage, Marsh Siltation,
City Drainage silting from
New Market Creek.

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Merrimac
Shores
Yacht Basin

Continuous shoaling of
entrance.

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

New Market
Creek

The creek is silting due to
storm water run‐off.

25

26

No action
recommended

The usability of the river has been limited
due to the silting caused by storm water
runoff over 25 years.

The lower part of the
creek has silt build up
that needs to be
removed.

The shoaling of the entrance has been
handled by the owners of the marina at
Merrimac Shores.

No action
recommended.

For more than 20 years, the creek has
accumulated sediment and other debris
decreasing its usability and the effectiveness
for storm water run‐off.

The accumulated
silting caused by
street runoff needs
to be removed from
the waterways in a
periodic
maintenance cycle.
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28

Storm Water
Drainage
Siltation

Indian River
Creek

Property owners in
disagreement on allowing
corrective maintenance
dredging to the creek.

Design

Salt Ponds

The Salt Ponds Inlet is very
susceptible to high volume
shoaling across the width
and length of the inlet. The
inlet then becomes a
navigation safety problem
due to rapid shoaling from
storm wave action which
must be dredged, creating
excessive costs for the City.

Since the Salt Ponds Inlet was created, it
shoals to varying degrees each year because
of its high susceptibility to shoaling from any
significant storm driven wave activity which
creates a navigation safety with MLW depths
of 4.5 feet across the width and length of the
channel. The channel must then be dredged
at an estimated cost of $200 per year,
creating excessive costs for the City.

Almost annually for the past 15 years the low
height of the groin on the south side of the
Salt Ponds Inlet is allowing sand to migrate
into the inlet from the beach when storm
wave action comes from the more Southerly
directions. It is estimated this is contributing
to 10% to 15% of the annual shoaling
volume.

The entrance needs
to be dredged
completely, north
jetty repaired and
extended, south jetty
built up with rocks
and extended, With a
spur added to the
Jetties. In Addition,
basins established to
trap sand moving
north and south

For more than 20 years, the Canal has had
no preventive or corrective maintenance
performed to address the estimated 95%
contribution of the long‐term silting and
debris accumulation from the storm water
drainage system. The canal is owned by the
adjacent property owners but the vast
majority of the deterioration of the canal
has come from the storm water system
feeding into it.

Current dredging
should improve this
waterway. The City
needs to evaluate
the removal of silting
at the outflow of
drainage pipes
feeding into the
waterway.

The channel is no longer safe to navigate
with a small to medium sized boat at low
tide.

The accumulated
silting that has
occurred needs to be
removed and the
waterway
periodically
maintained.

29

Design

Salt Ponds

The low height of the groin
on the south side of the Salt
Ponds Inlet is allowing sand
to migrate into the inlet,
contributing to shoaling
problems, when storm wave
action comes from the more
Southerly directions.

30

Design

Hampton
River Past
Settlers
Landing

Many sides (branches) of
channel left out of current
dredging project because the
city could not get easements
from the necessary residents.

Long Creek
- North of
Salt Ponds
Inlet

Channel silting severe over
the past 10 years - will
Factory Point project correct
thi?

31

Other

For more than 25 years the creek has
accumulated sediment and other debris
decreasing its usability as a functioning
storm water drain. As a result, during recent
storms homes up the creek have
experienced flooding problems.
Additionally, the silting and debris have
caused an eye sore and a sanitation problem
in the surrounding homes.

City needs to take
action to open the
waterway so it can
drain unobstructed.
City attorney needs
to look at right of
way needs to assure
the waterway is
dredged.

The current dredging
will open the inner
channel however the
entrance needs to be
dredged completely,
north jetty repaired
and extended, south
jetty built up with
rocks and extended,
basins established to
trap sand moving
north and south.
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32

33

34

Other

Other

Revenue

Mill Creek

Need a plan for Fort Monroe
Marina - it could be closed

Hampton
River Past
Settlers
Landing

City wants to dredge Mill
Point

All
Waterways

The city makes decisions and
takes actions as if waterway
maintenance to assure their
availability and usability has
little to no economic value,
is a negative budget
contribution (liability) and is
not a budget revenue source
(asset).

The closing of fort Monroe is an opportunity
for Hampton to assure the marina continues
to be a viable asset to the City. The City can
build a small boat dock to assist transient
boaters.

For more than 20 years the Canal has had no
preventive or corrective maintenance
performed to address the estimated 95%
contribution of the long‐term silting and
debris accumulation from the storm water
drainage system. The canal is owned by the
adjacent property owners but the vast
majority of the deterioration of the canal
has come from the storm water system
feeding into it.
The city has always made decisions and takes
actions as if waterway maintenance to assure
their availability and usability has little to no
economic value, is a negative budget
contribution (liability) and is not a budget
revenue source (asset). However, initial
sampling statistics of waterway revenues for
the city demonstrate they easily exceed the
current maintenance expenditure levels.

The City needs to
monitor the
developing plans for
Fort Monroe and
ensure the continued
viability of the
marina at fFort
Monroe. The City
can build a small
boat dock to assist
transient boaters and
encourage boaters to
shop and frequent
restaurant in
Phoebus.
Current Dredging
should improve this
waterway. The City
needs to evaluate
the removal of silting
at the outflow of
drainage pipes
feeding into the
waterway.

See strategies
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Revenue

Salt Ponds

Business revenues associated
with the Salt Ponds have
seen a continuous decrease
from both transient
boater/tourism and local
users of the waterways due
to navigation issues with the
inlet and main channel.

36

Storm Surge

Wallace
Creek - Bell
Isle

Channel silting severe over
the past 10 years - will
Factory Point project correct
this?

For the past 4 years,South hall transient
boaters, tourism and restaurant revenues have
dropped in the Salt Ponds and South Hall
Marina because of the spreading awareness
of shoaling in the inlet and a "danger shoaling" sign posted by the city. South Hall
has reported a loss of 100 slip days rental for
the past year.

See Strategies

Dredging recently
completed the
waterway needs to
be monitored and
maintained on a
routine maintenance
schedule.
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Appendix WM-5
Waterway Importance and Maintenance Prioritization
Shown below in Figure 1 is the completed Importance and Prioritization Matrix. These numbers when
summed and ranked determine the overall rankings presented in the report. The inputs in the matrix cells
are based on the inputs from subcommittee members. These represent the current conditions and
importance ratings based on a defined scale as shown in Figure 2. The numbers shown in Figure 1
represent the average of the member’s inputs multiplied by the relative weighting.
Figure 1 – Prioritization Matrix

Figure 2 – Effects Factors
Effects Factors
Score
(1) Effect Rating ‐ Usability for Intend Purpose
0
Waterway is fully usable to its intended purpose
1
Waterway is generally usable but is developing some problematic areas
3
Waterway is only usable at near high tide or functionality is slightly impaired
7
Use of the waterway is feared or functionality is moderately impaired
10
Use or functionality seriously impaired
Score
0
1
3
5

(2) Effect Rating ‐ Cleanliness and Debris
No issues waterway is clean and virtually free of debris
Minor issues with debris
Sporadic areas with minor levels of debris
Levels of debris to create somewhat of an eyesore
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7

High levels of debris with continuing accumulation and possible foul odors

Score
0
1
3
7

(3) Effect Rating ‐ Storm Water Drainage
No issues with waterway being able to accommodate storm water runoff
Slight backup with heavy storm water runoff due to siltation
Some backup with typical storm water runoff due to siltation
Creates a backup problem with typical storm water runoff due to siltation

Score
(4) Effect Rating ‐ Scenic/Aesthetics
0
No degrading scenic issues with waterway
1
Waterway unsightly due to excessive waterline area siltation or debris
Score
0
1
3
7
10

(5) Effect Rating ‐ Tax Generation
No homes on the waterway
Up to 10 homes on the waterway
11 to 50 homes on the waterway
50 to 100 homes on the waterway
More than 100 homes on the waterway

Score
0
1
3
7
10

(6) Effect Rating ‐ Marina Business
No Marina on waterway
Small Marina on waterway less than 25 boats
Medium Marina on waterway 26 to 100 boats
Large Marina on waterway 101 to 200 Boats
Very Large Marina on waterway more than 200 Boats

Score
0
1
3
7

(7) Effect Rating ‐ Repair and Maintenance Business
No repair and maintenance business on waterway
Small repair and maintenance business on waterway (Ex ‐ Dandy Haven)
Medium repair and maintenance business on waterway (Ex ‐ Bell Isle)
Large repair and maintenance business on waterway (Ex ‐ Bluewater)

Score
0
1
3
7

(8) Effect Rating ‐ Food/Entertainment Business
No food/entertainment business on waterway
Bar/Grill business on waterway
Full restaurant business on waterway
Multiple food/entertainment business on waterway
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core
0
1
3
5
7
10

(9) Effect Rating ‐ Power/Sailboat Access
No access for watercraft on the waterway
Kayaks and canoes
Small watercraft up to 20 feet
Medium watercraft from 21 to 30 feet
Large watercraft from 31 feet to 49 feet
Watercraft 50 feet and greater

Score
0
1
3
7
10

(10) Effect Rating ‐ Private Slips/Docks
No Slips/Docks on the waterway
Small Less than 10
Medium 11 to 50
Large 51 to 100
Very large more than 100

Score
0
1
3
7

(11) Effect Rating ‐ Transient Boaters
No services to support transient boaters
Infrequently used by transient boaters
Frequently used by transient boaters
Large transient population

Score
0
1
3
7

No usage
Low usage
Medium usage
High usage

(12) Effect Rating ‐ Amount of Usage

Score
0
Private
1
Public usable

(13) Effect Rating ‐ Public Use Waterway

Score
(14) Effect Rating ‐ Launch/Ramp
0
No launch/ramp
1
Has 1 or more launch/ramps
Score
(15) Effect Rating ‐ Commerical Fishing Use
0
Waterway not used for commercial fishing
1
Waterway used for commercial fishing
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Score
(16) Effect Rating ‐ Commercial Fishing Operations
0
No commercial fishing operations on waterway
1
1 or more commercial fishing operations on waterway
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Appendix WM-6
Funding Assessment Data
Property Value Data and Calculations (1)
Neighborhood

Parcel

Sq Ft

Value

Water

$/Sq Ft

900515
900532

Address
37 West River Point
Dr
312 Still Harbor Ct

Gosnold
Gosnold
Hampton
River
Hampton
River
Mill Creek

12679
11321

58000
58000

No
No

4.574493
5.123222

12000218

309 Riverside Dr

12114

75100

No

6.199439

12000205
12005669

3 Creekside Pl
1143 Lotus St

12361
23663

75100
100400

No
No

6.07556
4.242911

Mill Creek

12005706

300 Hughes Ln

17000

58500

No

3.441176

Avg $/Sq Ft
Neighborhood

Parcel

Gosnold

900504

Gosnold
Hampton
River
Hampton
River
Mill Creek
Mill Creek

4.9428

Sq Ft

Value

Water

$/Sq Ft

14323

158400

Yes

11.05914

900497

Address
38 West River Point
Dr
24 West River Point
Dr

15200

158400

Yes

10.42105

12000197

306 Lakeland Dr

16636

155300

Yes

9.335177

12000222
12005617

320 Riverside Dr
1150 Lotus St

23523
51496

143800
330500

Yes
Yes

6.113166
6.417974

12005711

290 Hughes Ln

15393

199000

Yes

12.92795

Avg $/Sq Ft

9.379077

Avg Value Ratio

1.897523
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Property Value Data and Calculations (2)
Non Waterfront

Neighborhood
Back River Sec. 14, 15 And 16
Bakers Farm
Bellview Terrace
Bellwood Gardens
Bellwood Road Lots
Big Bethel Road North I‐64
Bloxom'S Corner Area
Cherry Acres Area
Chesapeake Ave. Blocked View
Chesapeake To Kecoughtan 1W5
Colonial Acres & Vicinity
Darlings Little England
East Mercury Blvd 12B/12C Area
Edinburgh/Britain Ln/Wds Of Ho
Elizabeth Lake Estates
Essex Park/Fairfield/Foxbourne
Foxhill Misc New Parcels
Foxhill Misc.
Front Lots Todds Land/Bellwood
Gosnolds Hope Park Area
Hawknest/Quarter Path/Betz
Highland Park/Curle Neck
Indian River Creek
Inlet Point
Linden Ave/Acorn St
Mercury Blvd 12A/12B Front
Merrimac Shores Sections 1&2
Mohawk
North Ivy Home Road
Oakville Road
Pasture Point
Pelican Shores
Phillips Lake Section 1
Pine Cone /Treasure Pt
River Oaks/Cove Pt
Riverdale
South Hampton
Tedder Terrace
Tide Mill Farms
Water Foxhill Shrs/Rileys Wy
Water‐Canal Colonial Acres
Water‐Canal Elizabeth Lakes
Water‐Creek Buckroe Gardens
Waterfront Area Curle/Mohawk
Waterfront Back River
Waterfront Broadshore Acres
Waterfront Chesapeake Ave.
Waterfront E.Mercury Blvd
Waterfront Foxhill
Waterfront Hampton Shores
Waterfront Harris River
Waterfront Kings Point Area
Waterfront Mill Creek
Waterfront Riverdale
Waterfront Sherwood Park
Waterfront Silver Isles
Waterfront Spring Waye Sec 3‐4
Water‐Riverfrnt The Point Ph2
West Queen
Westhampton
Westhampton Old
Wf Merrimac Shores/Ivy Home
Wf Tidemill Creek/Lasalle
Wythe Place Indian River

Count of
Properties
77
111
105
48
44
133
19
328
51
462
278
58
429
44
239
782
15
330
28
60
25
93
30
90
52
7
188
29
36
20
108
19
90
20
49
753
160
148
530
38
32
18
19
1
6
7
22
10
20
11
2
17
21
2
1
13
11
18
17
365
139
2
2
256

Total Price Total Price Land Price Land Price Price per SqFt
(Sum) (Average)
(Sum)
(Average)
(Average)
20296300
263588
4786000
62156
5.19
33299800
299998
8777500
79077
6.82
16214100
154420
4426500
42157
4.37
14135400
294488
3830400
79800
7.85
9514900
216248
2837800
64495
2.48
32924200
247550 11089800
83382
2.53
3133000
164895
937200
49326
3.79
37668800
114844 11470800
34972
5.43
18680600
366286
5525200
108337
9.56
104051100
225219 31037900
67182
6.06
75386000
271173 22177600
79776
6.12
21452300
369867
4529500
78095
8.98
71067400
165658 21010400
48975
5.85
20548100
467002
5745500
130580
2.09
60887400
254759 17133900
71690
5.61
142267100
181927 35248300
45075
5.26
5574600
371640
1566400
104427
2.43
58525900
177351 23428300
70995
4.48
4727400
168836
1421000
50750
1.85
13358400
222640
3613900
60232
5.40
8290700
331628
2038600
81544
1.89
17028100
183098
4314000
46387
4.42
7255300
241843
1940100
64670
8.22
26930500
299228
7729600
85884
7.13
12734600
244896
3001700
57725
9.61
1682400
240343
442200
63171
2.32
50216800
267111 13336600
70939
6.25
6561500
226259
1735000
59828
2.49
8001800
222272
1949000
54139
3.68
6245400
312270
2109800
105490
2.26
17089400
158235
4438200
41094
6.76
6151100
323742
1578500
83079
8.41
22074800
245276
6775000
75278
7.18
5838000
291900
1482700
74135
4.96
11717700
239137
2987800
60976
4.86
166994200
221772 45322400
60189
4.80
22382300
139889
5762900
36018
5.17
32530500
219801
8527100
57616
5.39
111624700
210613 26439100
49885
4.91
19684900
518024
6553500
172461
12.75
14167700
442741
5863200
183225
11.99
6074100
337450
2400600
133367
7.65
3262400
171705
921500
48500
2.79
258000
258000
109600
109600
3.78
1079800
179967
366000
61000
3.28
2163700
309100
1053800
150543
6.66
14941700
679168
7782400
353745
15.23
3355800
335580
1377300
137730
9.46
6175000
308750
2327500
116375
7.26
2653800
241255
1041300
94664
6.39
843800
421900
403000
201500
1.72
4904700
288512
1719000
101118
6.68
5591500
266262
2051400
97686
7.56
467500
233750
147600
73800
0.55
550900
550900
205900
205900
6.76
3037300
233638
1042600
80200
7.64
4292800
390255
1457200
132473
12.16
10328100
573783
3491200
193956
22.32
4091400
240671
2207300
129841
2.22
43238900
118463 11916700
32648
4.56
17747200
127678
4235200
30469
5.14
709200
354600
194100
97050
5.60
666200
333100
432500
216250
1.33
52536700
205221 13665900
53382
6.44

Non Waterfront to Waterfront
Percent Changes

Waterfront

Count
Price per Price per Total Land Price
of
(%
SqFt (% Price (%
SqFt
Proper Total Price Total Price Land Price Land Price
ties
(Sum) (Average) (Sum) (Average) (Average) Increase) Increase) Increase)
7 4824400
689200 1582000
226000
7.90
52.19 161.47
263.60
10 3121600
312160
873000
87300
1.95
‐71.35
4.05
10.40
14 2271200
162229
651200
46514
3.35
‐23.24
5.06
10.34
3
881400
293800
239400
79800
6.06
‐22.75
‐0.23
0.00
3
620600
206867
178800
59600
2.15
‐13.28
‐4.34
‐7.59
1
261700
261700
100000
100000
1.77
‐30.22
5.72
19.93
16 2860500
178781 1061300
66331
1.77
‐53.35
8.42
34.47
6
700800
116800
219000
36500
2.11
‐61.11
1.70
4.37
2
549200
274600
176000
88000
9.38
‐1.96
‐25.03
‐18.77
31 8538300
275429 3373500
108823
7.73
27.59
22.29
61.98
4 1738400
434600
782700
195675
4.35
‐28.91
60.27
145.28
1
365700
365700
138800
138800
8.00
‐10.95
‐1.13
77.73
5
894900
178980
313000
62600
4.34
‐25.73
8.04
27.82
2
933700
466850
280000
140000
0.52
‐75.27
‐0.03
7.21
5 1392000
278400
443900
88780
4.34
‐22.64
9.28
23.84
3
663000
221000
174600
58200
1.60
‐69.51
21.48
29.12
6 4275400
712567 1001100
166850
1.00
‐59.07
91.74
59.78
4 1234700
308675
727300
181825
3.18
‐29.01
74.05
156.11
1
224400
224400
50700
50700
1.24
‐33.03
32.91
‐0.10
1
71900
71900
29700
29700
24.38 351.74
‐67.71
‐50.69
4 1531800
382950
321100
80275
2.02
7.28
15.48
‐1.56
2
348800
174400
110500
55250
4.08
‐7.67
‐4.75
19.11
30 9478800
315960 2175100
72503
8.00
‐2.66
30.65
12.11
7 2670800
381543
918900
131271
4.36
‐38.88
27.51
52.85
3
831000
277000
220000
73333
4.47
‐53.52
13.11
27.04
1
355000
355000
119400
119400
2.61
12.81
47.71
89.01
2
833700
416850
193000
96500
5.54
‐11.28
56.06
36.03
8 1844600
230575
475000
59375
2.17
‐12.89
1.91
‐0.76
1
267200
267200
77700
77700
4.16
13.06
20.21
43.52
1
410600
410600
186500
186500
0.70
‐69.29
31.49
76.79
3
535800
178600
148900
49633
5.58
‐17.51
12.87
20.78
12 4475300
372942 1470900
122575
2.72
‐67.71
15.20
47.54
21 7485500
356452 2723600
129695
9.13
27.10
45.33
72.29
31 11402500
367823 5128700
165442
6.87
38.60
26.01
123.16
6 1706400
284400
605100
100850
4.62
‐4.88
18.93
65.39
28 6353000
226893 1795000
64107
4.88
1.70
2.31
6.51
8 1236500
154563
363000
45375
3.83
‐25.95
10.49
25.98
3
646400
215467
171900
57300
4.17
‐22.63
‐1.97
‐0.55
66 14668200
222245 3819900
57877
4.53
‐7.74
5.52
16.02
15 8977100
598473 2988000
199200
5.53
‐56.60
15.53
15.50
9 5101500
566833 2339800
259978
5.82
‐51.47
28.03
41.89
21 7096200
337914 3103700
147795
9.34
22.10
0.14
10.82
10 2956100
295610 1249100
124910
3.80
36.17
72.16
157.55
27 10417000
385815 4486700
166174
5.47
44.66
49.54
51.62
49 21095900
430529 10717300
218720
4.45
35.43 139.23
258.56
49 17520100
357553 8084500
164990
7.34
10.21
15.68
9.60
16 11784500
736531 5868200
366763
15.67
2.94
8.45
3.68
40 14516400
362910 6534300
163358
16.10
70.25
8.14
18.61
86 32507300
377992 15037700
174857
5.25
‐27.76
22.43
50.25
59 17079200
289478 6704100
113629
6.39
‐0.06
19.99
20.03
28 13752900
491175 7086400
253086
3.13
82.14
16.42
25.60
34 12801300
376509 4864500
143074
6.13
‐8.25
30.50
41.49
66 32940800
499103 17715000
268409
8.94
18.33
87.45
174.77
26 6881200
264662 2105300
80973
4.16 651.22
13.22
9.72
19 7598900
399942 4058400
213600
6.87
1.50
‐27.40
3.74
8 1901800
237725
600900
75113
6.36
‐16.68
1.75
‐6.34
22 8961900
407359 3500200
159100
10.20
‐16.14
4.38
20.10
1
550600
550600
218200
218200
21.53
‐3.54
‐4.04
12.50
1
348100
348100
122000
122000
1.07
‐51.69
44.64
‐6.04
1
181700
181700
35300
35300
3.18
‐30.26
53.38
8.12
2
250500
125250
42700
21350
4.74
‐7.65
‐1.90
‐29.93
67 46786800
698310 24228000
361612
14.34 156.02
96.93
272.60
3
902000
300667
651500
217167
14.34 975.22
‐9.74
0.42
1
244700
244700
70400
70400
7.89
22.44
19.24
31.88
TOTALS

22.13

23.22

43.48
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Appendix WM-7
Hampton’s 2010 5 year Comprehensive Plan – Water Quality Excerpt


Require stormwater management. Management of stormwater quality and quantity is an
increasing need. Existing problems need to be corrected and future ones avoided, as follows:



Develop storm water management plans for each major drainage basin. Where appropriate, these
should be cooperatively developed with adjoining localities.



Create mechanisms to promote the resolution of drainage problems. Promote basin-wide solutions
and discourage on-site, single purpose ones.



Preserve water quality of the Chesapeake Bay and its’ tributaries. The Chesapeake Bay is
probably the single most important natural feature in determining the City's quality of life and
economic future. To preserve this asset the City will:



Require all development to address the issue of water quality through sensitive site planning and
adequate methods of sewage disposal and treatment, and storm water management. Either
individually on-site or jointly with other property owners and the City on an area-wide basis,
measures must be taken to ensure that water quality is not harmed.



Require Planning Commission review of all proposed subdivisions for provisions to protect the
natural environment and for compliance with State and Federal environmental laws and
regulations.



Modify the Zoning, Site Plan and Subdivision Ordinances, and other ordinances as needed, to
require appropriate and necessary measures to protect water quality.



Maintain and renovate the sanitary sewer and storm drainage systems in already developed parts
of the City as needed. Major renovation or replacement shall be done in a manner that improves
water quality.



In compliance with the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act regulations, and to preserve the quality
of surface water in the City, require all new development to occur at least one hundred feet from
any of the following:
o tidal waters;
o tidal wetlands;
o tributary streams; and
o non tidal wetlands connected by surface water flow to tidal waters, tidal wetlands or
tributary streams. The one hundred feet may be reduced which achieve a similar beneficial
water quality impact.
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In compliance with the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act regulations and in order to preserve the
quality of surface waters, require all redevelopment of land to demonstrate an improvement of
storm water runoff quality of at least ten percent.
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Appendix WM-8
Example of Building a Nationally Recognized Program through Innovation and Research to
Improve Storm water Drainage Water Quality
For review of the source information visit: http://www.werf.org/livablecommunities/studies_port_or.htm
The City of Portland is a recognized leader in green storm water management. The City is home to several awardwinning BMP project designs, and its’ municipal program is highly regarded worldwide. Since the early 1990s,
Portland's Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) has created a multi-faceted, highly successful program that
achieves not only regulatory compliance, but also education, outreach, and community greening and beautification.

Storm Water Program Origins
Portland's storm water program began in the early 1990s in response to the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Discharge Permit issued by the
state to address water quality regulations. Portland began developing a storm water management plan. As part of
the process of developing the plan, the team at BES examined the City's procedures and practices to identify
activities the City already performed that met the new regulations. They also began implementing and monitoring
new techniques to determine BMP feasibility and effectiveness. Armed with this information, they created a matrix
of regulatory requirements and current practices to highlight where the practices met, exceeded, or failed to address
the regulations. They then collaborated with other departments to identify new BMPs that were needed to meet the
regulations, and in doing so, established a "to-do" list and timeline.
The storm water management plan that resulted outlines how storm water will be addressed by the City and
includes a specification that BMPs, including sustainable storm water management systems, will be implemented
to reduce pollutants in storm water. To ensure that private property owners implemented the BMP requirements,
the City needed to amend codes governing new and redevelopment. Because there were a number of possible
approaches that could be adopted to require BMPs, in 1996 the City created a Storm-water Policy Advisory
Committee (SPAC), which included a diverse group of stakeholders from landscape architecture, architecture,
engineering, institutional organizations, and the storm water treatment industry, to provide input to the City on
storm water matters.
Over the next three years, the SPAC developed policy and code statements, which were developed into the city's
storm water management manual; it describes City requirements for storm water management and specific BMP
design approaches. The manual is designed to ease calculations, streamlining formulas with simple coefficients,
allowing users to plug in their numbers and get straightforward results. A chapter of the manual details simplified
storm water management BMPs designed to mimic natural systems using plants and soil. The manual is updated
every two years based on stakeholder input and knowledge obtained from monitoring demonstration projects.
Early on, Portland developed the Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) Facilities Plan under the CSO Abatement
Program. They looked at BMPs for flow control to address CSO events in the Columbia Slough and Willamette
River. In the Plan, downspout disconnection was recognized as one of four Cornerstone Projects, which are
relatively low-cost projects that reduce CSOs by keeping storm water runoff out of the combined sewer system.
(Other Cornerstone Projects were sewer separation, sump installation, and stream diversion.) As a direct result of
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the Plan, Portland created the Downspout Disconnection Program in 1993, in which the City provides outreach and
incentives for residents of selected neighborhoods to disconnect downspouts from the combined sewer system and
to redirect roof water to gardens and lawns. More than 50,000 homeowners have disconnected downspouts,
removing nearly one billion gallons of storm water per year from the combined sewer system.
Since 1977 Portland has charged a separate storm water utility fee to help pay for storm water management costs.
In 2000 the City Council established a reward system for ratepayers who keep storm water from leaving their
property. This program, called Clean River Rewards, came into effect in October 2006 after the City launched a
new utility billing system. Clean River Rewards offers residential ratepayers up to a 30 percent discount based on
the extent to which they can manage runoff from roof areas. Commercial customers can claim a discount for
managing runoff from both roof and paved areas. Credits are offered for having a small impervious footprint (less
than 1,000 square feet), creating or maintaining tree coverage, disconnecting downspouts, installing rain gardens or
drywells, and other low impact development BMPs. The City processes applications without site visits and
conducts oversight via spot checks to ensure that BMPs are in effect and maintained properly. To assist ratepayers
with storm water retrofit options, BES hosts an online technical assistance page and offers workshops tailored to
residential and commercial customers.
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APPENDIX G
DISSENTING OPINIONS

Objecting Statement
Tidal Flooding
Strategic Issue # 5C
Building Code

The Tidal Flooding Subcommittee has recommended that the current
building code is a “one size fits all” approach to construction and that
current construction techniques may not withstand the intended use
over time. It is my belief that the current building code, as written,
address’ many different special conditions such as requiring special
windows to reduce noise from a near by airport, requiring a minimum
finished floor elevation as well as specific requirements for crawl
space venting in low lying areas, higher wind load requirements on
windows for structures located closer to the coast, etc. Any
additional, unnecessary changes to building code for buildings
constructed in flood prone areas will increase the cost of construction
and may contribute to a project becoming cost prohibitive.
The example used by the sub-committee suggests the use of a more
expensive material and not the use of sheetrock. After a flood event,
the first thing to do is to cut out the wall covering (sheetrock) so that
the insulation may be removed, studs treated for mold/mildew and
dried, repair any electrical problems, etc. The use of a more
expensive wall covering will drive up the cost of the renovation.

Objecting Statement
Tidal Flooding
Strategic Issue # 5C
Freeboard

The Tidal Flooding Subcommittee has recommended increasing the current 1
foot freeboard requirement for new construction to 2 feet. During the educational
phase of the Waterways Committees work, City staff presented that an
exhaustive study was conducted recently on the freeboard issue and staff
recommended 1 foot.
Additionally, any increase in freeboard will increase the cost of construction and
may contribute to a project becoming cost prohibitive.

Objecting Statement
Shoreline Protection
Strategic Issue # 3
Public Easements/Eminent Domain

For generations, the private property owners of Buckroe and Malo beaches have allowed
unfettered public access to walk north and south at the shorelines of their properties. However,
in keeping with the property rights of those private owners, many of them have chosen to post
their beaches as private property because it is, and those private property owners do not wish
public travel in the immediate vicinity of their homes.
If the City accepts the majority proposal of this Committee, then the City invades the privacy of
those property owners who for generations have allowed limited, but important and meaningful
access, by the public to the shoreline. Like wise, if the City elects to gain access by any legal
means, including eminent domain the potential reaction will be numerous lawsuits costing the
taxpayers extraordinary and unnecessary legal fees and far more catastrophic than the current
controversy at Whitemarsh.
Moreover, the portions of Buckroe and Malo beaches which are private are already the
beneficiaries of the city sand replenishment on the fully public portion of Buckroe and Malo
beaches. Mother Nature takes care of this as the new sands placed on the fully public beaches
washes north and south. That sand then replenishes the private beaches which are located in
between the two public beaches.
Quantifiable proof of this natural process is visible from inspection of the jetties the City placed
on the private beaches in the mid 1960’s. In recent years, those jetties are being covered over
increasingly as the City has built up the public beaches. At present, the private beaches are
more robust than ever in recent decades.

APPENDIX H
CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT

“Hampton Engages” in the Development of a
Comprehensive Waterway Management Plan
Background:
In the fall of 2010, the Hampton City Council established a citizen Steering Committee and
charged it to work with the community in a public process to “Develop a comprehensive waterway
management plan addressing tidal flooding; stormwater; shoreline protection and waterways
maintenance and management issues facing the City of Hampton.”
The broad topic was one of ten “strategic focus areas” identified by the community for
inclusion in the 5‐year update of Hampton’s Community Plan.

The Public Process:
The public process embraced multiple “key values.” Transparency, participation open to
all, and broad and comprehensive views of the waterway‐related issues, were central features. To
ensure that all concerns and potential responses were gathered and considered, multiple public
involvement components were designed into the community’s work to develop the
Comprehensive Waterways and Storm Water Plan.
Access to experts, technical information and best practices were provided to the citizen
working groups and the larger community. Public gatherings for dialogue and information
exchange were held at key junctions during the process.

Self‐Directed Citizen Working Groups:
The Steering Committee – Eighteen (18) citizens with diverse backgrounds and waterway
management concerns, accepted invitations to serve on the project’s Steering Committee. Each
member was supplied with objectives for their work and a proposed process timeline. The
meetings of the Steering Committee began in November 2010, supported by an independent
professional facilitator who helped the Committee set their own schedule and work plan. During
the entire process, the Steering Committee reviewed and edited drafts of their work documents in
open public sessions.

Sub‐Committees, open to all interested Hampton residents, were formed to explore in‐depth, four
different but inter‐connected topics;
(1) shoreline protection
(2) stormwater management and surface water quality,
(3) tidal flooding,
(4) waterways management and maintenance.
Fifty‐one (51) citizens volunteered to serve on the sub‐committees which met through the spring,
summer and early fall of 2011. The work of the sub‐committees was delivered to the Steering
Committee for review and consolidation into their comprehensive report.

Information and Community Learning
Committee Packages – Each member of the Steering Committee was provided with a large
notebook of background materials that were added to over the course of their work.
www.hamptonengages.com, the free‐standing website dedicated to providing another
means to inform and engage, included descriptions of the project, committee documents, and
reports from the City and other organizations. There were also videos of public briefings,
calendars, meeting announcements, links to other relevant sites, a question and answer feature
for 2‐way exchange and several other information and communication tools.
Expert Public Briefings were provided to ensure that Hampton citizens had full access to
relevant technical information. The objective was to start the project with extensive background
information to make informed participation available to the entire community. To increase the
distribution and value of the Expert Briefings, they were videotaped for rebroadcast and anytime
access via the Internet. A total of two hundred (200) residents attended the briefings while almost
two thousand (2000) visitors have viewed the briefings online.
Public Briefings:
Skip Stiles, Wetlands Watch
Bill Sammler, NOAA
Bill Sammler, NOAA
John Paine, URS
Fred Whitley, URS
Ken Dierks, Kimley‐Horn Assoc.
Tracy Hanger, Hampton Fire Dept.
Gail Hicks, Hampton Public Wks.
Gail Hicks, Hampton Public Wks.
Rebecca Francese, Waterway Surveys & Engnrg.

Sea level rise
Historic storm patterns
Coastal resources
Watersheds, Modeling
Stormwater
Dredging, Permitting
Emergency Preparedness
Flood Plain Mapping
Development Regulations
Shoreline Protection

Ongoing Technical Expertise was provided to the Steering Committee and all of the sub‐
committees for answering questions generated in working sessions. Questions that could not be
answered during the meeting were researched with answers reported back to committee
members.
Question Cards were distributed to, and gathered from, members of the public attending
as observers. These were for questions not answered in presentations or, for any comments and
suggestions. Questions and their subsequent answers were made available through the project’s
dedicated website.

Community Outreach
E‐Mail Notices – Names from sign in sheets at the project’s public meetings were gathered
into a stakeholder email list and used to send project meeting reminders. A list of two hundred
(200) interested citizens was compiled over the duration of the planning process. The City of
Hampton also used their broader email database to send announcements out to the community.
Website Announcements and Press Advisories ‐ Project meetings were announced on the
project website and notices were distributed to the media. A Daily Press advertisement was used
to help promote the Community Checkpoint meeting.

Additional Opportunities for Community Input
Community Input Meetings were held during the year long project. Over twenty (20)
meetings were held during the project. Each meeting provided an opportunity for the community
to express their opinions. Expert Briefings, Steering Committee meetings, Sub‐committee work
sessions, Community Checkpoint, Draft Plan Review Meeting and Two City Council Presentations.
The Steering Committee Draft Report Presentation and Community Checkpoint Meeting
was provided as an additional input opportunity for Hampton residents to share their views on the
recommendations generated by the Steering Committee. The Checkpoint also allowed the
residents to vote on report goals and issues using keypad technology. One hundred fifty five (155)
citizens attended the October 25, 2011 Checkpoint.
The Hampton Comprehensive Waterways Management Plan Online Survey provided
residents that couldn’t attend the Checkpoint Meeting a chance to comment on the Draft Plan.
Two hundred forty (240) residents took the survey.

Results
A Vision Statement was developed by the Steering Committee as part of their collective
work.
“As a Chesapeake Bay Community, Hampton achieves beauty, health, access, and
management of its waterway resources unparalleled in the lower Chesapeake Bay in order
to enhance the quality of life for its residents, encourage tourism, improve environmental
quality, create recreational opportunities as well as promote sustainable economic
development.”
The Steering Committee Report. Starting with the extensive and detailed observations and
proposals developed by each of the four sub‐committees, the Steering Committee convened for
several sessions to produce one set of recommendations. The Steering Committee fully reviewed
and discussed the sub‐committee work, took comments from the public and then combined the
results. All of the sessions were held at the Hampton Roads Convention Center. The meetings
were open to members of the public and to their questions and comments.
The Waterways Draft Report Presentation and Community Checkpoint Meeting Survey –
The following summary has been compiled by the Hampton Roads Center for Civic Engagement.
(See Waterways Checkpoint Keypad Results for complete results)
General Information
Keypad Survey taken at October 25, 2011 Community Checkpoint Meeting
Number of questions = 26
Average number of keypad votes per question = 154
Demographics
Over 60% of the survey takers met the following demographic profile:
White male, college degree or greater, live in Eastern region of Hampton (Phoebus,
Buckroe, Grandview, Fox Hill).
Goals with most High Importance Votes
98 votes ‐ Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #3 Take the necessary action to correct
the historical degradation of Hampton’s waterways to improve citizens and visitor enjoyment and
encourage a viable marine business environment. See strategy 1D for established standard.
97 votes ‐ Shoreline Protection Goal #1 Implement a comprehensive Shoreline Management
Program for both the Bay Fronting Beaches and the Tidal Shoreline to prevent tidal flooding, storm
impacts and to improve economic and recreational opportunities for citizens and visitors.
96 votes ‐ Shoreline Protection Goal #2 Obtain funding sources in addition to City generated
funds, to support implementation of the Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan and the
Hampton Wetlands Plan.
95 votes ‐ Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #2 Recognize and minimize the storm
water system’s contribution to waterway degradation and include in the long term management
and maintenance plan, a strategy for addressing this issue.

Funding Options with Highest Acceptability
120 votes – Collect Delinquent Storm Water Fees (Option‐1A)
116 votes ‐ Sale of City Owned Property (Option‐1C)
115 votes – Pursue Grants from Other Governmental Agencies and Organizations (Option‐2E)
Funding Options with Lowest Acceptability
95 votes ‐ Personal Property Taxes on Privately Owned Pleasure Watercraft (Boat Tax) (Option‐2B)
89 votes – Community Development Authority (Option‐3B)
77 votes ‐ Boat Decals (In Lieu of Boat Tax) (Option‐2C)
77 votes – Service Districts (Option‐3A)

Possible Funding Options Vote Table
Possible Funding Options

High
Acceptability

Medium
Acceptability

Low
Acceptability

Collect Delinquent Storm Water Fees (Option‐1A)
Sale of City Owned Property (Option‐1C)

120
116

14
21

16
14

Pursue Grants from Other Governmental Agencies
and Organizations (Option‐2E)

115

17

19

Prioritization and Reallocation of Existing
Revenues (Option‐1B)
Fines for Illegal Parking on Designated Street
Sweeping Days (Option‐3E)
Incentives and Tax Credits (Option‐3C)
Storm Water Fees (Option‐2A)
Revolving Loan Funds (Option‐3D)

99

37

14

93
70
57
43

14
40
50
53

41
39
45
52

General Real Estate Tax Increase Devoted to
Waterways and Shoreline Protection (Option‐2D)
Boat Decals (In Lieu of Boat Tax) (Option‐2C)

42
41

30
31

76
77

Personal Property Taxes on Privately Owned
Pleasure Watercraft (Boat Tax) (Option‐2B)
Service Districts (Option‐3A)

38
35

19
37

95
77

Community Development Authority (Option‐3B)

33

30

89

The Hampton Comprehensive Waterway Management Plan Online Survey Results ‐ The

following summary has been compiled by the Hampton Roads Center for Civic Engagement. (See
Hampton Waterways Online Survey Results for complete results)
General Information
Survey Duration = 7 weeks (Fall 2011)
Number of questions = 48
Total number of surveys taken = 240
Percentage that answered all questions = 68% or 163
Demographics
Over half (50%) of the survey takers met the following demographic profile:
White male, 50‐64 years old, college degree or greater, live in Eastern region of Hampton
(Phoebus, Buckroe, Grandview, Fox Hill) and are impacted by all waterway topics.
Note – 2nd highest region represented was the Central.
Goals with most High Importance Votes
Each Waterway topic had at least one goal receive a high importance vote total. With Shoreline
Protection and Waterway Management having two each. This supports the funding breakdown of
question #48
Question #20 ‐119 votes ‐ Shoreline Protection Goal #1 Implement a comprehensive Shoreline
Management Program for both the Bay Fronting Beaches and the Tidal Shoreline to prevent tidal
flooding, storm impacts and to improve economic and recreational opportunities for citizens and
visitors.
Question #22 – 112 votes ‐ Shoreline Protection Goal #2 Obtain funding sources in addition to City
generated funds, to support implementation of the Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan
and the Hampton Wetlands Plan.
Question #32 – 108 votes ‐ Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #4 Make Hampton a
preferred waterway destination for the Chesapeake Bay and intra coastal waterways system and
help make Hampton the most livable City in Virginia.
Question #30 – 103 votes ‐ Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #3 Take the necessary
action to correct the historical degradation of Hampton’s waterways to improve citizens and
visitor enjoyment and encourage a viable marine business environment. See strategy 1D for
established standard.
Question #8 – 103 votes ‐ Tidal Flooding Goal #1 Reduce the human and financial impacts
associated with tidal flooding, sea level rise and storm events to homes, businesses and other
community facilities on 2% of the flood prone structures per year over the next 50 years, in order
of the highest benefit/cost ratios.
Question #18 – 101 votes ‐ Storm Water Goal #4 By 2014, increase public awareness and
engagement in the prevention of storm water pollution, and protect and revitalize wetlands and
natural habitats.

Funding Options with Highest Acceptability
Question #41 – 120 votes – Pursue Grants from Other Governmental Agencies and Organizations
(Option‐2E)
Question #34 – 91 votes – Collect Delinquent Storm Water Fees (Option‐1A)
Question #35 – 82 votes ‐ Prioritization and Reallocation of Existing Revenues (Option‐1B)
Funding Options with Lowest Acceptability
Question #39 – 96 votes ‐ Boat Decals (In Lieu of Boat Tax) (Option‐2C)
Question #38 – 93 votes ‐ Personal Property Taxes on Privately Owned Pleasure Watercraft (Boat
Tax) (Option‐2B)
Question #40 – 76 votes ‐ General Real Estate Tax Increase Devoted to Waterways and Shoreline
Protection (Option‐2D)

Possible Funding Options Vote Table
Possible Funding Options
Pursue Grants from Other Governmental Agencies
and Organizations (Option‐2E)
Collect Delinquent Storm Water Fees (Option‐1A)
Prioritization and Reallocation of Existing
Revenues (Option‐1B)
Fines for Illegal Parking on Designated Street
Sweeping Days (Option‐3E)
Sale of City Owned Property (Option‐1C)
Storm Water Fees (Option‐2A)
Personal Property Taxes on Privately Owned
Pleasure Watercraft (Boat Tax) (Option‐2B)
Service Districts (Option‐3A)
General Real Estate Tax Increase Devoted to
Waterways and Shoreline Protection (Option‐2D)
Boat Decals (In Lieu of Boat Tax) (Option‐2C)
Revolving Loan Funds (Option‐3D)
Incentives and Tax Credits (Option‐3C)
Community Development Authority (Option‐3B)

High
Medium
Low
Acceptability Acceptability Acceptability
120
91

31
43

12
27

82

55

19

71
70
59

43
60
55

48
28
45

51
49

21
55

93
58

47
45
44
43
33

40
22
61
66
59

76
96
55
49
66

Question #47 ‐ Five most important criteria/values for considering a waterway project (total
votes)
Positive impact on natural environment – 79
Positive impact on public health and safety – 75
Positive impact on economic development – 68
Required by law or regulation – 65
Protection of current public property/assets or future public expenditures ‐60

Question #48 ‐ Allocation of Funds per Waterway Topic
Numbers represent what % of a dollar should be spent on the topic. A very even distribution with
Shoreline and Waterway Management receiving slightly higher amounts.
Waterway Management & Maintenance
Shoreline Protection
Tidal Flooding
Storm Water

28.64
28.55
25.01
21.42

Hampton Comprehensive Waterway Management
Plan Survey (HML Strategies)

1. What is your gender?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Male

67.5%

162

Female

31.3%

75

No Response

1.3%

3

answered question

240

skipped question

0

Response

Response

Percent

Count

2. What is your age?

19 and under

0.0%

0

20 to 34

7.9%

19

35 to 49

19.6%

47

50 to 64

50.4%

121

65 and over

22.1%

53

answered question

240

skipped question

0
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3. What is your race?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

White or European American

90.4%

217

Black or African American

3.3%

8

Hispanic or Latino

0.8%

2

Asian

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

Two or more races

0.8%

2

Another Race or No Response

4.6%

11

answered question

240

skipped question

0

Response

Response

Percent

Count

Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific
Islander

4. What is your education level?

Some High School

0.4%

1

High School Degree or GED

4.6%

11

25.8%

62

Bachelor’s Degree

30.4%

73

Master’s Degree or higher

36.7%

88

No Response

2.1%

5

answered question

240

skipped question

0

Some College or Associates
Degree
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5. Neighborhood Area - Using the map above, Where you Live, Work, Invest, or Visit most?

North West (Northampton /

Response

Response

Percent

Count

7.9%

19

7.9%

19

14.2%

34

61.3%

147

8.8%

21

answered question

240

skipped question

0

Coliseum Central / Langley)
South West (Aberdeen / Briarfield /
Wythe / Victoria)
Central (Downtown / King Street /
Newtown / Back River)
East (Phoebus / Buckroe /
Grandview / Fox Hill)
Outside of Hampton

6. Are you a Waterway Steering Committee or Subcommittee Member?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Yes

4.2%

10

No

95.8%

230

answered question

240

skipped question

0
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7. Which topic area(s) directly affect you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

Tidal Flooding

9.2%

22

Storm Water

7.1%

17

Shoreline Protection

4.2%

10

18.3%

44

All of the above

58.3%

140

None of the above

2.9%

7

answered question

240

skipped question

0

Waterway Maintenance and
Management

8. Tidal Flooding Goal #1 Reduce the human and financial impacts associated with tidal
flooding, sea level rise and storm events to homes, businesses and other community
facilities on 2% of the flood prone structures per year over the next 50 years, in order of the
highest benefit/cost ratios. How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

52.3%

103

Medium

30.5%

60

Low

17.3%

34

answered question

197

skipped question

43
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9. Rating the importance of Strategies for Tidal Flooding Goal #1 Tidal Flooding Strategy #1A
Mitigate flooding impacts and reduce potential flood damage where possible to public
facilities and infrastructure (i.e. raising streets and bridges etc.), at an average rate of 2%
per year for 50 years. Tidal Flooding Strategy #1B Mitigate flooding impacts and reduce
potential flood damage where possible to private property (i.e. raising homes, etc.), at an
average rate of 2% a year for 50 years. Tidal Flooding Strategy #1C Within 1 year, develop a
comprehensive study of current and probable future tidal flooding impacts, including
obtaining more detailed elevation information through the acquisition of LIDAR data, to
better assess funding needs and priority projects. Tidal Flooding Strategy #1D Within 1
year, implement an examination of the adequacy of current building standards, including
finished floor freeboard requirements, to adequately address long term impacts in sea
level rise as they are expected to change the frequency and duration of flooding within the
City, and review the standard every two years. Tidal Flooding Strategy #1E Within 1 year,
begin development of a long range plan to establish and maintain funding for private/public
improvements to mitigate flooding impacts, which maximizes the use of federal and state
funding sources, and complete the plan within 3 years. Tidal Flooding Strategy #1F Develop
a regional approach, in cooperation with the Hampton Roads Planning District Commission
(HRPDC), Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS), and the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality (VDEQ), to the issue of chemical contamination in coastal waters and
land areas during extreme weather events in order to: • Within 1 year, identify potential
sources of chemicals of concern and evaluate their vulnerability to release during storm
events • Within 3 years, develop an integrated plan to minimize potential for long term
ecological and economic impacts from coastal contamination during storm events • Within
3 years, develop site specific predictions for inundations during storm events • Within 5
years, identify facilities with chemicals of concern located in the floodplain and develop a
plan for removing or protecting them prior to anticipated severe flooding caused by storm
events How important to you are these Tidal Flooding Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

Tidal Flooding Strategy #1A

40.7% (74)

37.9% (69)

21.4% (39)

182

Tidal Flooding Strategy #1B

42.5% (77)

27.1% (49)

30.4% (55)

181

Tidal Flooding Strategy #1C

41.9% (75)

36.9% (66)

21.2% (38)

179

Tidal Flooding Strategy #1D

35.2% (63)

38.5% (69)

26.3% (47)

179

Tidal Flooding Strategy #1E

45.6% (82)

36.7% (66)

17.8% (32)

180

Tidal Flooding Strategy #1F

49.7% (89)

29.1% (52)

21.2% (38)

179
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Count

answered question

185

skipped question

55

10. Tidal Flooding Goal #2 Expand outreach and education to Hampton residents and
businesses in preparing for tidal flooding emergencies, and for recovery after a tidal
flooding event. How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

40.8%

78

Medium

38.2%

73

Low

20.9%

40

answered question

191

skipped question

49
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11. Rating the importance of Strategies for Tidal Flooding Goal #2 Tidal Flooding Strategy
#2A Within 2 years, expand existing emergency notification systems and procedures (i.e.
reverse 911,siren systems, etc.). Tidal Flooding Strategy 2B Within 1 year, develop and
implement an outreach program, to educate the public on the tidal flooding hazards and
protective measures, including information on tidal flooding based on predicted tidal
heights that illustrates affected streets and neighborhoods Tidal Flooding Strategy #2C
Increase organization, involvement and participation of grass roots neighborhood and
institutional organizations in emergency response, through CERT training and other
programs, by 50% within three years. Tidal Flooding Strategy #2D Develop a more effective
program for warning those living in areas in which imminent flooding is anticipated just
prior to the arrival of severe weather to include: • Evacuation procedures and/or(TF Goal #9)
Create evacuation procedures that address options in addition to complete area
evacuation, and that includes areas and routes to avoid, optional areas to park vehicles,
local shelter alternatives (both public and private), etc. • Special registry for senior citizens
in severe flooding areas • Within 1 year, include 1-2 members of the Tidal Flooding
Subcommittee on the CRS Outreach Committee to facilitate coordination between the two
efforts. How important to you are these Tidal Flooding Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

Tidal Flooding Strategy #2A

28.9% (52)

41.1% (74)

30.0% (54)

180

Tidal Flooding Strategy #2B

29.6% (53)

41.3% (74)

29.1% (52)

179

Tidal Flooding Strategy #2C

29.8% (53)

41.6% (74)

28.7% (51)

178

Tidal Flooding Strategy #2D

37.8% (68)

40.0% (72)

22.2% (40)

180
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Count

answered question

183

skipped question

57

12. Storm Water Goal #1 By 2017, the stormwater program must meet the Chesapeake Bay
Total Maximum Daily Load (Bay TMDL) goals for having 60% of the action and strategies in
place to meet the ultimate goals by 2025 for reductions in discharged pounds of
phosphorus, nitrogen and sediment contained in stormwater in compliance with the Bay
TMDL. How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

50.3%

89

Medium

35.6%

63

Low

14.1%

25

answered question

177

skipped question

63
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13. Rating the importance of Strategies for Storm Water Goal #1 Storm Water Strategy #1A
Increase in the amount of debris (grit, sand, leaves etc.) that is captured through
maintenance activities documented in the MS4 Annual Report consistent with the MS4
Permit, Chesapeake Bay TMDL and other pertinent regulations. Storm Water Strategy #1B
Increase in the pounds/tons of pollutants removed from Hampton’s storm water as
documented in the MS4 Annual Report to be consistent with MS4 Permit, Chesapeake Bay
TMDL and other pertinent regulations. Storm Water Strategy #1C Increased number of
inspections and enforcement actions documented in the MS4 Annual report to be
consistent with MS4 Permit, Chesapeake Bay TMDL and other pertinent regulations. Storm
Water Strategy #1D Develop, implement, and fund a Best Management Practices Plan to
meet the Phase II Watershed Implementation Plan consistent with Chesapeake Bay TMDL 2
year milestone requirements. How important to you are these Storm Water Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

Storm Water Strategy #1A

51.2% (86)

31.5% (53)

17.3% (29)

168

Storm Water Strategy #1B

50.3% (84)

29.9% (50)

19.8% (33)

167

Storm Water Strategy #1C

39.9% (67)

39.9% (67)

20.2% (34)

168

Storm Water Strategy #1D

50.0% (83)

33.1% (55)

16.9% (28)

166
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Count

answered question

170

skipped question

70

14. Storm Water Goal #2 Beginning in 2013, realize an average 10% annual reduction of
citizen 311 drainage complaint calls by using the scientific information, the latest “best
practice” technology and citizen input to improve and enhance the capacity of stormwater
runoff conveyance systems throughout the City, while balancing the need for increased
stormwater quality treatment required by new state and federal stormwater regulations.
How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

36.5%

62

Medium

38.2%

65

Low

25.3%

43

answered question

170

skipped question

70
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15. Rating the importance of Strategies for Storm Water Goal #2 Storm Water Strategy #2A
Obtain detailed elevation data for Hampton using Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)
technology software and staff training to use the raw LIDAR point cloud data for the
development of products that more accurately depict surface drainage patterns and thus
possible drainage problem areas and solutions. (Note: LIDAR data is usually delivered in a
format that limits the ability of the end user from further manipulating the delivered product
because so much of the raw data is filtered out to create basic data such as contour lines,
building heights, roadway edge of pavement elevations, etc.) By getting the raw point cloud
data via investment in software and staff training, LIDAR can be used for more specialized
applications (i.e. height of tree canopy, density of vegetative cover, etc.), which will enhance
Hampton’s drainage pattern assessments, decision-making, and planning for maximum
effectiveness in addressing both stormwater quality and quantity concerns. Storm Water
Strategy #2B Public Works Operations will prioritize drainage projects utilizing the Steer
Committee’s evaluative criteria, and continue projects to retrofit neighborhoods with
improved stormwater drainage (whether open ditch or enclosed pipe) as well as keep
existing drains, conveyances and outfalls clear of sediment, trash, and debris. Storm
Water Strategy #2C Create wetland and natural area restoration projects that provide
multiple benefits such as flood control and flood protection, compliance with state and
federal environmental regulations, improved passive recreation opportunities and
enhanced quality of life for Hampton residents. Storm Water Strategy #2D Promote the
beneficial reuse of stormwater runoff for industrial, irrigation, and other non-potable uses
throughout the City through tax or development incentives. Seek opportunities for
stormwater reuse in City operations and on City owned lands to reduce the volume of
stormwater discharged through existing and future conveyance systems. Storm Water
Strategy #2E Seek opportunities to partner with private vendors of innovative stormwater
technologies to evaluate their effectiveness and operational efficiency at reduced or not
cost to the City. How important to you are these Storm Water Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

Storm Water Strategy #2A

37.4% (61)

39.3% (64)

23.3% (38)

163

Storm Water Strategy #2B

44.8% (73)

35.6% (58)

19.6% (32)

163

Storm Water Strategy #2C

51.2% (84)

30.5% (50)

18.3% (30)

164

Storm Water Strategy #2D

41.0% (66)

33.5% (54)

25.5% (41)

161

Storm Water Strategy #2E

39.9% (65)

40.5% (66)

19.6% (32)

163

answered question
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Count

167

skipped question

73

16. Storm Water Goal #3 By July 2014 increase storm water program funding and revenue
to meet new state and federal storm water compliance requirements. How important is
this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

37.6%

64

Medium

41.2%

70

Low

21.2%

36

answered question

170

skipped question

70
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17. Rating the importance of Strategies for Storm Water Goal #3 Storm Water Strategy#3A
By 2013, Develop a more informed, competitive and aggressive approach to securing grant
funding to address stormwater compliance issues resulting in securing funding resources
comparable to surrounding localities. Storm Water Strategy #3B Improve accuracy of
existing stormwater utility account records to ensure fees are being properly assessed
now and implement a phased-in plan for collection beginning December 2012. Storm Water
Strategy #3C By, 2014, undertake a new stormwater utility rate study to determine if the
cost of stormwater programs can be paid for with existing ERU rates or whether the rates
should be changed. Storm Water Strategy #3D By 2012, Promote and/or establish citizen
advocacy groups to address issues of quality and quantity of stormwater and to seek grant
funding set aside of non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Storm Water Strategy #3E By
2013, Identify and utilize other revenue sources in addition to stormwater utility fees to fund
stormwater quality compliance programs How important to you are these Storm Water
Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

Storm Water Strategy #3A

50.6% (82)

34.0% (55)

15.4% (25)

162

Storm Water Strategy #3B

40.4% (65)

39.1% (63)

20.5% (33)

161

Storm Water Strategy #3C

34.8% (56)

37.3% (60)

28.0% (45)

161

Storm Water Strategy #3D

35.4% (57)

38.5% (62)

26.1% (42)

161

Storm Water Strategy #3E

38.0% (60)

39.2% (62)

22.8% (36)

158
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Count

answered question

164

skipped question

76

18. Storm Water Goal #4 By 2014, increase public awareness and engagement in the
prevention of storm water pollution, and protect and revitalize wetlands and natural
habitats. How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

60.5%

101

Medium

21.6%

36

Low

18.0%

30

answered question

167

skipped question

73

19. Rating the importance of Strategies for Storm Water Goal #4 Storm Water Strategy #4A
Create wetland and natural area restoration projects that provide multiple benefits such as
improving the quality of life for residents; providing additional passive recreation
opportunities, flood control and protection; and, promote compliance with new state and
federal stormwater regulations in accordance with timeline identified in Strategy SW# 1D.
Storm Water Strategy #4B By 2012, Promote and/or establish citizen advocacy groups to
address issues of quality and quantity of stormwater Storm Water Strategy #4C Consider
the adoption of Transfer of Development Rights and/or Purchase of Development Rights to
promote the creation/preservation of natural areas in environmentally sensitive or flood
prone areas in accordance with timeline identified in Strategy SW# 1D. Storm Water
Strategy #4D Identify methods of enforcement of existing regulations utilizing non-law
enforcement agencies. How important to you are these Storm Water Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

Storm Water Strategy #4A

56.7% (93)

23.2% (38)

20.1% (33)

164

Storm Water Strategy #4B

35.6% (57)

33.8% (54)

30.6% (49)

160

Storm Water Strategy #4C

41.0% (66)

31.7% (51)

27.3% (44)

161

Storm Water Strategy #4D

42.5% (68)

33.1% (53)

24.4% (39)

160
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Count

answered question

164

skipped question

76

20. Shoreline Protection Goal #1 Implement a comprehensive Shoreline Management
Program for both the Bay Fronting Beaches and the Tidal Shoreline to prevent tidal flooding,
storm impacts and to improve economic and recreational opportunities for citizens and
visitors. How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

71.3%

119

Medium

21.0%

35

Low

7.8%

13

answered question

167

skipped question

73
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21. Rating the importance of Strategies for Shoreline Protection Goal #1 Shoreline
Protection Strategy #1A Implement recommended management programs to include: •
Hampton Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan • Hampton Wetlands Plan Shoreline
Protection Strategy #1B Establish an ongoing and coordinated Beach Replenishment
Program. Shoreline Protection Strategy #1C Identify easements and develop easement
language to accomplish protection of the privately owned shorelines. Shoreline Protection
Strategy #1D Support and provide proportional financial support for a Regional Sediment
Management Plan to identify cost effective sandy resources for beach replenishment.
Shoreline Protection Strategy #1E Grant the local Wetlands Board administrative
responsibility for the State Coastal Primary Sand Dunes protection program Shoreline
Protection Strategy #1F Implement recommended improvements to Salt Ponds Inlet
consisting of: • Raising the south jetty • Sand tightening the north jetty • Constructing sand
traps north and south of the inlet Shoreline Protection Strategy #1G Continue a program of
structural improvements and beach replenishment along the public shorelines consisting
of: • Breakwaters at Salt Ponds public beach and Lighthouse Point along Grandview Nature
Preserve • Continued municipal participation in the Federal Storm Protection Project at
Buckroe Beach Shoreline Protection Strategy #1H Continue municipal projects along other
sections as noted in the Shoreline Protection Plan of the shoreline as easements are
obtained. Shoreline Protection Strategy #1I Undertake and construct a demonstration
project for a Living Shoreline. Shoreline Protection Strategy #1J Maintain existing projects
to provide designated levels of protection including federal projects at Buckroe Beach, the
public beach at Salt Ponds, and the breech project at Back River. How important to you are
these Shoreline Protection Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

Shoreline Protection Strategy #1A

58.7% (91)

27.1% (42)

14.2% (22)

155

Shoreline Protection Strategy #1B

49.4% (78)

29.7% (47)

20.9% (33)

158

Shoreline Protection Strategy #1C

46.2% (72)

30.8% (48)

23.1% (36)

156

Shoreline Protection Strategy #1D

45.2% (71)

30.6% (48)

24.2% (38)

157

Shoreline Protection Strategy #1E

40.4% (63)

30.1% (47)

29.5% (46)

156

Shoreline Protection Strategy #1F

58.0% (91)

20.4% (32)

21.7% (34)

157

Shoreline Protection Strategy #1G

62.7% (99)

24.7% (39)

12.7% (20)

158

Shoreline Protection Strategy #1H

45.9% (72)

35.7% (56)

18.5% (29)

157

Shoreline Protection Strategy #1I

39.1% (61)

30.8% (48)

30.1% (47)

156
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Count

Shoreline Protection Strategy #1J

28.5% (45)

58.9% (93)

12.7% (20)

158

answered question

163

skipped question

77

22. Shoreline Protection Goal #2 Obtain funding sources in addition to City generated funds,
to support implementation of the Shoreline Maintenance and Protection Plan and the
Hampton Wetlands Plan. How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

67.5%

112

Medium

24.7%

41

Low

7.8%

13

answered question

166

skipped question

74

23. Rating the importance of Strategies for Shoreline Protection Goal #2 Shoreline
Protection Strategy #2A Seek and obtain state, federal and corporate funds to support
shoreline protection and enhancement efforts by hiring an experienced grant writer.
Shoreline Protection Strategy #2B Utilize a grass roots lobbying group to obtain funding
sources such as; land conservancy tax credits, site sponsorships, and commercial
marketing to implement the shoreline management program. How important to you are
these Shoreline Protection Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

Shoreline Protection Strategy #2A

60.8% (101)

24.7% (41)

14.5% (24)

166

Shoreline Protection Strategy #2B

52.8% (85)

31.1% (50)

16.1% (26)

161
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Count

answered question

166

skipped question

74

24. Shoreline Protection Goal #3 Educate citizens on the value of shoreline protection and
management. How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

53.0%

89

Medium

31.5%

53

Low

15.5%

26

answered question

168

skipped question

72

25. Rating the importance of Strategies for Shoreline Protection Goal #3 Shoreline
Protection Strategy #3A Create ongoing programs to educate the public on the value and
benefits of shoreline protection. (Ex. Neighborhood College, Codes Academy, etc.)
Shoreline Protection Strategy #3B Demonstration of living shoreline, with projects already
completed. How important to you are these Shoreline Protection Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

Shoreline Protection Strategy #3A

45.1% (74)

38.4% (63)

16.5% (27)

164

Shoreline Protection Strategy #3B

37.7% (61)

42.6% (69)

19.8% (32)

162
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Count

answered question

165

skipped question

75

26. Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #1 Develop and implement a
comprehensive waterway management and maintenance function that is planned, funded,
staffed and has the responsibility to achieve specified goals and objectives that maintain
waterways for their intended purpose. How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

57.7%

94

Medium

28.8%

47

Low

13.5%

22

answered question

163

skipped question

77
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27. Rating the importance of Strategies for Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal
#1 Waterway Management and Maintenance Strategy #1A Establish and implement a
method (policy) for the proactive prevention of sedimentation and shoaling along with the
corrective maintenance of the waterways to optimize property values and tax revenue.
Waterway Management and Maintenance Strategy #1B Utilize the waterway generated tax
funds to fund an established budget to provide for a planned and proactively managed
waterway activity within the City government. Both, initially the City may have to use
existing surplus funds until a system is established to allocate funds into the waterway
management account. Waterway Management and Maintenance Strategy #1C Inventory
and establish intended use for Hampton waterways to include baseline conditions,
ownership and more specifically, who is responsible for the ongoing maintenance
responsibility. Waterway Management and Maintenance Strategy #1D Establish a
baseline/set of standards for the minimum acceptable condition of each waterway. Use the
supplied Waterway Inventory and Characterization template, to review and update as
necessary the original or design intent/usage of the waterway, i.e. depths, widths, volume
usage, aesthetics, etc. Strategy WWMM #1E Establish a preventive maintenance and
monitoring program using a formal hydrographic survey and study program enabling
Hampton to create a “best practices” approach resulting in an ongoing understanding of
sediment/shoaling rates, economic values, revenues, etc. resulting in the most efficient
maintenance program. Waterway Management and Maintenance Strategy #1F As part of
the development of a waterway management function set up a citizen voluntary advisory
group to assist City staff. How important to you are these Waterway Management and
Maintenance Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

WWMM Strategy #1A

56.0% (89)

30.8% (49)

13.2% (21)

159

WWMM Strategy #1B

44.0% (70)

38.4% (61)

17.6% (28)

159

WWMM Strategy #1C

54.8% (86)

31.8% (50)

13.4% (21)

157

WWMM Strategy #1D

58.5% (93)

28.9% (46)

12.6% (20)

159

WWMM Strategy #1E

54.8% (86)

30.6% (48)

14.6% (23)

157

WWMM Strategy #1F

45.9% (73)

34.6% (55)

19.5% (31)

159
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Count

answered question

162

skipped question

78

28. Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #2 Recognize and minimize the storm
water system’s contribution to waterway degradation and include in the long term
management and maintenance plan, a strategy for addressing this issue. How important is
this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

54.6%

89

Medium

32.5%

53

Low

12.9%

21

answered question

163

skipped question

77
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29. Rating the importance of Strategies for Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal
#2 Waterway Management and Maintenance Strategy #2A Redefine and expand the
traditional responsibility, obligation and funding for storm water drainage to include the
sediment impact on the waterways. Waterway Management and Maintenance Strategy #2B
Establish additional preventive measures to comply with future storm water management
requirements, i.e. Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) to reduce the amount of sediment
entering the waterway system. (See also Storm Water Subcommittee’s recommendations
and Appendix 8 – Example of Building a Nationally Recognized Program through Innovation
and Research to Improve Storm Water Quality. Waterway Management and Maintenance
Strategy #2C Initiate and implement a plan for the removal of storm water sediment
damage to the waterways. (See Storm Water Subcommittee’s recommendation, Appendix
7 – Hampton’s 2010 5 year Comprehensive Plan – Water Quality Excerpt for additional City
planning efforts to reduce the sediment load and quality of storm water drainage entering
the waterways.) How important to you are these Waterway Management and Maintenance
Strategies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

WWMM Strategy #2A

49.0% (77)

38.2% (60)

12.7% (20)

157

WWMM Strategy #2B

46.2% (72)

40.4% (63)

13.5% (21)

156

WWMM Strategy #2C

51.0% (79)

35.5% (55)

13.5% (21)

155
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Count

answered question

158

skipped question

82

30. Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #3 Take the necessary action to correct
the historical degradation of Hampton’s waterways to improve citizens and visitor
enjoyment and encourage a viable marine business environment. See strategy 1D for
established standard. How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

64.8%

103

Medium

27.0%

43

Low

8.2%

13

answered question

159

skipped question

81
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31. Rating the importance of Strategies for Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal
#3 Waterway Management and Maintenance Strategy #3A For waterways that are
significantly deteriorated by wave energy sand transport shoaling (i.e. Salt Ponds Inlet),
determine a long -term solution to increase the required maintenance interval by reducing
the amount of sand which can enter a channel, using existing recommendations and
subject matter experts where applicable. Waterway Management and Maintenance
Strategy #3B Implement and publish a plan to the public that will address the schedule for
restoring all waterways to their intended usage and defined standards using the Waterway
Maintenance Prioritization Tool on page 16 and Subcommittee guidance (See Appendix 3
and 5). Waterway Management and Maintenance Strategy #3C Obtain all maintenance
easements and other legal obligations for all waterways as quickly as possible to remove
the legal obstacles which could delay or prevent a maintenance action or other intervention
when it is needed. The intent is to remove these obstacles well in advance of the need for
performing preventive or corrective maintenance actions. How important to you are these
Waterway Management and Maintenance Stratagies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

WWMM Strategy #3A

62.0% (98)

24.1% (38)

13.9% (22)

158

WWMM Strategy #3B

52.5% (83)

32.9% (52)

14.6% (23)

158

WWMM Strategy #3C

62.1% (100)

25.5% (41)

12.4% (20)

161
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Count

answered question

161

skipped question

79

32. Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #4 Make Hampton a preferred waterway
destination for the Chesapeake Bay and intra coastal waterways system and help make
Hampton the most livable City in Virginia. How important is this goal to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

65.9%

108

Medium

20.7%

34

Low

13.4%

22

answered question

164

skipped question

76

33. Rating the importance of Strategies for Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal
#4 Waterway Management and Maintenance Strategy #4A Implement a marketing effort to
encourage and support a viable marine business environment to promote employment and
other economic benefits by promoting its waterway assets, and their relationship to the
economic, commercial and recreational health of the City. Waterway Management and
Maintenance Strategy #4B Implement a marketing effort to encourage and improve citizens
and visitor’s utilization, enjoyment and satisfaction of Hampton’s waterways by advertising
Hampton’s waterways and their benefits through City and tourism brochures. How
important to you are these Waterway Management and Maintenance Stratagies?
Response

High Importance

Medium Importance

Low Importance

WWMM Strategy #4A

60.6% (97)

23.1% (37)

16.3% (26)

160

WWMM Strategy #4B

55.3% (89)

26.1% (42)

18.6% (30)

161
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Count

answered question

162

skipped question

78

34. Collect Delinquent Storm Water Fees (Option-1A) Required or Existing Statutory
Authority • Authority Exists - Hampton City Code Chapter 33.21d Revenue Potential •
Treasurer's current collection ratio is 98.2% (considered exceptional) • Uncollected
balance FY2008 thru FY2011 is only $232,000 How acceptable is this option to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

56.5%

91

Medium

26.7%

43

Low

16.8%

27

answered question

161

skipped question

79

35. Prioritization and Reallocation of Existing Revenues (Option-1B) Required or Existing
Statutory Authority • Authority Exists - City Charter Section 6 Revenue Potential •
Reallocation and Re-Prioritization is a significant element of the City's Budget Process,
through the City Manager's Annual Proposed Budget and City Council's deliberation thereof.
Potential additions or increases in the allocations to shoreline and waterways is based on
its relative priority to other services. Over the past three years, approximately $1.3M $1.4M has been allocated from General Operating Funds and $4.3M - $4.5M from the Storm
water Fund, annually. How acceptable is this option to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

52.6%

82

Medium

35.3%

55

Low

12.2%

19

answered question

156

skipped question

84
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36. Sale of City Owned Property (Option-1C) Required or Existing Statutory Authority •
Authority Exists - Code of VA Title 15.2-1800 and City Charter, Section 2 Revenue Potential
As of June 30, 2011, the Assessed Value of City Owned Property by use and/or purpose
was as follows: • Total Value $443M • Public Use $410M • Master Plan/Econ. Development $
24M • Special Purchases (VSDBMD and new Buckroe School) $ 3M • Other $ 6M How
acceptable is this option to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

44.3%

70

Medium

38.0%

60

Low

17.7%

28

answered question

158

skipped question

82

37. Storm Water Fees (Option-2A) Required or Existing Statutory Authority • Authority Exists
- Code of VA Title15.2-2114 and Hampton City Code Chapter 33.1-19 Revenue Potential •
Current Storm Water Fee rates are as follows: – Residential $4.60 per month (1 ERU Unit) –
Commercial $4.60 per month per ERU Unit of impervious area (2,429 Ft. of impervious area).
Every $1 increase in the rate generates approximately $1.0M. How acceptable is this option
to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

37.1%

59

Medium

34.6%

55

Low

28.3%

45

answered question

159

skipped question

81
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38. Personal Property Taxes on Privately Owned Pleasure Watercraft (Boat Tax) (Option2B) Required or Existing Statutory Authority • Authority Exists - Code of VA Title 58.1-3506
and Hampton City Code Chapter 37 Article III Revenue Potential • Assessment and levy is
only authorized in three categories: – Boats or watercraft weighing five tons or more, not
used solely for business purposes. – Boats or watercraft weighing less than five tons, not
used solely for business purposes. – Privately owned pleasure boats and watercraft, 18
feet and over used solely for recreational purposes. • In FY2009, the Commissioner of the
Revenue estimated the revenue derived from a $.50, $.75, and $1.00 boat tax on the two
classifications of privately owned pleasure boats and watercraft (over 18 feet and under 18
feet) would be $378K, $579K and $779K, respectively. This does not take into account
owners who may move their boats to another locality. How acceptable is this option to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

30.9%

51

Medium

12.7%

21

Low

56.4%

93

answered question

165

skipped question

75
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39. Boat Decals (In Lieu of Boat Tax) (Option-2C) Required or Existing Statutory Authority •
City must request enabling legislation from the General Assembly. There have been
unsuccessful attempts to obtain such approval in the past. Revenue Potential • This would
be used in lieu of a personal property tax on boats. The City would create at least four (4)
classifications of boats for applying the decal fee, and cap the decal fee at a certain
amount to avoid an overly high fee for the larger boats. How acceptable is this option to
you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

27.6%

45

Medium

13.5%

22

Low

58.9%

96

answered question

163

skipped question

77

40. General Real Estate Tax Increase Devoted to Waterways and Shoreline Protection
(Option-2D) Required or Existing Statutory Authority • Authority Exists - Code of VA Title
58.1-3200 and Hampton City Code Chapter 37 Article II Revenue Potential • Increasing the
current R/E tax rate by $0.01/$100 in assessed value generates approximately $1.1M How
acceptable is this option to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

28.8%

47

Medium

24.5%

40

Low

46.6%

76

answered question

163

skipped question

77
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41. Pursue Grants from Other Governmental Agencies and Organizations (Option-2E)
Required or Existing Statutory Authority • Authority Exists - Code of VA Title15.2-1108 and
Hampton City Charter Revenue Potential • Pursuing grants is a highly competitive process.
The success of an organization is based on the how well we identify opportunities that
match our needs, and our effectiveness in drafting the grant proposal. How acceptable is
this option to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

73.6%

120

Medium

19.0%

31

Low

7.4%

12

answered question

163

skipped question

77

42. Service Districts (Option-3A) Required or Existing Statutory Authority • Authority Exists Code of VA Title 15.2-2400 However, the City is not currently authorized to establish a
service district for this purpose. The City would need enabling legislation from the General
Assembly. Revenue Potential The City may create, by ordinance, a service district for beach
and shoreline management and restoration and dredging of creeks and rivers to maintain
their current use; and to levy and collect an annual tax upon any property in such service
district to pay for the service or capital improvements authorized by the service district.
The levy or fees cannot be used to pay for schools, police, or general government services
not authorized by the service district ordinance. How acceptable is this option to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

30.2%

49

Medium

34.0%

55

Low

35.8%

58

answered question

162

skipped question

78
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43. Community Development Authority (Option-3B) Required or Existing Statutory Authority •
Authority Exists - Code of VA Title 15.2-5152 Revenue Potential • The City may consider
petitions for the creation of a community development authority from at least 51 percent of
the owners of contiguous properties within the designated CDA area. The created authority
annually authorizes the City to assess and collect a special tax to pay for the services and
facilities authorized by the CDA. • The funding generated by the above entities is a function
of the boundaries and the special levy. How acceptable is this option to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

20.9%

33

Medium

37.3%

59

Low

41.8%

66

answered question

158

skipped question

82

44. Incentives and Tax Credits (Option-3C) Required or Existing Statutory Authority •
Hampton City Code Chapter 33.1 provides for certain storm water improvement credits.
Revenue Potential • Other incentives would have to be defined and the appropriate
legislation implemented. Under the Dillon Rule, if the authority is not currently granted to the
locality, the locality would have to pursue enabling legislation. How acceptable is this option
to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

27.2%

43

Medium

41.8%

66

Low

31.0%

49

answered question

158

skipped question

82
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45. Revolving Loan Funds (Option-3D) Required or Existing Statutory Authority • Constitution
of VA, Art. X, Section 10 does not permit cities, towns, or counties to pledge its credits or
make loans to private entities. Revenue Potential • City is able to accomplish certain
desired outcomes by making contributions to other governmental agencies that have the
legal authority to make certain loans, grants, etc. We are currently instituting a Home
Elevating Revolving Loan Fund through HRHA for areas prone to flooding. How acceptable is
this option to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

27.5%

44

Medium

38.1%

61

Low

34.4%

55

answered question

160

skipped question

80

46. Fines for Illegal Parking on Designated Street Sweeping Days (Option-3E) Required or
Existing Statutory Authority • Code of VA Section 46.2; Hampton City Code Chapter 21.
Revenue Potential • The city manager is authorized to classify vehicles with reference to
parking and he/she may designate the time, place and manner in which vehicles may be
parked on city streets, and may make and enforce such additional rules and regulations as
parking conditions may require. How acceptable is this option to you?
Response

Response

Percent

Count

High

43.8%

71

Medium

26.5%

43

Low

29.6%

48

answered question

162

skipped question

78
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47. What five criteria do you consider to be most important in the consideration of a
waterway project?
Response

Criteria #1

Criteria #2

Criteria #3

Criteria #4

Criteria #5

52.3% (34)

20.0% (13)

4.6% (3)

10.8% (7)

12.3% (8)

65

32.0% (24)

26.7% (20)

17.3% (13)

17.3% (13)

6.7% (5)

75

16.7% (10)

28.3% (17)

33.3% (20)

10.0% (6)

11.7% (7)

60

11.8% (8)

26.5% (18)

19.1% (13)

22.1% (15)

20.6% (14)

68

18.8% (3)

12.5% (2)

12.5% (2)

18.8% (3)

37.5% (6)

16

9.1% (4)

15.9% (7)

36.4% (16)

15.9% (7)

22.7% (10)

44

8.6% (3)

17.1% (6)

34.3% (12)

31.4% (11)

8.6% (3)

35

22.8% (18)

15.2% (12)

31.6% (25)

17.7% (14)

12.7% (10)

79

Eligible for outside funding

11.8% (4)

14.7% (5)

17.6% (6)

35.3% (12)

20.6% (7)

34

Quick implementation

22.2% (4)

16.7% (3)

16.7% (3)

33.3% (6)

11.1% (2)

18

Protection of private property

32.8% (19)

29.3% (17)

6.9% (4)

20.7% (12)

10.3% (6)

58

7.0% (3)

18.6% (8)

25.6% (11)

18.6% (8)

30.2% (13)

43

7.3% (3)

14.6% (6)

7.3% (3)

26.8% (11)

43.9% (18)

41

9.7% (3)

6.5% (2)

9.7% (3)

12.9% (4)

61.3% (19)

31

Required by law or regulation
Positive impact on public health
and safety

Count

Protection of current public
property/assets or future public
expenditures
Positive impact on economic
development
Implementation of commitment
made in existing public plan
Increases general public usage
Generates public revenue or avoids
loss of revenue
Positive impact on natural
environment

Scientific evidence of
effectiveness
Multiple benefits
Improves community
aesthetics/scenic value

Other (If you have another criteria not shown on the list, please specify)
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12

answered question

141

skipped question

99

48. Dividing up $100, how would you allocate City resources across these broad topic
areas? (Note - The total sum of all 4 boxes must equal 100)

Tidal Flooding

Storm Water

Shoreline Protection

Response

Response

Response

Average

Total

Count

25.01

3,552

142

21.42

3,041

142

28.55

4,226

148

28.64

4,181

146

answered question

150

skipped question

90

Waterway Management &
Maintenance

34 of 59

Page 7, Q47. What five criteria do you consider to be most important in the consideration of a waterway project?

1

The above survey and format makes no sense and I cannot answer it. All
Hampton needs to do is build up the existing shorelines including salt ponds and
in particular grandview in order to limit the amount of water coming in during
flooding flooding. We will always have flooding but just during high tide.
Hurricane Irene should have produced worse flooding than Isabell period but it
died not due to the rebuilding of Grandview. It took a beating ( the rebuilt portion
of beach) but limited the amount of water that came in during the highest tide .
Put all efforts on building up and sustaining the Hampton shoreline. Folks once
the tide is going out there is no problem other than water in low lying areas. The
flooding at peak high tide can be controlled by shoreline rebuilding---Irene did by
the way wash through the grandview replenished beach but only what could get
through the 4 walkthroughs. It really helped!!!

Nov 29, 2011 5:09 PM

2

I do not understand this table! Where is criteria 14?

Nov 28, 2011 9:02 PM

3

The real problem I see with this whole thing is that there is a problem in the city
of Hampton and in all the maneuvering with these committees, it has never been
addressed or defined. We are a waterfront community but we do not act like a
waterfront community. Our local politicians seem more interested in getting
reelected than addressing the real problems. And until those real problems are
addressed, the problems will continue. It seems the local politicians are more
interested in maintaining their status than that of the city. As a result, we have
become a second class waterfront city. People on the waterways pass us by
because of that. We have even made the US Coast Guard Light List as a place
to avoid because of the water depth and maintenance problems here. That
pretty much says it all.

Nov 17, 2011 1:27 PM

4

Return waterways to their natural condition by eliminating the sediment

Nov 14, 2011 4:23 PM

5

I will not support my elected officials in the taking of any private property for
public use. Please play by the rules.

Nov 14, 2011 12:42 PM

6

There isno place for comments and no place for a NO answer - a low grading
should imply a NO - VERY BAD SURVEY Cut your spending quit trying to raise
taxes. Cut by NO $200,000 statue 1 yr late, courthouse,parks under interstate,
rec centers a mile apart,etc. etc,

Nov 9, 2011 9:43 AM

7

Mitigates against loss from sea level rise.

Nov 8, 2011 10:26 AM

8

FAIRNESS OF FUNDING STRATEGY: (i.e., Projects that benefit only a few
(such as Salt Ponds), should be rated LOW priority unless those who benefit
(boat-owners and wealthy Salt Ponds residents) pay at least half the cost.

Nov 6, 2011 9:35 AM

9

Increases revenue from visitors using our public waterways

Nov 1, 2011 5:06 PM

10

All pleasure craft should be taxed!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! To ask citizens in Hampton to pay
for the dredging of the Salt Ponds or Little Back River for boat owners who do
NOT pay taxes and user fees is unbelievable and shows the absolute corruption
of our city council!!!

Nov 1, 2011 10:34 AM

11

Would like to see the term "Privately owned, publicly occupied" in use.

Oct 29, 2011 8:09 AM

12

increase Property values.

Oct 25, 2011 8:57 PM
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Hampton Comprehensive
Waterways Management Plan

Keypad Polling Results
Community Checkpoint
October 25, 2011

Gender
a) Male
62%

b)Female
37%

c) No Response
1%

Age
a) 19 & Under
0%

b) 20-34
0%

c) 35-49
0%

d) 50-64
0%

e) 65 & Over
0%

Race
a) White or European American

91%
b) Black or African American
3%
c) Hispanic or Latino
1%
d) Asian
0%
e) Native Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander
1%
f) Two or more races
2%
g) Another Race or No Response
3%

Education Level
a) Some High School
0%

b) High School Degree or GED
9%

c) Some College or Associates Degree
29%

d) Bachelor’s Degree
32%

e) Master’s Degree or higher
30%

f) No Response
0%

Neighborhood Area
(Where you Live, Work, Invest, or Visit most)

North West

Central

East

South West
Outside of Hampton

Neighborhood Area
(Where you Live, Work, Invest, or Visit most)
5%
3%
17%
71%
4%

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

North West (Northampton / Coliseum Central / Langley)
South West (Aberdeen / Briarfield / Wythe / Victoria)
Central (Downtown / King Street / Newtown / Back River)
East (Phoebus / Buckroe / Grandview / Fox Hill)
Outside of Hampton

Steering Committee or
Subcommittee Member
a)Yes
12%

b)No
88%

Which topic area(s) directly affect you?
a) Tidal Flooding
33%

b) Storm Water
28%

c) Shoreline Protection
34%

d) Waterway Maintenance and Management
35%

e) All of the above
45%

f) None of the above
1%

Tidal Flooding Goal #1
Reduce the human and financial impacts associated
with tidal flooding, sea level rise and storm events to
homes, businesses and other community facilities on 2%
of the flood prone structures per year over the next 50
years, in order of the highest benefit/cost ratios.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low

86

w
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m
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H
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Tidal Flooding Goal #2
Expand outreach and education to Hampton
residents and businesses in preparing for tidal
flooding emergencies, and for recovery after a
tidal flooding event.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low

73

w
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Storm Water Goal #1
By 2017, the storm water program must meet the
Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Daily Load (Bay TMDL)
goals for having 60% of the action and strategies in place to
meet the ultimate goals by 2025 for reductions in
discharged pounds of phosphorus, nitrogen and sediment
contained in stormwater in compliance with the Bay TMDL.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low

81
50
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Storm Water Goal #2
Beginning in 2013, realize an average 10% annual reduction of
citizen 311 drainage complaint calls by using the scientific
information, the latest “best practice” technology and citizen
input to improve and enhance the capacity of storm water
runoff conveyance systems throughout the City, while balancing
the need for increased storm water quality treatment required
by new state and federal storm water regulations.

How important is this goal to you?

M
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w

55

50

Lo

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low

Storm Water Goal #3
By July 2014 increase storm water program
funding and revenue to meet new state and
federal storm water compliance requirements.

How important is this goal to you?

M
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w

57

51

Lo

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low

Storm Water Goal #4
By 2014, increase public awareness and
engagment in the prevention of storm water
pollution, and protect and revitalize wetlands and
natural habitats as identified the Best
Management Practices Plan.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low

82
45

w
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Shore Line Protection Goal #1
Implement a comprehensive Shoreline Management
Program for both the Bay Fronting Beaches and the
Tidal Shoreline to prevent tidal flooding, storm
impacts and to improve economic and recreational
opportunities for citizens and visitors.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low

97
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Shore Line Protection Goal #2
Obtain funding sources in addition to City generated
funds, to support implementation of the Shoreline
Maintenance and Protection Plan and the Hampton
Wetlands Plan.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Shore Line Protection Goal #3
Educate citizens on the value of shoreline
protection and management.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #1
Develop and implement a comprehensive waterway
management and maintenance function that is
planned, funded, staffed and has the responsibility
to achieve specified goals and objectives that
maintain waterways for their intended purpose.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #2
Recognize and minimize the storm water system’s
contribution to waterway degradation and include
in the long term management and maintenance
plan, a strategy for addressing this issue.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #3
Take the necessary action to correct the historical
degradation of Hampton’s waterways to improve
citizens and visitor enjoyment and encourage a
viable marine business environment.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Waterway Management and Maintenance Goal #4
Make Hampton a preferred waterway destination
for the Chesapeake Bay and intra coastal
waterways system and help make Hampton the
most livable City in Virginia.

How important is this goal to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Hampton Comprehensive
Waterways Management Plan

Funding Source Options

Collect Delinquent Storm Water Fees
Funding Source Option - 1A

How acceptable is this option to you?
120
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a) High
b) Medium
c) Low

Prioritization and Reallocation of Existing
Revenues
Funding Source Option – 1B
How acceptable is this option to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Sale of City Owned Property
Funding Source Option – 1C

How acceptable is this option to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Storm Water Fees
Funding Source Option – 2A

How acceptable is this option to you?
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a) High
b) Medium
c) Low

Personal Property Taxes on Privately
Owned Pleasure Watercraft (Boat Tax)
Funding Source Option – 2B
How acceptable is this option to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Boat Decals (In Lieu of Boat Tax)
Funding Source Option – 2C

How acceptable is this option to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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General Real Estate Tax Increase Devoted
to Waterways and Shoreline Protection
Funding Source Option – 2D
How acceptable is this option to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Pursue Grants from Other Governmental
Agencies and Organizations
Funding Source Option – 2E
How acceptable is this option to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Service Districts
Funding Source Option – 3A
How acceptable is this option to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Community Development Authority
Funding Source Option – 3B
How acceptable is this option to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Incentives and Tax Credits
Funding Source Option – 3C
How acceptable is this option to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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Revolving Loan Funds
Funding Source Option – 3D
How acceptable is this option to you?
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a) High
b) Medium
c) Low

Fines for Illegal Parking on Designated
Street Sweeping Days
Funding Source Option – 3E
How acceptable is this option to you?

a) High
b) Medium
c) Low
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